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PREFACE 

Of recent years, it has become one of thepre
vailing fashions to speak disparagingly of Kant 
and Hegel and their philosophies. Thus, we come 
across statements that Kant is a mistake and Hegel 
a misfortune, . and .other brilliant judgments to 
the same effect, but very often it turns out that the 
disparagers themselves are only disguised and un
conscious Kantians and Hegelians, and bad ones 
too, precisely because they are unaware of the 
extent and nature of their debts. Particularly of 
Kant it may be said, in words that Professor 
Whitehead rightly applies to Plj.to, that the whole 
of modern European philosophy is only '' a series 
of brilliantfoofi,"lotes " to the speculative c;tchieve
ments of Kant. In short, a modern philosopher 
may ~e a Kantian or an anti-Kantian, but whether 
he wants to deny the fundamental assumptions or 
the final conclusions of Kant, he must use, not 
only the method, but also the problems which 
Kant has bequeathed to philosophy. 

-rhw makes it all the more important to study 
Kant, and study him in his own words so far as 
practicable, for very oftenthey are tt1e loudest in 
detraction who have read the least of him. There 
has been growing recognition of this in recent 
years,. and philosophers, amidst the perplexities. 
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and controversies of to-day, are• harkening '' back. 
to Kant '• to discover anew the orientation of their 
philosophies. In England, this has been marked 
by the emergence of a number of brilliant writers 
on Kant and his philosophy, • of whom the most 
remarkable are Professors R. Adamson, N. K. 
Smith and H. J. Paton, Mr. A. D. Lindsay, Mr. 
justice A. J. Meredith, Mr. H. W. B. Joseph, 
Doctors A. C. Ewing and W.D. Ross and ProTessor 
H. A. Prichard. Those who have been privileged 
to hear Mr. H. H. Price lecture on the Critique 
of Pure Reason can only record their regret at 
his refusal to publish them, for not only would 
they stamp him as one of the most stimulating of 
the interpreters of Kant, but would also instruct 
and inspire a far wider circle of Kantian students. 
To all of them I Am grateful for what they have 
taught me of Kant, and my occasional disagree
ment with some or all of them doe~ not make me 
the less conscious of what I owe to them. 

The pre~ent translation, undertaken It the 
suggestion of the Master of Balliol, is offered as an 
humble contribution towards the same general 
purpose of a better understanding of Kant through 
the study of his ipsissima verba. That the pr~ent 
tract was not translated earlier seems s~mewhat 
surprising, for here we have, within a short com
pass, one of the fullest statements of Kant's general 
position and an indication of the lines along which 
his mind was working during those glorinn~ vF>::~r.:: 
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when he wrote the three . Critiques. The unHue 
and, as pointed out by•the Master of Balliol in his 
magnificent monograph, unfortunate neglect of 
the third Critique may be partly responsible for 
this; the history of the publication of the text may, 
as suggested by Herr ·Lehmann, be one of the 
other reasons; but though these may explain, 
they cannot justify the neglect which has so far 
attended this text. It is only because of this that 
I have,· in spite of a keen consciousness of my 

deficiencies, yet ventured to bring out the present 
translation for the use of students of Kant. I 
have not spared any pains to make the translation 
as accurate as possible and yet try to capture the 
rhythm and movement of normal English prose,
a task which all translators of Kant know is far 
more difficult than at first sight appears. In some 
of the more difficult passages, It have consulted 
Dr. Adam von Trott zu Solz, sometime Rhodes 
Scholar at Baf1iol College, Oxford, and Dr. 
Batatrishna Ghosh, a Create; India Society Scholar 
at the University of Munich. I should like also to 
thank Dr. Saileswara Sen, Reader in Philosophy, 
Andhra University, Waltair, for a suggestion with 
regardJo the translation of one particularly difficult 
sentence. In every case, however, I am alone 
responsible for the translations as pr6sented here 
and they must not be charged with any mistakes 
that might have remained in spite of all possible 
precautions. I shall be deeply thankful to all 

11 
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readers who point out any mistakes that might be 
noticed by them. 

I should like to record here my sense of obli
gation to Herr Gerhard Lehmann for the text he 
has prepared for Der Philosophischen Bibliotheck. 
published by Herr Felix Meiner of Leipzig. This 
is the text which has been followed throughout in 
the present translation. I have always translated 
Urteilsk.raft by judgment, using a capital' J • to dis
tinguish it from urteil which has been translated 
by judgment. Generally speaking, I have used 
the capital to indicate the faculty as distinguished 
from the activity in which it expresses itself. 

The four introductory essays seek to bring out 
the essential unity of the three Critiques and 
suggest that, whatever be tli.e history of the 
publication of the third Critique, it is a mistake 
to regard it as a~ere afterthought. The first two 
essays summarise the conclusions of the first two 
Critiques and show that they ned~ssarily impll the 
activity of Judgment which is analysed in the 
third Critique. The third essay studies the func
tion of judgment in the first Critique, while the 
fourth is a comparative study of the Introduction 
to the Critique of judgment as it now staq.ds and 
the tract which is presented here. 

The pa~ages from the Critique of Pure Reason 
and the Critique of judgment quoted m 
the introductory essays are based upon the 
translations of Professor N. K. Smith and 

• 

• 
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Mr. Justice A. J. Meredith, respectively, who 
have laid all studel'lts of Kant under a deep 
obligation by their magnificent translations of and 
illuminating studies in the philosophy of Kant. 

In the writing of this book, my deepest 
obligations are to Dr·. R. R. Marett, Rector of 
Exeter College, Oxford, and Mr. A. D. Lindsay, 
Master of Balliol College, Oxford. It was Dr. 
Marett who first encouraged me in the study of 
philosophy, and helped with sympathy and assist
ance at every stage of my student-life at Oxford. 
It is enough to say that but for his most generous 
intercession on my behalf, and the assistance of 
Mr. H. E. Stapleton, then Director of Public 
Instruction, Bengal, it would not have been 
possible for me to stay a fourth year at 
Oxford, and perhaps this book, far from being 
written, would not have been evtn contemplated. 
My obligation to Mr. Lindsay is equally great. As 
already notice<!, th~ present translation was 
unddtaken at his suggestion, while the introduc
to;y essays bear the mark of his inspiration on 
every page. I attended his lectures and read 
his published work, and he also very gene
rously lent me the use of his unpublished writings 
and lecTure notes. My general position, as well as 
many of the points discussed in the~e essays, are 
the direct outcome of what I have learnt from him. 
If I have yet ventured to differ from him on one or 
two points, it is with a full consciousness of my 

• 
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'deep obligation for what his teaching has meant 
to me. t ' 

I must thank very deeply Mr. H. H. Cox 
of Lincoln College, my tutor during the whole 
of my undergraduate days at Oxford, whose un
failing sympathy and court~sy, and the obvious 
interest he took in my work was a source of 
constant inspiration to me. I am also grateful 
to all my other teachers there, but feel that I must 
make special mention of Mr. H. W. B. Jos~ph of 
New College, Mr. R. G. Collingwood of 
Pembroke, Mr. C. R. Morris of Balliol, Mr. R. 
M. Foster ofChristchurch and Mr. 0. S. Franks 
of the Queen's College as some of those from 
whose lectures I derived the greatest benefit. I 
have to thank Professors J. A. Smith and 
H. H. Joachim for permission to attend and 
participate in thei• discussion classes, which were 
a source of instruction and inspiration to all who 
were fortunate enough to atten<!. I must here 
mention Mr. Ian Callie, a fellow Exonian, 'a,'Q.d 
now Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford, for the 
many interesting discussions we had during our 
common student days. 

Among those who were not direcyy my 
teachers, I must mention Sir S. Radhakrishnan, 
Vice-Chancellor of Andhra University, Nl/altair, 
and Mr. S. P. Mookerjee, Vice-Chancellor, 
Calcutta University, as those to whom I owe most. 
Sir Sarvapalli is widely known as a scholar of 

' 
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rare learning and deep insight, but it is not so 
widely known that he is equally great as a 
patron of learning and a helper of aspiring students. 
Of Mr. Mookerjee, it is enough to say that he is 
young in years but has already proved that he is 
not only the son, but ·also the successor of Sir 
Asutosh Mookerjee, greatest of the Vice-Chancel
lors of Calcutta University. 

Professor K. C. Bhattacharyya, then Director 
of lndi"an Institute of Philosophical Research, 
Amalnar, did me the honour of reading the whole 
of this book in type~script. I have tried to 
strengthen the argument in several places to meet 
some of his criticisms, but unfortunately for me, 
I came to know him at a time when the book had 
already been made ready for the press, and any 
radical alterations were impossible. I am, how
ever, deeply obliged to him for the care and 
interest with which he looked into the work, and 
to Dr. S. K. •Maitra of Calcutta University for 
s~esting an alte:rai:ion with regard to the form .of 
the opening paragraph of the introductory essays. 

I have to thank Mr. J. Chakravarti, Registrar, 
Calcutta University, for the interest he has taken 
in the production of this work. Without his in-• terest and the magnificent co-operation of Mr. 
A. C .. Ghatak, Superintendent ofCa]cutta Univer
sity Press, the book could not have been. published 
before the end of this year. I am also indebted 
to Mr. B. L. Banerjee, Printer, and other 

" 
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members of Calcutta University Press for the 
energy and interest with whiC!h they have helped 
in the completion of the work. 

Mr. Sudhindranath Dutt, Editor of the 
Parichaya and one of the collaborators of the 
proposed Oxford Book, of Bengali Verse, read 
through all the proofs in spite of the many calls 
upon his time. I must also thank my nephews, 
Messrs. A. Zaman and A. T. ]emal of Presidency 
College, Calcutta, for helping me in reading some 
of the proofs. 

Finally, I have to thank Calcutta University 
and the Government of Bengal for the award of a 
foreign scholarship which enabled me to study 
Philosophy at Oxford, and the Executors of the 
Mohsin Trust Funds for the provision of a special 
grant for the continuation of my studies at Oxford 
for a fourth and fi:rtal year. 

AsuTosH BuiLDING, 
CALCUTTA, 

7th July, 1935. 

• 
HUMAYUN KA~ 

• 
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• J 

Human knowledge i~ a process in time, com
ing about in a finite individual mind, and yet 
it claims to hold true for all minds at all times. 
The problem is further complicated by the fact 
that what claims to be true does not always turn 
out to be true. A prima facie examination of the 
contents of knowledge tannot therefore decide the 
question of their truth or falsity. If what is true 
were always self-evidently true, and the certainty 
and infallibility of knowledge were manifest in its 
object, it would become impossible to account for 
the fact of error. Truth is not•a property of the 
subject knowing or of the object known, and we 
cannot solve tlfe problem of knowledge by an 
e~ination into the ontological status of the con
stituents of the knowledge situation. 

It is only in comparatively recent times that 
this has been fully recognised, and with this 
recognition, the problem of knowledge has become 
the fu•ndamental problem of philosophy. Anti
cipations of the problem may be .discerned in 
the writings of some of the earlier philosophers, 
but it is Locke who first raises the question in the 

.specific form which modern philosophy has made 
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familiar to us. Even Locke, however, was a 
pioneer rather than a deni~en in the realms of 
modern philosophy. He no doubt started with an 
enquiry into the nature of the human understand
ing, but, with him, the enquiry was merely 
preliminary to an examination of the objects of 
our knowledge in order to determine their ontolo
gical nature and status. It was really Kant who 
changed the character of philosophical enquiry by 
asking, not. what things ultimately are, but 
what are the conditions implied by the fact of 
knowledge. 

For Kant, therefore, ''truth is," in the words 
of Dr. Lindsay, '' concerned not with the 
relation of what we apprehend and something 
on the other side of the apprehensible, nor with 
the quality of that which is apprehended, but 
with the relation • of what we apprehend at one 
time to what we apprehend at another-or, as he 
puts it, the relation between pres<!nt and possible 
experience.'' 1 The distinction between assoc~n 
and judgment is therefore of the utmost impor
tance to his problem and he soon came to r.ealise 
that knowledge and judgment are, and must be, 
co"extensive. 

• • Kant thought that formal log1c had completed 
the analysis .of judgment as pure form in abstrac" 
tion from all content of knowledge. All that was 
therefore left for him to do was merely to analyse 

Lindsay, p . .55. 
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thinking in its relation to knowledge of objects, 
and this he proposed t~ do in his transcendental 
logic. NVe need not discuss here how far his 
account of the nature of formal logic is correct, 
nor raise the objection t~at formal logic Cloes not 
actually abstract from all content, for -,,we must, 

if we wish to study the principles that pervade 
our thinking, consider to some extent the differ
ences in our thought arising from differences in that 
about which we think.'' 1 It is enough to point 

out that this professed respect for formal logic did 
not prevent Kant from altering its scheme wher
ever in conflict with that suggested by his own 
analysis. In the end, he revolutionised the problem 
and procedure of logic in spite of his protestations 
of loyalty. 

An objection may be, and is sometimes, raised 
about this supposed effect of Kant~ s investigations 
upon the problem and procedure of logic. It is 
argued that wh~t Kant was doing was merely to 
u~rtake an exa1uin.ation of the presuppositions of 
logic and this examination has no influence what
ever upon the programme which logic sets itself 
to carry out. Thus, Kant's analysis may have 
change~ our attitude towards the problem of 
knowledge and involved a reformulation of the 
theory of truth, but logic deals with the implica 
tions of the forms of thought and these implica
tions are not necessarily affected by changes in 

1 josseph, Logic, 5. 

Ill 
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our theory of truth. In pther words, Kant's 
transcendental logic deals with the question of the 
validity of knowledge, while formal logic is . con ... 
tent to test the consistency or otherwise of logical 
/orms o/ thought. The twp problems may be rela ... 
ted to one another, but they are distinct problems. 
Since the problems are distinct, changes in the 
theory of the one need r10t necessarily involve 
changes in the theory of the other. 

This, it is said, is what Kant means to express 
by his insistence upon the absolute certainty of 
logical knowledge. He no doubt feels compelled 
to make certain additions and alterations in his ac
count of the forms of judgment, but this is due 
merely to the fact that the problem he sets himself is 
a problem wider than that of formal logic. So long 
as the question is one of formal consistency and • the implications of different forms of statements, 
the account given by formal logic is adequate, 
and in recent times, symbolic logi~ has been only 
extending the scope, without modifying the ~
ciple, of old formal logic. Yv'hat Kant is doing is 
something different, for his problem is that of the 
possibility of knowledge itself, and it is therefore 
inevitable that he should introduce dist~nctions 

and principles not recognised in the account of 
formal logic-. In short, the account of formal 
logic may not be a complete account, but then., 
formal logic never claims that its account is final 
and complete. Incompleteness of the account 
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does not1 however, necessarily involve its falsity, 
for partial knowledge; provided we remember 
that it is partial, may be, and is, true and valid 
knowledge. '~ Whenever we judge at all, we 
not only predicate a .partial feature, but we 
predicate it as partial. What we assert is its con
nectedness within the whole nature of the subject, 
in accordance with the characteristic form of unity 
Clistinctive of that subject.'' 1 

This objection raises one of the most funda
mental problems of all philosophy, viz., the problem 
of the nature of relations. This problem we 
propose to discuss at some length at a later stage, 
and for the present we are prepared to concede 
that, at least prima facie, relations do not seem to 
constitute the nature of a term. 2 Let us take the 
case of similarity. If A and B are both blue, the 
relation of similarity between th~m depends on 
the fact of similarity, i.e., on the presence of 
some identical quAlity, viz. blue, in both of them. 
T~elation is therefore based on a fact which is 
intrinsic to the nature of A and B. (\\! e cannot, 
however, say that the relation is on that account 
internal and constitutes the nature of A and B, 
for the simple reason that the relation between 
A and ~ would hold even if both of them were 
black, or not-blue. Blueness which is• part of the 

1 Stout, ~tudies in Philosophy and Psychology, 2JZ, 
2 See below, pp. xlviii ff. 
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content of A an'd B cannot therefore • be constituted. 
by the relation of similarity· which holds }het'Weell 
A and B. Expressing it in another form, we may 
say that, what is the condition of a fact need not 
(and perhaps cannot) be a part of its corl.terit~ 
Applying it to the case of knowledge, we m1.1st 
therefore say that a condition or presupposition of 
knowledge cannot be its object, and therefore, 
whatever may be the findings of transcendental 
logic, it cannot, as an examination of the pre
suppositions of knowledge, affect formal logic 
which deals with the logical forms exhibited by 
the contents of our knowledge. 

The position suggested above rests on the 
assumption that formal logic is correct so far as it 
goes, even though it may not go very far. But 
this is an assumption which is hardly tenable. 
~e shall see lafer that the account of judgment 
given in formal logic is not a valid account, and 
further, that Kant himself red>gnises this fact. 
Since the business of formal logic is the exa~a
tion of the implications of the forms of judgment, 
it is essential that it must give a correct account of 
the nature of judgment, for any inaccuracy there 
is bound to vitiate its whole discussion. Modern 
symbolic logic has made it quite clear tha~ the old 
formal logi~ did not give an adequate account 
even of the implications of the forms of judgment. 
It confined its attention to, the problem of the 
;relation pf the class to, its men1.bers, and as 
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Professor Kemp Smith points out, the only type 
of judgment with which it concerned itself was 
the attributive judgment. The result of Kant's 
analysis is to show that even the attributive judg
ment expresses, " not the inclusion of an attribute 
within a given group of attributes, but the organi
sation of a complex manifold in terms of the dual 
category of substance and attribute . ., 1 Therefore, 
apart from any question of the relation of transcen
dental to traditional logic, and consequently, that 

of th.e conditions to the contents of knowledge, 
Kant's analysis results in a revolution in both 
" the problem and the procedure of logic.,. 

This epistemological interest explains why the 
Critical Philosophy begins with the Critique of 
Pure Reason. Kant started with the position· 
that the empirical judgment of perception-what 
Bradley calls the analytic judgnlent of sense 2-. 

offers no difficulty, for in it the question of validity 
beyond the montent of experience does not arise. 
Jt.,~xpresses the particular perception of a parti

cular finite mind at a definite point in the space~
time order and guarantees its own validity. H 
did not at first see that even this judgment involve 
a reference beyond the individual mind. As a 
object~ve unity of given representations, it claims 
acceptance from every one, and I'QUSt therefore 
be distinguished from a relation of the same 

1 Kemp Smith. 37. 
• 2 Bradley, Logic, I, 2, 15-16. 

IV 
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representations that has merely subjective validity. 
Nor did he here ask what ' is meant by a point 
in the space-time order and how we come to 
apprehend it. 

Similarly, he thought that the analytical judg
ment offers no difficulty, f~r the concept analysed 
in the judgment guarantees its validity. If the 

/ analysis of the concept means a development of 
......; its meaning, then we must in some way account 

for this increase in our knowledge and the con-
cept cannot guarantee the validity of the judgment. 
If, on the other hand, there is no development 

J of meaning but only a statement of what we mean 
by a term, then it is not a judgment at all, but a 
definition of a word. Nor is the problem simpli
fied when we remember that we must account 
for the concept itself, and no account of this 
in terms of the 1 rationalist's distinction between 
Reason and Intuition is possible to Kant. 

What really started Kant on lfis critical investi
gations was therefore the problem of the scientlijf 
judgment, for judgments of science claim universal 
validity like the analytical judgments, and yet like 
the judgments of perception, apply to objects of 
experience which are given to us as particular • and finite. These judgments are therefore at the 
same time synthetic and a priori, and demand a 
new account of knowledge to explain their pos· 
sibilility. The answer of the first Critique is that 
t};.te unique nature of space and rime explains 
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this parad.ox, for all objects of experience exhibit 
spatio-temporal chara~teristics, and rnust therefore 
conform to the uniform, self-external and intuitive 
character of space and time. 

This may be regarded as the position of 
comrnon-sense, analysed and made self~conscious. f) 

It has been shown time and again that the 
common-sense idea of ' things ' must inevitably 
lead to ideas in Plato's sense. If we attempt to 
give any account of the platonic ideas, we <:tre 
forced. to say that they are general laws or univer~ 
sal elements which explain the uniformity of 
experience, for, the attempt to regard them as 
noumenal entities, distinct in being from the parti
culars in which they are exemplified," leads to the 
denial of even their comprehensibility. These 
universal elements cannot be given in experience, 

f I 

and must, therefore, be regarded as pure forrns 
of abstraction lying ready in the mind, and called 
to activity by the-occasions of experience. I-:Ience, 
it is the manifold of disorganised sense-data which -supplies the material for these forms. But these 
ideas are universal while the data of sense are 
particular, and it is therefore impossible to give 
any account of their mutual connections in terms 
of ide: .and sense alone. The ideas therefore 
have to be schematised, i .e., brought into rela
tion with space-time organisation in order to 
explain their applicability to the particulars of 

sense. • 
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This account 'does n?t, however, seem 
distinguish between the positions of Hume and 
Kant. Hume had said that only the particulars 

\:::•ot~:~ i::~~i:::~j~:;i!~:::c:~:~:;~ 
of the mind. Even the principle of causality was, 
for Hume, a subjective necessity of the hum(ln 
mind, and there was therefore no guarantee of its 
application to the objects of experience. The 
(ldvance of Kant on this position is that the cate-

/~ories are seen to be involved in the structure of 
experience as such, so that even the distinction 
between the subjective and the objective is possible 
only through the operation of the categories. 

This is a case of turning Hume's position 
against Hume himself, but the full extent ef 
Kant's advance is not always realised on 
account of hi: undue neglect of the individual 
element in all knowledge. Kant's own • ana
lysis shows that the cate~ries are not by I 
themselves adequate to the constitution of e:xp~i

ence and require a further intuitive element. In 
the first Critique, he does not, however, examine 
the nature of this intuitive element. The result 
is that he does not even canvass the ~ossibility 
that, if the manifo}d of sensations be really dis
organised,·it might refuse to submit to the forms 
which the categories seek to impose on it. 1 

1 cf. Bosanquet, History of AesthetTc, 257-9. 
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The logical implication of this is that even 
the particular is not· bare content without form. 
This is the conclusion towards which the revolution 
in the theory of judgment also points. The result 
of Kant's analysis of judgment was to show that 
the problem of synthetic a priori judgment is not 
confined to any special province of knowledge, 
but is co-extensive with its whole field. If Kant 
had realised what his own position involved, oiz., 
that even the empirical judgment is synthetic and 

yet has its own universality-he would have seen \ 
that universal and necessary principles inform 
even the data of our observation. 

This can be expressed in another way by say
ing that for Kant, the given is never the bare 
particular supposed to be found in atomic sensa
tion. In fact, he denies that sensation can ever be 
atomic, for he insists that the p~ception of space 
and time is itself the perception of a manifold.1 

Even in the Ae~thetic, he always speaks of space 
and time as manifolds of intuition, but as if to leave 

·no doubt in the matter, he quite explicitly -states in 
the Analytic that space and time themselves, as 
unities underlying all experience, must involve 
the synthetic activity of the Understanding. ''In 
the A!esthetic, I have treated this unity as belong
ing merely to Sensibility. This l have done 
~imply in order to note that it precedes any con
cept, though as a matter of fact, it presupposes 

• 1 c/. Lindsay, Kant, 64·5, 98. 
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a synthesis which does not belong to the senses 
but through which all conc~pts of space and time 

· first become possible. It is by means of it (in 
that the Understanding determines Sensibility) 
that space and time are first given as intuitions. 
The unity of this a priori intuition therefore be
longs to space and time, and not to the concept 
of the Understanding.'' 1 Hence, an element of 
structure or synthesis is involved even in the per
ception of the particular, but Kant does not stop 
here and goes on to add that this perception also 
presupposes an idea of the system of reality. In 
the section on the Regulative Employment of the 
Ideas, Kant lays down that '' the hypothetical 
employment of Reason has, therefore, as its aim 
the systematic unity of the knowledge of the Under
standing, and this unity ··is the criterion of the 
truth of its rules!'' 2 

Stated in simpler terms, this can only mean that 
coherence is our test of truth, and.therefore, objects 
can be objects of our knowledge only so far as they 
conform to the unity of the system of reality. Now;:~r 
if we regard reality as a thoroughly interconnected .••• 
system, it follows that every part of such a system, 
must be organically related to the other parts as

1 

well as to the whole. In that case,. the waf seems 
clear to the l;Iegelian Absolute in which the parts 
are nothing but the partial manifes.tabons- oftne 
whole1tse1f:~·trrotlier -w{)rCl~]~eality beco·m:~;·~~;a"St 

1 B 160-1, note. 2 A 6'47=8 675. 
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organic system in which the parts are the micro
scopic reproductions of the macroscopic whole. 

r This, however, is a position that is repugnant 

1
1
. to the deepest metaphysical insight of Kant, and 

• •• the passage quoted abov.e is therefore immediately 
followed by the caution that " the systematic 

t. ullity (as. a mere idea) is, on the other hand, on!. y 
\ a projected unity, and must be regarded, not as 

••\'g .. iven in itself, but only as a problem (for the 
Enderstanding). It .helps us, however, in the 

. • . iscovery of a principle for the manifold and 
special modes of employment of the Understand
ing, directs its attention to cases which are not 
given, and thus renders it more coherent.'' 1 Kant 
is never tired of insisting on the fact that the ideas 
~f Reason, though conditions of knowledge, are not 
its constituents. In other words1 the systematic 
unity of experience may be one of the presupposi- I 
tions of even a particular experience, but precisely { 

for that reason, th~ systematic character of experi-\ '' 

:;er~::::• co~:::;:,;:: c~nt~~ .. : .. o. of .. ~ .. :. ~c:t. r.~;.:.l:: 
we may therefore say that K~_t_j~ __ 9!!it~ ____ <::l_~finite 
in his mi11.cl that a judgment, though its tr].lth may. 

be fusf3-b;-it;~~~:~n~c~--~~!~-~-~'!-,~i~!~~~lu~(ill~~ta: 

h~~::~~!:~~~:f!;~::y~::~::~~5~::~ 
• ' I 

I A 647='B 675. 
! 
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the meeting point of many con,cepts •. (or character.
istics) , but this unification of concepts in a parti~ 
cular is for us a fact ; it cannot, for us, be .a 

construction from the premises, though with the 
progress of knowledge, w~ come to see more arid 
more clearly that such construction is actually ex
hibited in it. The necessity of the particular is 
also, for Kant, for that very reason, not self-justify
ing as it is for Hegel and his followers,-it is merely. 
the recognition of the infinite connectedness whicq; 
enters into the very nature of the thing. · 

If we distinguish between · the aspects of the 
nature and the existence of a thing ,-between the 
thisness, and the this,-we may say that, for Kant, 
the categories refer to the thisness, but cannot 
account for the this. Further, if we abstract the 
thisness from t:he this, no significant statement 
can be made about the this, for it refers to the 
bare fact of existence, and the existence apart frorn 
the characteristics of a thing i~ hardly an object 
of logical thought. It may, therefore, be argu~ 
that Kant is quite justified in neglecting to give an 
account of the particularity of the particular, and 
the supnosed inad~quacy of the first Critique is 
aftr7: all ilBsorY: h, the account of the c~egories, 
anci the categories e~plain the thisness of the ob-

J jects of experience) Kant has said all that is 
' necessary or possibt.:; to say with regard to the 

individual as given in expenence. As for • the 
this, or the bare fact

1 
of existence, Kant has 
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• ·• ?{mself pointed out in his criticism of the onto~ 

\,l!ig:~::~m,.:~ ·~:::.•;. c~::o~:ep~:c::ib~: 
logical analysis of its nature. 

Admitting all this, we might yet argue that 
there is still an element in the thisness itself of 
which Kant has given no account in the first 
Critique. The this may fall outside the scope of 
the analysis of logic, but the thisness, or the unity 
of. the categories in a particular, is a problem of 
which logic must give some account. Any and 
every category is not," and cannot be, applied to 
any and every experience,-the variety and mani~ 

foldness of experience. prove that at different 
centres, the categories are organised or unified in 
different ways. This organisation or unification 
of the categories is not, however e identical with 
merely the this of the particular, for the this as 
bare existence is unintelligible and merely given, 
while the unificatid'n of the categories (or the this~ 
ness) is what determines the nature of a thing, and • 
therefore supplies us with whatever insight we 
have into the intelligibility of the object. Further, 
Kant himself suggests the importance of this uni
fication of the categories when he points out that 
''this un,ty, which precedes a priori all concepts 
of combination, is not the category of unity. AU 
categories are grounded in the logical functions of 
Judgment, and in these functions combination, and 
therefore the u"hity of given concepts, is alr.eady 
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thought. Thus the category already . presupposes 
combination. We must th~re'fore look··still higher 
for this unity, namely in that which itself conta.in.s 
the ground of the unity of diverse concepts in 
Judgment, and therefore of the possibility of.the 
Understanding, even as r~gards its logical employ~ 
ment. '' 1 In other words, the idea of the unity ·of 
the self and of its counterpart, viz., Reality a.s a 
system, is operative in the judgment of the parti~ 
cular as well, and accounts for the unification of the 
categories in the thisness of the given, but as 
already pointed out, Kant spares no pains to prove 
that this idea is only a regulative idea of Reason 
and does not in any way contribute to the nature 
of the contents of experience. 

Hence, we might say that, on the one hand, 
as against Hu~e, Kant is insisting on the universal 
and necessary elements involved even in the con~ 

cept of the bare particular~ and on the other, .as 
against Hegel, he is warning •us that the given 
may be concrete as including in itself various as-• pects in combination, but it is not, and cannot 
be, concrete in the sense of an individual which 
justifies its own existence by containing in itself, 
though only potentially, the infinite manifoldness 
of the whole of reality. • 

The n6glect of the perceptual element in the 
first Critique is not however surprising1. for Kant's 

1 B 131. • 
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main interest here was in the sciences, more especi
ally in the mathematic~! sciences. tc Every parti
cular natural discipline contains in it only so much 
of gen11ine science as it contains of mathematics." I 

Science does not consider the individual instance 
or case as individual, ·because for science, it is 
the similarity of the class rather than the pecu
liarity of the members of the class which is 
important. Even the class concept, however, 
implies some recognition of the idiosyncrasies of the 
individual members of the class, at least in notic
ing their significant resemblances to one another 
ill., contrast with their important differences from 
members of other classes. This is so even in 
mathematks, in which we find the exaltation of 
this scientifib tendency. In mathematics, even the 
relations of tht; classes are generalised, so that in 
the symbolic lpterpretations of al~ebra, the class 

characteristics t~emselves are hardly in evidence. 
But however far' mathematics might go in thus de
individualisi~'lg its terms, it can never succeed in .. 
fully doing so, for the distinction between term 
and term must remain if mathematics is to be a 
possible discipline. Kant did not at this stage pay 
sufficient attention to this aspect of the problem, 
for he • was taking over without criticism the 
traditional rationalist conception of mathematics,,_ 

I Kant, Metaphysical First Principles of Natural Science, Preface. 
Quoted by LindsaY~ 274.) 
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according to which it gives absol1..1te knowledge of 
• 

the absol1..1te reality. 
The conclusion then· seems to • · be •····• that ithe 

Understanding gives knowledge, but the know
ledge it gives is general and abstract. Strictly 
speaking, it gives only the form of .. knowledge 
rather than actual knowledge, for the general 
divorced from the particular is a mere abstraction. 

j Its a priori constitutive principles have universal 
validity, but when we come to examine the terri~ 

tory where the Understanding rules, we find that 
it gives the barest skeleton or framework, which 
can be filled up only by what actual experienc~ 
gives. The point to notice is that even th:e know
ledge of the phenomenal world is the result 
the co-operation of Sense and Under1standing, of 
the given and the categories, for the, categories are 
mere form, an~ form without mat!ter is unintelli
gible. Further, we cannot have ;~ven the know
ledge of relations without soma..'knowledge. of the 
terms which are so related. The categories by 

' . 
themselves can therefore give r;to knowledge? and 
at every step' they require the co-operation of the 
senses. 

"·'It is a very remarkable fact that we cannot 
determine the possibility of any thing • through 
the category alone, and must, in order to exhibil 
the objective reality of the pure concept of the 
Understanding, always have an intuition ....... Sc 
long as there is no intuition, we do• not therefore 
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know y.thethet Wei are• .~hinking an object t~rough 
the· categories {ornot) .••..•• ll1deed, •• we •..•• do not• know 
-whether there. can anywhere be an object c<mform-i 
ing to them. In all these ways, it is theref()re\ •. · 

~:::~;~:t :th~;·:~~=re~efo~:.7r:::::i:~········ 
the making of knowledge from given intuitions .. '· / . · 

At this stage, Kant did not however realise th~ 
implications of this discovery and the result is that 
he tends to identify knowledge with scientific 
knowledge. He had begun by pointing out that 
there are some judgments which are both synthetic ' 
and a priori, but now he sees that all judgments 
must have these characteristics. Unfortunately, 
however, he confined his analysi~ of synthetic a 
priori judgment to the judgments of science, so 
that the realization that all judgm'flts are synthetic 
and a priori tended to suggest that scientific know

ledge is the pattern of all knowing. In the end, /' 
Kant came to rtJCognise the validity of knowledge 

\
~·· ...• which is not scientific, but the neglect of the per-~ 
• ceptual element in the first Crtitique may be 

largely attributed to this identification. 

~ e have already seen that even the abstractest 
science cannot fuJly de-individualise its terms, for . ' 

the neglect of the perceptual or individual carries 
with it its own nemesis. The principle of causality 

• 1 B. 288 . 
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has been rightlyi regardec:J as /the fundamental 
scientific category, since the categories of substan~ 
tiality and reciprocity are merely types of the causal 
category, The first Critique exalts the • principle of 
mechanical causation as the governing principle of 
the phenomenal world, b~t this exaltation of the 
principle leads in the end to its own negation.1 

The nature of space and time. is uniform and can~ / 
not therefore explain why a particular thing has a ....; 
particular spatio~temporal position. In causation, 
we accordingly start by premising that we must 
not regard the nature of things as due to their 
spatia-temporal positions. We must, on the con
trary, regard their space and time relations as deter~ 
mined by their nature. This nature must, on the 
other hand, be their nature as determined by their 
antecedents, i.e. their nature as terms in a series. 
The more we extend the causal chain, the more do 
things lose their independent individuality and 
tend to become merely determi:Jied points in a 
space-time order. The perceptual elements seem 

• to become less and less important, till at last the 
whole of reality is sought to be represented as 
the quantitative function of some element whose 
quality is neutral or indifferent. This is what has 
actually happened whenever men have tPied to 
express reality in terms of the synthesis of the 
homogeneous. Whether it be the physicist's. atom 

l cf. below, § IX, pp. 60 ff. • 
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or the philosopher's nqtion, whether we regard it 
as physical or spiritual, the attempt to express the 

world as the complications of some common basi<; 
stuff must result in the denial of the possibility of 
change. There are no qualitative differences 
among the elements of" reality to allow for change 
from one quality td another, and quantitatively, 
its magnitude remains constant, so that the pro
cess of explaining change comes in the end to 
<lenying change and even its possibility. This is 
seen in another way, if we remember that the V 
nature of a thing cannot be its nature merely as 
part of a series, for it cannot be even a term in a 
series unless it is something more than a mere 
term. A system of relations without relata is a 
contradiction in terms. 

In the distinction between the 
1 

dynamical and 
the constitutive categories, Kant begins to sense 
the importance of the individual character of 
things. The mathematical principles are consti
tutive, for they are concerned with the " mere 

• intuition of an appearance in general ' ' 1 and have 
nothing to do with their existence. In other 
words, they apply equally to objects and images, 
and in fact cannot explain the distinction which we 
make f>etween the two. The distinction between 
subjective and objective is therefore. expressed by 
the dynamical categories, which are1. however, for 

• 1 • A J60==B 199. 
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that very reason, regulative and not constitutive • 
of our perception. In the words • of Professor 
Kemp Smith, ''the mathematical principles lay 
down the conditions for the generation or construe .. 
tion of appearances. The dynamical only ... specify . 
rules whereby we can defi~e the relation in .which 
existences contingently given are connected.' ' 1 

Hence, the causal category, as dynamical, is only 
regulative of perception and must presuppose the 
specific character of the elements which are thus 
brought into relation with one another. 

But on the other hand, this specific character is 

itself constituted, at least partially, by the dyna- \./ 
mical categories, since by existence we mean, not 
bare abstract existence, but existence of a specific 
type. As we shall soon find, even images have 
existence of " sort, and must therefore in 
a sense imply the dynamical categories, but 
that is not what we seek to express when we talk 
of the existence of the object. •If object is taken 
in the most general sense, Viz., as the -ed of any • 
-ing, there can be no question of its truth or falsity, 
and we can at best be aware only of some of the 
most rudimentary characters of such objects. As 
soon, however, as we raise the question of their 
reality and unreality, the dynamical cat~gories 
cqme into operation, and they not only seek to 
determine the relations among these apprehensions, 

I Kemp Smith, 346. • 
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but also bring out in the • process the universal 
elements implicit in ~uch objects. In other 
words, if we remain on the merely perceptual level, 
objects are just given to us, and the problem of 
their real nature and existence cannot arise. The 
emergence of these problems marks the transcen~ 

dence of the merely perceptual level, but then, the 
merely perceptual level is for us human beings 
only the concept of a logical possibility. In our 
experience, Perception and Understanding must 
always work in co-operation, and that is why, for 
our experience, the dynamical categories are not 
only regulative but also constitutive. This is what 
.Kant means when he says, "In the Transcenden
tal Analytic, we have distinguished the dynamical 
principles of the Understanding, as merely regu
lative principles of intuitionl. from the mathe
matical, which as regards intuition :re constitutive. 
None the less~, these dynamical categories are 
constitutive in re~pect of experience, since they 
render the concepts, without which there can be 
::.o experience, possible a priori." 1 

This indissoluble unity of perceptual and intel
lectual elements in all human experience also 
explains why the dynamical categories are opera
tive evt!l in our imagination. ,K.ant, as soon as he 
faces the question, is therefore forcep to adrnit 
that even the dynamical categories by themselves 

• 1 A 664=B 692. 

Vl 
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are not ad.equate to express the distinction between 
• 

the subjective or the imaginary and the objective 
or the real in the sense indicated .1 This d.istinc~ 

tion can be expressed only in terms of the unity of 
experience, for, '' the postulate of the possibility 
of things requires that the concept of the things 
should agree with the formal conditions of an 
experience in general. But this, the objective form 
of experience in general, contains all synthesis 
that is required for knowledge of objects.'' 2 

This distinction between constitutive and regu~ 
lative principles is important for J(ant, for it is the 
beginning of the recognition that scientific know~ 
ledge in terms of the causal category is not the 
only type of human knowledge. In fact, even 
scientific knowledge depends on Clata and prin· 
ciples of whicJt no account can be given in purely 
scientific terms. In other words, mere mechanism 
is not adequate as an account even of the method 
of science. • 

This distinction is also important for Kant \p 
another way. As pointed out by Dr. Lindsay, it 
distinguishes his position from that of both the 
dogmatist and the sceptic. 3 For the dogmatist, ·an a 
priori principles are constitutive, while the sceptic 
recognises no constitutive principles at aTI. The 
dogmatist's objective laws guarantee the universality 

1 See below, PP• xlv ff. 2 A 220=8 267. 
3 c/., Lindsay, 59 ff. • 
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of knowle<lgei hut cartnot explain • its empirical 
validity.· ..• The sceptic's. postulates .acc~unt • for 
the empirical validity • of ••• knowledge, • but. only. at 
the cost of • its necessity .• and universality... Kant, 
by recognisi11g the two ty,pes, ·tries to make room • f()r 

v/both the regularity and the novelty of the world, 
and at the same time develop the distinction 
between Reason and Understanding. This dis
tinction does not seem to be explicitly recognised 
in the Analytic, where Kant tends to identify 
Reason with the Understanding. Nor is this sur
prising. for at this stage, Kant is still concerned 
with the universal laws of science. It is as a 
result of the analysis of judgment in the Deduc
tion that Kant comes to see that even empirical 
judgments claim universality. 

The problem of empirical unwersality made 
Kant realise that every judgment claims to be 
necessarily true, and yet bases that claim on 
conditions whicH can never be completely 
I.nown.1 Reason seeks to realise this totality 
of conditions, and thus prescribes the aim 
and sets the limit to the work of the Under
standing, but the Understanding is left to do the 
actual work of collecting data and systematising 
our ex;erience. Difficulties in the form of anti
monies arise because the demand of ·Reason for 
the unconditioned totality is confused with the 

•1 c/. Bradley, Logic, chap. 2. 
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realisation of that demartd. In the distinction 
between the Ideas of Reason which are regulative, 
and the concepts of the Understanding which are 
constitutive of experience, Kant therefore seeks 
to express the contingenc~ and the necessity which 
at once seem to characterise all our experience. 
Kant does not here follow the clue offered by the 
dynamical categories, which suggest that the 
distinction between Reason and Understanding is 
not absolute. 

Let us briefly sum up the results so far attained. 
From the point of view of our apprehension alone, 
there is no way of distinguishing between 
images and objects. Both have existence of a type 
and both are presented to our consciousness. But 
by existence we do not mean the type of existence 
which imagesilave, i.e .. ,, we in some way distinguish 
between images which we regard as subjective 
and objects which we regard as existent. Now, 
even images must have certa'1n spatia-temporal 
as well as qualitative characteristics which canoot 
be denied without also denying their being. These 
are determined by the mathematical categories 
which, as constitutive of all perception, cannot 
therefore distinguish between the subjective and • the objective. Yet this distinction is fundamental 
to experience. Hence, we distinguish bet~een 
images and objects by the employment. of the 
dynamical categories. In other words, we distin
guish between the real and the unr;al, not thrpugh 
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any intrinsic different~s in their character, but 
through their relations to one another} iWhere 
different apprehensions cohere with one anotli(!r, 
we regard our experience as objective. ;\Vhere 
such coherence is lacking, the experience is regard
ed as subjective or unreal. Expressing it in still 
another way, it may be said that imagination is 
involved in all knowledge, but this does not make 
all imagination knowledge. 

From this account, it follows that the tlyna· 
mical categories are not, and cannot be, constitutive 
of perceptions. They determine the relations of 

the apprehensions to one another and must there
fore presuppose the apprehensions themselves.2 

This is recognised by Kant himself, but he does 
not draw the conclusion which follows from it. 
If the dynamical categories, viz•, the categories 
of science, are themselves regulative from one 
point of view, the regulative principles require 
more detailed e~ar.nination than he has accorded 
to them in the first Critique. 

This becomes still clearer as soon as the dis
tinction between Reason and the Understanding 
i; realised. For it is then seen that even the 
application of the dynamical category is not enough. 
~ e rio doubt make a distinction between the sub
)ective and the objective, and do so on the basis 
of the dynamical categories, but now we learn 

• I c/. Lindsay, pp. 54 ff . 
2 cf. below, pp. xlviii ff. 
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that this employment • prdupposes the c01npleted 
system of reality which can yet he never . given to 
us. Relations determine for us the . distinction 
between the real and the unreal : whatever is 
coherent is assumed to be real and tlle incoherent 
is stigmatised as the unreal. But can the 
test of coherence be applied before the completion 
of the process of our experience ? A work of 
imagination has its own internal consistency, and 
yet we regard it as unreal, because it is 
contradicted by the wider expenence of our 
common humanity. How do we know that a 
wider experience will not contradict what we have 
taken to be the reality with our limited and cir~ 

cumscribed views? In Bradley's words, "The 
series of phenomena is so infected with relativity, 
that, while it is itself, it can never be made abso
lute. Its existence refers itself to what is beyond, 
and did it not do so, it would cease to exist. A 
last fact, a final link, is not merety a thing which 
we cannot know, but a thing which could not. 
possibly be real. Our chain by its nature cannot 
have a support. Its essence excludes a fastening 
at the end. ~ e do not merely fear that it hang; in 
the air, but we know it must do so. And when the • end is unsupported, all the rest is unsupported.'' 1 

This is therefore a remarkable anticipation ·of 
the findings of modern logic. It is never the image 

• 
1 Bradley, Logic, I. 2. 71. 
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or the object that we perceive in itself, we also 
judge of its reality or unreality. But this is not all, 
for such judgment is based on an assumption of 
Reason. This is the assumption that reality is a ' 
systematic whole. In the language of modern 
logic, there is no flo.ating idea but always a 
judgment and this judgment always involves an 
implicit inference. 1 

On the other hand, Kant is never tired of point\ 
ing out that this inference is no part of the content' 
of the judgment which we make. He always 
insists that Reason and its Ideas, however necessary 
they might be for the purposes of our knowledge, 
do not yet contribute anything to the actual con
tents of knowledge. Speaking of the Ideas of 
Reason, he says, '''SVe, however_, misapprehend the 
meaning of this Idea,_ if we regard jt as the asser
tion or even as the mere assumption of a real thing, 
and proceed to ascribe to it the ground of the 
systematic order i>f the world. On the contrary, 
what this ground, which eludes our concepts, may 
~e in its own inherent constitution is left entirely 
undetermined. The Idea is posited only as being 
the•point of view from which alone that unity, 
which is so essential to Reason and so beneficial to 
the U~erstanding, can be further extended." 2 

• Let us examine the implicati<ms of this 
position.; Reason and its Idea of a system, as the 

I cf. Bradley, Logic; also c/. Hobhouse, Theory of Knowledge, 95 
2 A 681 =B 7d'9. 
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presuppositions of knowledge, cannot constitute 
its content. Our judgments claim to express truth. 
Jhe truth they seek to express can be tested only 
by their agreement with a system of judgments whi~h 
together constitute our knqwledge of the world. In 
other words, the truth of a judgment can be tested 
only by its consistency, but precisely for that 
reason, this agreement or consistency cannot 
constitute its truth. In short, if coherence is the 
test of truth, it cannot also be the nature of truth. 

It would seem to follow that, for Kant, relations 
are not necessarily internal. This is implied by 
his insistence that the Ideas of Reason, though 
the presuppositions of knowledge, d.o not yet con
stitute its content. The contention that the indivi
dual, though the meeting point of many universals, 
is yet not fully4explained or explicable in terms of 
them, expresses the same attitude of the mind. 
Similarly, his rejection of the Subjective Deduction 
in the second edition of the first- Critique becomes 
intelligible as soon as we remember that the tran-• 
scendental psychological activities of the mind, how-
ever necessary they might be for the very possibility 
of experience, do not yet constitute its content, •and 
are therefore irrelevant to the purposes of a logical 
analysis of knowledge and its nature. • 

According to the Hegelian, all judgments •are 
both synthetic and analytic, for the object of the 
judgment is an embryonic system in which the 
unity and the variety of Reality• are already 
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contained in essence. •How can we say that ,,, the 

book is blue,'' unless the percept book already 
contains in it the element blue ? The judg
ment is at the same time an analysis of theun
differentiated whole pr~sented before us into its 
constituent elements, and also a synthesis of these 
elements to form a unity which is recognised as 
necessary. Hence, the ultimate subject of the judg
ment is the conceptualised percept which always 
contains the predicate. judgment is only an ex~\ 
plication of this percept and nothing new is, or can • • 

be, added in the process of judging. In other \ 
words! the subject of the judgment is always a .• 
concrete individual, and in the ultimate analysis, 
this is identical with the system of reality. 
r If this theory of judgment be correct, it would 

·s'~em to follow that all relations ere internal, for 
there could not be any relation (or what perhaps 
comes to the same thing, we could not know of any 
relation) which is-not grounded in the nature of the 

.,.telated terms. " It will follow that every such 
property is grounded in the term, in the sense that, 
in the case of every such property, it follows from 
the bere proposition .that that term is that term that 
it has the property in question. And it will also 
follow ltat any such property is grounded in the 
qucflities which the term has, in the sense, that if 
y()t.l take all the qualities which the term has, it 
will again follow in the case of each relational 
property, from the proposition that the term has ali 

Vll 
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those qualitiesi that it has tl-te relational property in 

question ; since this is implied by ••• the • proposition 
that in the case of any such property, any term 
which has ·not had it would necessarily have.been 
different in quality from t~e term in question.'' 1 

Now, we need not repeat here all the contro
versies which have ranged over the question of the 
nature of relations. The idealists, generally speak
ing, have succumbed to the charm of internal rela
tions, while the realists have with equal enthusiasm 
flaunted the dogma of the externality of relations. 
Internal relations imply the theory of the concrete 
universal, which is identity in, and in spite of 
differences, for it dominates the differences and 
makes them express its own character in different 
media. External relations postulate an abstract 
universal whi~ is only a mark or characteristic 
loosely attached to the object, and hence in no way 
determines its being or nature. The abstract uni
versal makes the problem of •he relation of the 
universal to its particulars unintelligible and inevi..,.. 
tably leads to the myth of the substance as a 
mysterious something in which attributes mysteri
ously inhere : the concrete universal leads eqtially 
necessarily to the absolutist metaphysics in which 
the whole of reality is identified with the ~ncept, 
and indeed, is the concept. • 

~ithout .in any way claiming or even trying to 

• 
1 Moore, Philosophical Studies, 308, 
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decide among these controversial questions,; one or 
two points in connection with the Hegelian account 
deserve notice. First, in spite of all its professed 
declarations to the contrary, the Hegelian position 
places a greater emphasis upon the aspect of iden~ 

tity than upon that of difference, just as the realist 
emphasises the aspect of difference rather than that 
of identity. Thus, the Hegelian categories end,. not 
in Absolute Distinction,.· but in Absolute Identity. 
It is true that the distinctions are sought to be re
tained within it as Ideality, but how can such 
ideality be reconciled to the Reality which is the 
goal of synthesis ? Expressing this criticism in 
other words, we may therefore say that the Hege~ 
lian account no doubt provides for the certainty of 
our knowledge, since every judgment, however 

·- slight or trivial, is in the end bac~ed up by the 
massive weight of the whole of reality. The cer
tainty of knowledge is, however, achieved only at 
the cost of its nov;lty, for according to this account, 
the judgment merely expresses distinctions which 

~re already implicit in the nature of the Absolute. 
Nor can the novelty be explained in terms of the 
su~ect's acquisition of knowledge, for in that case, 
the novelty becomes subjective, so that, from the 
point ~f view of the Absolute, all progress in 
knt>wledge must be illusory. On the.other hand, 
it is not possible to dismiss even the subjective as 
merely illusory, for even the subjective, just be-

it is su'bj ective, must at the. same time possess 
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objectivity of a type. 1 In the Hegeli~ll A.bsolut:e, 
there can therefore be no change,.but this deQ.ialof 
change is at the same time the denial of the 
adequacy of the Absolute. 

Further, if we try. to determine what exactly is 
meant by saying that relatihns modify their terms, 
we are forced to admit that modification in such 
contexts must mean the causation of a change. In 
other words, if all relations are internal, we seem 
forced to say that all relations are types of the 
causal relation, and not only that, these relations 
are themselves causally related to the terms be
tween which they hold. In that case, the way to 
BJ:adley' s vicious regress seems clear and straight. 
If there is a causal relation, x, between the term, 
A., and the relation, R, this causal relation must 
itself require re~tions at either end to connect it to 
A. and R, and so on ad infinitum. Nor do we seem 
to have any justification for saying that every case 
of relation. is a case of causal rel~ion, for we have 
already seen that the exaltation of the scientific -category to be the sole category of reality necessari-
ly leads to a suicidal denial of knowledge.* 

1 See below,§ XI, p. 77. 

* cf. Moore, Philosophical Studies, pp. 280-90. Professor Moore's 

otherwise admirable analysis is, however, vitiated by 4ile funda· 

mental assumption which must be, but is not examined by him. • He 

points out, and" rightly, the distinction between the two propositions, 

viz. (I) "If A hasP, then any term which has not, must be other 

than A," and (2) "If A hasP, then any term whic:.h had not, would 
necessarily be other than A," and sums up his own positionby saying 
that (2) does not follow from (1), although (I) i:s implied by (2). From 
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• 
Kant, we have alrelady seen, considered but 

rejected this position. For him, the individual is 
not of the Hegelian type and does not contain 
within itself its own justification. We no doubt 
come to determine its reality or otherwise in terms 
of its inherence in a . syst~m of reality presupposed 
by Reason, but the system is for us an .ideal and 
cannot therefore serve as the basis of the inference 
of the particular. '' If Reason is a faculty of dedu~ 
cing the particular from the universal (two alterna

tives are possible). Either, the universal is already 
certain in itself and given, so that Judgment alone 
is required to perform the act of subsumption, and 
the particular is thereby determined in a necessary 
manner ...... Or otherwise, the universal is admitted 
as problematic only, and is a mere idea. The 
particular is. certain, but the univerfWllity of the rule 
of which it is a cons~q).len.ce still remains a 
problem." 1 "Principles of pure Reason, on the 
other hand, can ~ever be constitutive in respect of ... 

this he concludes that "the dogma of internal relations •• is false, but 

his conclusion really begs the question at issue, for it rests on the 

assurw.ption that the implication between (I) and (2) is not mutual. He 

is himself forced to admit that though distinct, (I) and (2) are related, 

and further (2) entails (I). Distinction does not, therefore, by itself 

prove the;npossibility of implication, in fact there can be a relation of 

implication only among distincts. It cannot therefore be assumed without 

furtter examination that ( 1), though distinct from (2), •does not necessa

I\ly. entail (2). It may Ieally be so, butit cannot be assumed and must 

be proved, for ••• this is the point at issue, and Professor Moore does not 

seem justified in assuming what is really the problem. 
l A 646=B"'674. 
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empirical concepts. For rlo .schema of sensibility 
corresponding to them can ever be giVen. 
Hence, they can never have an object in concreto.'' 1 

1
' The unity of Reason is the unity of system. 

This systematic unity does .not serve objectively as 
a principle that extends the application of Reason 
to objects, but subjectively as a maxim that extends 
its application to all possible empirical knowledge 
of objects. Nevertheless, the systematic connec~ 

tion which Reason can give to the empirical 
employment of the Understanding not only furthers 
its extension, but also guarantees its correctness. 
The principle of such systematic unity is therefore 
also objective, but in an indeterminate manner. It 
is not a constitutive principle that enables us to 
determine anything in respect of its direct object, 
but merely a re~lative principle and maxim, which 
furthers and strengthens in infinitum (i.e., indeter
minately) the empirical employment of Reason. 
In this, it does not in any Waf proceed against 
the laws of its empirical employment, and yet at ..... 
the same time opens out new paths which are not 
within the cognisance of the Understanding.'• 

Thus, for Kant, we can know the system of re~lity 
only so fall as we have been successful in organ
ising the particulars into a system of exp~ience. 
Nowhere is -this more clearly expressed than in the 
magnificent passage where he says that "' we ought 

1 A 664=8 692. 2 A ~O=B 708. 
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not to .• qerive.the •• inner ~ppearances •• of•·•thesoulfrqi1I 
a siinple thinkin~ s~bstanc~ •. but.frolllone·• another, 
in. accordance ••• with the idea of. a. simple hein~ ; 
we • ought · •• not to • derive the order and systematic 
unity of the world fro:rp a Supreme Intelligence, 
but to obtain fro:rp the idea of a supremely wise 
cause the rule according to which Reason in con
necting . the empirical causes and effects in the 
world ;may be employed to best advantage, and in 
such lfianner as to secure satisfaction of its own 
demands.'' 1 

This is also an admission that all relations are 
not and cannot be of the causal type. At one 
time, Kant perhaps tended to characterise all rela
tions as causal, but as we have already seen, he 
soon came to .realise that causality, if regarded as a 
category constitutive of reality, is se~-contradictory, 
and must be supplemented by a category of spon
taneity or freedom, not only for the interpretation 
of reality as a sysrtem, but also for the apprehen-

,,,.sion of the bare particular. If Reason's Ideas are 
not constitutive of experience, and they never are 
for ]Cant, and yet they are its presuppositions?. 
there is no way of denying that causality or mecha
nism is not the only type of relations exhibited in 
reality'. In his suggestion of degrees of freedom~ 
we shall find that he is only workfug out the 
implications of this idea.2 

• 
I A 673=B 701. 2 cf, below, pp. l¥iv ff. 
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Reason •• is.therefore• •. OJ)etative •• in···experierl~(!···fr<>ni 
the very···•beginning and• ··does nothaveito~aittill 
the Understanding has completed its work .... B11t 
Kant, in the first Critique, confines his attention to 
the operations of ReasoR in the system which 
Understanding builds up by the application of the 
categories. Hence, the individual element in expe
rience is left unexplained and the totality which 
Reason seeks to realise remains an unintelligible 
ideal. Understanding with its categories deals only 
with the relations among the constituents of reality 
and cannot therefore describe its nature. Nor can 
Reason do so,. since it depends on the Understand
ing to complete the picture. 

Nor can Judgment, as described in the first 
Critique, give any better account of the individual. 
For Kant, Judlment is essentially empirical. It is 
the power of applying the rule to particular cases 
or of finding the rule for particular given instances. 
It is thus concerned with the conl!rete exemplified 
in the individual act of apprehension. It is there-..-. 
fore natural to expect that in discussing Judgment, 
Kant should give some account of the alive eluiive 
element in perception which we call feeling. But 
in the first Critique, he considers the faculty from 
only one of these two possible points of vie~. He 

• discusses it as the faculty of applying a given rule 
to particular cases, or in other words, subsuming a 
particular instance under a given law. This is 

• analogous to the work of the Understanding and 
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In the second Critique, Kant attempts to go 
beyond the abstract universal of the Understanding 
by the realisation of the individual from the realm 
of conduct. Moral principles in the abstract may, 
like other general laws, be taught, but whether 
the present is an occasion for the principle or the 
law can only be intuitively grasped. We may 
take any principle we like, and most probably we 
shall agree that such principles should generally 
govern our act1v1ty. But placed in any concrete 
situation, we are faced with the double difficulty 
of first recognising the principle which can apply 
to the case, and secondly, of deter!fining the form 
in which that principle is applicable. Principles 
may be best described as the generalisations of the 
past experience of the community, and as such 
there is no gu~rantee that they can be applied to 
presen.t and future occasions without modification. 
If, on the other hand, we abstract from them all 
-,;ef~rence to concrete situations, whether past or 
present, they may or may not exhibit the form of 
a gen,ral e~hical truth, but in that attenuated form 
tlwey have no application whatsoever to the con~ 
crete situation in which human being; are placed. 
Before they can serve as principles governing 
nn1rn:;on actiw.ty' we rnust make them concrete by 
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re-introducing the elementlof particularity in the 
situation before us. 

The importance of the individual in cond.uct is 
thus recognised, but the confusion between Reason 
and Understanding still persists in the insistence 
upon the rule or law. This confusion is at the 
root of most of the difficulties of Kantian ethics. 
Only the Understanding can give us knowledge, 
and it always deals with the general. Reason, 
as practical, is concerned with conduct and it I 
must therefore deal with the individual. Pre2isely \ 
for that reason, it cannot give us knowledge, for 
knowledge is confined to the empirical which is J 

governed through and through by the causal law. 1 
·. 

We therefore know, and can know things, not as 
individuals exhibiting freedom or spontaneity, but 
only as determ~ed links in a chain of mechanical , 
necessity. On the other hand, we have already 
seen that they cannot be even the links of a causal 
chain unless they have an individual nature which 

• determines their spatia-temporal positions and is 
not determined by them. Hence, even frorrt the~ 
standpoint of the Understanding, reality must be 
regarded as a system which exhibits causality \nd 
freedom simultaneously. 

Kant did not, however, develop this ne,essary 
implication _of his own position. He, therefore, held 
that we cannot know this freedom, for freedom 

1 c;f, Bosanquet, HistOly of Aesthetics, :!59-60. 
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belong~ to things • onl'y~-in their character as indi~ 
viduals in the noumenal realm, while we know 
them only in their. relations to one another· as 
parts of the phenomenal world. If, however, 
there be any sphere where we deal With things as 
individuals, we shall be dealing with them as 
frt:!e in their causality and this is what occurs in 
conduct. But this does not solve the difficulty, 
for conduct is realised in the phenomenal world, 
and • as such ·must obey its causal laws. This 
explains the possibility of the scientific observation 
of human character from an external point of 
view. The more we know about a man • s 
character, the more we seem to be able to predict 
his conduct, and yet we regard that man as 
most free who has the most reliable character. 
In moral conduct, '' a man mu5/. act himself, 
he now the same man who acted, have 
been himself at the time of the act, have had 
sense enough to know what he was doing, and to 

• 
know good from bad. In addition, where igno-

,.-rance is wrong, not to have known does not 
remove accountability, though the degree of it may 
be ~oubtful. And everything said of commission 
applies equally well to omission or negligence.'' 1 

Hence. from the standpoint of Reason as well, 
· th& individual must, in moral conduct,. exhibit not 
only spontaneity but also character, not only 
freedom but also causality. 

• 1 Bradley, Ethical Studies, 9. 
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Kant attempted to expr~ss this by his · distinc
tion between phenomena and things~in-themselves. 
Causality and freedom both apply to ~reality~ 
though in its different spheres, for causality is the 
r.ule of the phenomenal world while freedom 
belongs to things~in-themselves. It is, however, no 
real solution, for it makes the relation between the 
two principles even more difficult to understand. 
Besides, the restriction of the two categories to two 
different and mutually exdusive spheres re-opens 
the very question which the recognition of the 
dual categories seeks to solve. For we have seen.J 
that mechanical causation is itself inconceivable ( 
without an element of freedom or spontaneity in 

1

(. 

the terms between which the relation holds l; on • 
the other hand, the individual's freedom becomes. 

;i:=~7bl~~i::~c~~:j:::~h~::~:Enii!\ 
freedom, remains outside our knowledge, and can 

• 
appear to our consciousness only' as a part of the 
phenomenal world governed by the law of causa~ 
necessity. The argument for spontaneity, based 
on the fact that the individual nature of a lhing 
must determine its time and space relations, .. 
applies to all things that are individual, ancl there ... 
fore to nature as well as to man. Similarly,, • the 
fact that individual things can appear only as 
parts in a system demands some sort of a causal 
connection among them. • 
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~ • The solution which naturally suggests itself 
I is that reality must be regarded as a system in 
l I which the parts are determined by their relation to 

\

t
0
hfe ,;:;l~:;:~d::~ :::;.:~ ~~~ ~h:::n bev::~~ 

·that the parts finally depend on the whole to 
which they belong and not on each other. The 
obvious answer is that the whole must be, inclu
sive of all its parts ; hence in affirming that any 
one part is dependent on the whole, we affirm that 
it is dependent not only on the other parts but 
on itself ; in other words, we affirm that it is 
relatively independent." 1 Similarly, it can be 
shown that the whole has a character which is not 
the mere result of the summation of its parts. 

It is no explanation to refer the nicessity to the 
phenomenal and the freedom to the noumenal 
character of things, for we have already seen that 
even the phenomenal is just as unintelligible 
without freedom• as the noumenal is without 

, necessity. The only way out is to recognise the 
difference between them as one of degree. That 
is phenomenal in which the aspect of freedom 

/'is negligible while the noumenal is that in which 
causality is not the most impo1'tant element. 
This i~ the logical conclusion of Kant's account of 
' . . 
the categories, for according to him tht'! categories 
determine only the general form of our experience 

• 1 Stout, Studies in Philosophy and Psychology, 326, 
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while the details are filled up empirically. Thus. 
the category of causality tells us that events 
must be connected according to the causal law, 
but it does not and cannot tell us what event 
has what cause. Specific causal laws cannot 
therefore be deduced from the general principle 
of causality. Still less can the general principle 
explain why this is a case of this specific causal 
law, or indeed of any causal law. Therefore, even 
in knowledge of causality, which, as the type ·of 
scientific knowledge, may be regarded as the 
stronghold of the principle of necessity, we • find 
that causality by itself is not able to give a com
plete account. An element remains which is 
contingent from the point of view of the causal 
law and may therefore to that extent be regarded 
as due to tl\ agency of freedom. Hence, we 
might say that in reality, the adherence of the 
different members to the system need not be 
uniform, so that the whole may .determine and be 
determined by different parts m differing 
degrees. 

This position, though the logical outcome of • 
his own analysis, was not accepted by Kant at thi~ 
stage. His sharp distinction between freedom and 
necessity made any explicit recognition of degrees 
of freedom·impossible for him. His position• in
volved that the individual was, and must be regard
ed as purely individual. It could not be a member 
in any causal series and hence was •entirely free. 
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In fact, it could not have any•cha~acter,_ for what~ 
ever has a determinate nature must to that extent 
have limitations imposed upon its freedom -of 
manifestations. This also explains why we can 
never know this individual, for a cognitive object 
must have a specific natu~e which distinguishes it 
frorn other cognitive objects. Kant admits this in 
saying that we know that though we do not know 
what the individual self is, but this knowledge of 
the indeterminate self in effect means the ind.etermi~ 
nateness of the knowledge of the self .1 

Further, the sharp distinction between the 
phenomenal and the moral world requires that 
the principle of moral actions must, even in details, 
be deduced from the pure form of the moral law. 
''Any possible object of desire, any wished~for 
event,_ any end in the shape of al result to be 
attained in the particular existence of myself or 
another, all are this or that something ; they 
have a content, they are ' material.' Only that -- . 
will is good which wills itself as not-particular, as 

' with(/Ut content or matter, in a word, which wills 
itself as form. The good will then is th,e will 

. ~hich .is determined by the form only, which 
• realises itself as the bare form of the will ...... I 

am autonomous only because I am free, free only 
bec~use I am universal,; universal only ~ecause not 
particular and not particular only when formal.' ' 2 

1 cf. Lindsay,.,l9.: 2 Bradley, Ethical Studies, 144"45. 
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It would follow that the law of morality furnishes 
its own particulars, so that there is and can be no 
conflict of duties. The difficulty in morals would 
therefore be to decide· to act according to the law of 
freedom rather than by t~e law of necessity. Once 
this conflict is resolved, there would be no difficulty 
in knowing the dictate of the moral law in any 
given case. This is obviously a mechanistic inter~ 
pretation of human action, for in it the motive of 
duty is opposed to the phenomenal motives and 
they are compared to two opposing forces acting 
on the will. The attempt at complete divorce of 
freedom from mechanism thus result$ in the appli~ 
cation of the category of causality to the sphere 
which is peculiarly that of freedom. 

Nor is thi\ the only difficulty. There is the 
logical difficulty that the universal divorced from 
the particular is not a true universal. '' To will 
in general is impossible and to will in particular is 
never to will nothing but a ferm:' 1 A. formal 
will is therefore a self-contradictory will, for the 
essence of will is that it must realise a s~~cifi.c ' 
content in a specific situation. To acceJlt the 

:ri:~!~~;o;! ::ra!~~a~: th~~ri~~:!ea~!you~f ac:~~ 
principle. 

• 
Besides, this does not give us a satisfactory 

account pf the problem pf cpnflict pf ;:luties. In 

• 1 Bradley, Ethical Studies, 153. 
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a conflict.of•dutles,i Weare not aware. of a Gol1flict 
between the law of freedom and that of necessity. 
It could not be a case of conflict of duties if • the 
conflict were between duty and what is ex ... hypo-
thesi not-duty. iWhat seems to be a true analysis of 
the situation is that we are aware of different claims 
upon us and cannot decide which claim is obliga-
tory· under the circumstances. Any one of the 
claims, given the necessary conditions,; might 
become a duty ,; the difficulty is that we are not 
able to dissociate all the factors involved. 
in the case and. cannot therefore prefer any one of 
the claims to the others. The different 
claims we can apprehend., but about duty we ·~ 
can only judge :as we judge of a beautiful 
object} It is there£,ore simply not true to say that 
there is no difficul~ in knowing thf dictate of the 
moral law in any gi\ven case. On the contrary, 
this is precisely what is difficult. There is little .~ 
difference of opinion \so long as we talk of duty in . \ 

the abstract : the di~culties begin when we come 

• P':~J~~: ~r~:::P:.to c:m~~::::::1::::~i~:~~ 
.. l~iih the uniformitie~ observed are at best only 

(' partial, and in strictness, no two things are exactly 
alike. That there is beauty in the world has only \.. 
to •be asserted in order to be accepte.d : but that 

1 cf. Joseph, Some Problems in Ethics, 67 ff. ; also, Ross, The 
Right and the G~.:>d, Chap. II. 
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this obj(:lct before be debated 
till the very end of time. 

;we have seen that the doctrine of degrees of 
freedom is implicit in Kant's distinction between 
the mathematical and the dynamical categories in 
the Analytic, and still mdre so in that between th~ 
categories of the Understanding and the Ideas. of 
Reason. In his moral theory also, there is some 
suggestion of the need of such a doctrine. His 
analysis of the concept of freedom seems a progress
ive realisation of this fact. In the Antinomy, 
freedom means merely the spontaneity of all things~ 
in-themselves, but this is at best a negative descrip
tion of freedom. ;\Vhen we attempt to find out 
the positive content in the definition, we find that 
it only brings out the contras~ between things in 
their pheno~enal and their J noumenal character. 
Besides, we have already see~ that even pheno
menal objects must exhi~iit spontaneity, since 
otherwise, the concept of diUsaJity itself becomes 
unintelligible. Freedom ~ets a more specific 
meaning when it is regarqed as the peculiar ttri- ' 
bute of moral beings,-~he differentia 'tf. · h 
distinguishes man from physical objects. Free 
dom here refers to the fact bf man's dual allegi
ance : he is at the same time a denizen of both the • 
realm of • moral ends and the world of mechadical 
law. Though subject to the law of necessity in 
the phenomenal world, he is also free as an in
dividual in the re·!'.., of things-ifl-themselves. 
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Man is not, however, always conscious of his 
nou menal character ,-it may be doubted if he is 
at aU conscious of it~-and hence by a still stricter 
interpretation, freedom is attributed to man· only 
when he acts in a very peculiar and exceptional way, 
viz., out of reverence for the law which is the product 
of Reason as such. Freedom gets its specific mean~ 
irig in the context of moral action, which is seen 
to he the expression of the nature of Reason itself. 
In this development of the meaning of freedom,
from the freedom of indifference to that of auto ... 
nomy or self-legislation, we seem to find a clear 
indication of the doctrine of degrees of freedom, 
but this was not the conclusion which Kant him
self derived. 

Thus, both his theory of knowledge and his 
ethical theory require for their pro~r understand
ing a recognition of the dual character of aU expe
rience. This recognition was not, however, open ·to 
Kant himself, since his sharp separation of the theo-

• retical from the practical resulted in the reference 
# of eedom and necessity to mutually exclusive 

Thus knowledge was doomed to be 
nhned to the phenomenal, while conduct 

wandered blindly among the wilds of the unknown 
world of unintelligible realities . 

• 

• 
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NV e have seen that the difficulty for Kant was 
that his sharp division ~f the theoretical· and the 
practical rendered it impossible to give any satis
factory account of knowledge or of practice. Under
standing gives us knowledge of laws, but these laws 
are merely general and without any specification. 
The general without the particular is not1 however, 
even a real abstraction, for an abstraction, at any 
rate, is an object of thought, and a general which 
is merely general cannot be conceived at all. On 
the other hand, it was suggested that in conduct · 
or practice we are concerned with the individual, 
but since it \ Reason which expresses itself in 
conduct, the individual, as an idea bf Reason, can 
never be known. If, in other words, the indivi~ 
dual is merely individual,. we can.never know it, 
for our knowledge must always develop in terms 

:tf,:i:~:!, n:::m:~:"bas~ e;t~:~:~;;e~:~~ 
upshot is that if we insist on the separatio~ ~ 
Reason and Understanding, we can neither know 
nor act. 

The realisation of this impasse made Krtnt, 
examine anew the distinction of Reason and Under;. 
standing. It is not tha.t Kant.had ·not ·faced this 
difficulty before, and the Critique ()£judgment is 
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cannot account for the \character of the instance 
which is sought to be thus described. But there is 
the other type of empirical judgment, corresponding 
to induction as the determining judgment corres
ponds to deduction, in wb,ich the particular instance 
is given and we have to find out the law under 
which it can be subsumed. Kant's analysis of the 
judgment has made it clear that the division into 
deductive and inductive judgments is not mutually 
exclusive. Every judgment, whether empirical or a 1 

priori, has and must have deductive and inductive / 
elements. It must transcend the immediately given, / 
and on the other hand, it must be based on some/ 
specific element in the datum of our experience. The I 
neglect of this other type of judgment makes it I 
impossible for Kant to give any account of the I 
individual element in knowledge, c.~d is itself duej' 
to his failure to draw the necessary implications 
of his limitation of the categories to the empirical. 

The first Criti@ine therefore ends ·with the prob-
,t:,Jem of the relation of the general to the particular 

unsolved. The function of Reason in defining the 
endjs not sufficiently recognised, while Judgment 
is treated only from the point of view of the deter~ 
mining Judgment which is hardly distinguishable 
from tlfe Understanding. The result is that the 
Understanding guarantees the validity of the a priori 
constitutive principles of knowledge, but it cannot 
explain. their application to the details of experi .. 
ence. The attempt to do so through the categories 

Vlll 
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.••. • •..•....••. <t······· ········ ••·•······················ F • · ··········•···· • < • • • <• ' alone leads to. self-contradiction, for we have seen 
that the categories •• are unthinkable •. except in. rela~ 
tion to the given in experience .. The • distin.fti~p. 
between them is not merely. that betweenfon11 an~ 
matter,; for the given is .not mere matter· withou.t 
form. It obviously has laws and connections of 
its own, and explains the possibility of stc~rting 
with the individual, and from an examination of 
its. own specific character, describing and classify-

ing. it in its relations to other individuals. This. ··(.·· .. 
however is not recognised in the first Critique, 
whose final conclusion is that the Understanding . 
gives us knowledge but not of the individual. 

' 
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an afterthought to gloss over the glaring defects 
in the construction of the Critical Philosophy. Dr. 
Lindsay has brought forward evidence to show 
that the idea of a Critique of judgment was enter
tained by Kant even as e~rly as 1771~ though his 
attitude towards it underwent at least two variations 
between that time and the date of publication of 
the work.1 

Let us examine briefly the function attributed 
to Judgment in the first Critique. In the opening 
section of the Metaphysical Deduction of the 
· Categories, Kant does not seem to recognise any 
distinction between judgment and Understanding, 
for in his words, '' we can reduce all acts of the 
Understanding to judgments, and the Understand
ing in general may therefore be rep,sented as a 
faculty of judgment. •' 2 This is perhaps not surpris
ing, because at this stage Kant is thinking of judg- j 
ment in terms of formal logic, and for it, the most l 
important, if not the only type of judgment is that 1 

de:~:~:.:~.;~.::::::i:~:;:·•.w:!:!::~:; •·\····· 
given. Kant does not as yet raise the . 

to how we get the class concept itself, 
v the mere possession of the class concept 

<~ to recognise a g1ven particul<lr as an 

1 Lindsay, p. 215 ff. 
2 A69=B 94. 
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As soon as it is seen that subsumption in itself 
is something of a problem, the distinction bet\\7een 
Judgment and Understanding begins to.•••·•ern.erge. 
In a note on the modality of judgments, Kant 
recognises that the Understanding, as Healing 
with the general, is from~ the nature of the cas~ 
contingent in respect of the particular. Neither 
is Reason able to give us any better account of 
the individuaL As practical, it deals with the 
individual but gives no knowledge, while as theo~ 
retical, it deals with the totality of conditions and 
presupposes that the work of the Understanding 
has been completed. On this presupposition, 
it then proceeds to give an account of the 
particular as necessitated by its universal. 
But Reason • ~ presupposition can never be satis
fied, for tlie work of the Understanding in 
explaining and systematising the world of experi
ence can never end. Thus neither Reason nor 
Understanding can explain our ~nowledge of the 
particular and the individual,.-that is the func

tion of judgment and Judgment alone .. '\,,!l1St ' 
as if thought were in the problematic a fu;n; · ---
of the Understanding ; in the assertoric,_ t> 
ment; in the apodeictic, of Reason.'' 1 

. 

Now our experience is always an xr 
experience of individual things. 
alise these experiences and 

1 .·A 7.5 n=B 100 n. 
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~ laws, but however far we may travel towards 
/ universality, we can never wholly discard. the 

I ~:~~~ri'im:fis ~he :::::c:f ;:~ .. ~::l~ 
· that the categories appJy only to the empirical, 
for in confining our knowledge to the phenomenal 
world, Kant'is suggesting that the Understanding's 
attempts to establish universal truth do not result 
in the discovery of a world of ideas which is 
different in kind from the world of sense. Uni~ 

versal truth is therefore only the generalisation 
of the datum of sense, not its abandonment. 

Though the sensible individual element IS 

thus, on Kant's own showing, essential to know
/'ledge, the Critique of Pure Reason does not give 

\../ any account of how we come to b~ aware of it. 
In the Introduction to Transcendental Judgment 
in general, he further develops the distinction. be
tween Understanding and Judgment suggest~d 

in the note on A75 (8100),; for he now defines 
as " the faculty of subsuming under 

' 
2 in contrast to Understanding which is 

" the faculty of ruJes." 2 Subsump
essentially an individual .. operation, for it 

is concerned with the recognition bf a particular 
the particular of a given universal. Logic, 
'the science of the Understanding, .geals with 

above, • p. xxxv, 
2 A 132=8 171. 
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the general and cannot therefore give any account 
nor contain any rules for Judgment, but this • con· 
fession of failure .on the part of general logic is 
at the same time a condemnation of its very being. 
However much Kant might have professed to . 
accept and admire formal logic as true and immu~ 
table, his insistence that transcendental logic, in 
sharp contrast with the failure of formal logic, 
must advise judgment in the use of Understanding 
shows that he recognised this to be the crucial 
test for any theory of knowledge. 

Knowledge is always at the same time universal 
and individual, and therefore, any account which 
emphasises either of the aspects at the cost of the 
other, ends by denying the possibility of know
ledge itself. \Both rationalism and empiricism had 
foundered on this self-same rock, though they 
approached the problem from opposite sides, and 
both owed their birth to the same misconception 
about the nature of knowledge. Transcendental 
logic is concerned with the criticism of thought 
and examines the extent and possibility of~now- • 
ledge. It must therefore take Judgment a its 
own special problem 0 ' ' Transcendental ~hi ;-

' sophy, however, has this peculiarity. Besides the) 
rule (or rather, the universal condition of rules) p. 
which is given in the pure concept of Understandw 
ing, it can also specify a priori the instance to 
which the rule is to be applied ... It must formulate 
by means of universal but sufficie~t marks the 
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conditions under which objects can be given • in 
harmony with these concepts.' ' 1 

But if this means anything, it means that 
-,,transcendental logic is not, as Kant would 
profess, supplementary t~ general logic ; it is its 
tacit recantation.'' 2 For according to him, general 
logic abstracts from all differences in the objects 
known, while transcendental logic abstracts only 
from empirical content. General logic does not, 
therefore, deal even with the a priori elements in 
the object, but the question is that if all character
istics, a priori as well as empirical, are abstracted 
from the object, can we regard it as object at all ? 
Further, if there be no object, can we speak of 
knowledge or consciousness and what becomes 
of the Understanding ? Kant may fl'ay that the 
problem of general logic is the Understanding's 
knowledge of itself, while that of transcendental 
logic is the Understanding 's a priori knowledge of 
objects, but in either case there must at least be 
the idea of reference to objects. In the Transcen-

• dentilf Deduction of the Categories) and again and 
m,~l~explicitly still, in the Refutation of Idealism, 
Kant quite definitely says that there can be self

·~ consciousness only so far as there is consciousness 
'l.of objects. The proof of the Paralogisms also 

dep~nds on this very principle. 3 

I A 135-6=8 174-5. 
• 2 Kemp Smith, 181, 

3 cf. Joseph, Logic, H. 
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For }<2ant,,: then, knowleClge 1s conC:erned 
essentially with the act of judgment by which an 
individual element is recognised• •in its •. geri€ll'al 
character. Logic which deals with the problem of 
knowledge must therefore.take as its especial topic 
the investigation of judgment in its dual aspect. 
From one point of view, we for the first time 
know the individua] as individual in judging 
about it, and from the other point of view, 
the sarne judgment reveals to us its generic or 
universal character. 

I 
This is perhaps more readily understood if. we 

remember ~hat the human understanding is not 

1 
creative of its object, but merely arranges and 

j organises data given to it. Our experience is an 
experience in,ime, and as such, all our apprehen~ 
sions come to us successively. Yet we not only 
do but must distinguish between these successive 
apprehensions. The succession is attributed 
sometimes to the successiveness of our apprehen~ 
sions and sometimes to that which is thus appre~ 

hended. In other words, we are not only a~e to, ' 
but must also make the distinction betwee~·~e 
order of that which we perceive and the order in 
which we perceive it. If the order of what we J 
perceive could not be distinguished from the order ,. 
in which we perceive it, nor could we disting~ish 
what we perceive from our perception of 
it. If the Clistinction between perceiving anCI 
per:ceiyeg i§ lgst,, we p}§g lg§e tlie ·me(l,njng gf 



, 
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tne te:rm perceive~ a.nd experience itself becomes 
impossible. 

This distinction is therefore •·•· the • basis ••· of 
··objectivity. and alone makes it possible to • give an 
intelligible account of exp~rience. But if it is this 
distinction which renders experience intelligible, it 
ffi\.lst, on the other hand, itself conform to the nature 
of intelligence. The function of the Understanding 
in experience is therefore to introduce this distinc-' 
tion into the data given to us, and the categories 
are, in the words of Dr. Lindsay, ''a priori con
ceptual principles of objectivity.'' 1 

Two facts seem to emerge from this account. 
On the one hand, when we speak of the categories 
as constitutive or originative, we refer only to our 
knowledge of objects, not to the cha~cter of the 
objects known. In fact, sine~ the principles of 
objectivity depend on the dist~nction between the 
order of the perceived and tfiat of perception; it 
would seem to follow that th~ categories only make 
explicit for our knowledge Jne independence of tne 
stmcttre of that which we ~now. The categories 
do ~t therefore create or triginate the objects of 
our experience, they on~l· render our experience 

~· intelligible by distingui_sb ing the factors in i~ which 
'i are due to our own actl ity from those which .are 

not ·so dependent. 

The second point 
the C:li~:~tinction betw. 

. . . 

clear 1s tnat 
!='nil ·tne 
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originative functions of thought is not therefore 
absolute, for the synthetic activity through which 
we first become conscious of the objective is at the 
same time also a discernment of its character. The 
categories are no doubt concerned with the possibi-
lity of knowledge itself, • but this possibility issues 
only in the concepts with which discursive thought 
deals. This is seen even in empirical judgment, 
for every judgment, whether empirical or a priori, 
both makes and uses concepts. If it does not ex
press new knowledge but only repeats what is 
already known, it is not a judgment at all ; and if 
it does add to our knowledge, it must in the pro
cess add to the meaning of the concept.1 On the 
other hand, while adding to our knowledge, it 
must bring tQ.is new knowledge into relation with 
what is already known. If some entirely novel 
feature was evenre,iealed to us, we could not yet 
be aware of it, for o~ awareness is by way of 
explanation and classi~cation which proceed on 
the basis of what is al\eady known. Hence, the 
empirical judgment, wl~ile adding to our !now- • 
ledge and thus enrichin the meaning of the con
cept, must at the same t~'me use concepts acq~ired 
from past experience. 

This can be more gene 'ally seen in the concept ~ 
of objectiv4ty itself. ~hat ver is present to ~on
sciousness is its object, but 1 . such usage, the very 

• 
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generality of the meaning renders the term mean
ingless. ·· .• Object in this .sense cannot •be distinguish
ed even from not-object, because so far as we can 
think of not-object, that is itself an object ••·· of 
thought. Hegel's classical example of being and 
not-being is a case in point. Hence, whenever we 
think of objectivity' we think of specific objectivity, 
ancl the principle of objectivity therefore involves, 
not merely the general distinction between the 
subjective and the objective, but a specific distinc
tion based on the specific character of the object 
concerned. In other words, the origination of the 
object according to the categories is at the same 
time its determination according to concepts. 

Kant therefore seems justified in saying that 
'' the same Understanding, throuQ!h the same 
operations by which in concepts, by means of 
analytical unity, it has produced the logical form 
of a judgment, introduces, by means of the 
synthetic unity of the manifold in intuition in gene
ral· a transcendental content into its representa-

• tions. •· 1 Both creative and discursive thinking 
wouJ»l in that case be based on the spontaneity of 
thought ; on the spontaneity of synthetic inter
pretation through the categories on the one hand, 

~~.and.of discrimination and comparison in concepts on 
the tither. The distinction between the concept and 

. the c(ltegorywould also in. that case be one of degree 

• 
t A 79=8 105, 
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of abstraction, for the same act of thought would 
be at .once both conceptual and categorial. When 
we are concerned with the making of the concept, 
we are taking Understanding in its transcendental 
use and regard the unifying of the diverse appre
hensions as the application of the category. When 
we are more concerned with the using of the 
concept, we regard the activity as the logical use of 
the Understanding and describe the judgment as the 

subsumption of a particular under a given concept. 
The argument here, though largely based on 

the account given by Professor Kemp Smith, 
differs from his interpretation in certain respects. 
Kantian interpretation and criticism are intrinsically 
so very difficult that it would be hardihood for any 
one to state~ position dogmatically even when he 
is supported by the consensus of expert opinion. 
i\Vhen such support is not forthcoming, his 
position is still more precarious, and it is almost 
the limit when he has the temerity to differ from 
Professor Kemp Smith. It is therefore with the • greatest diffidence that the present argument is ' 
advanced as a plausible explanation of the q8estion 
at issue. 

ProfessqJ; Kemp Smith seems to hold that 
Kant is mistaken in thinking that the same activity~ • 
of the Understanding is involved in both transcen-
dental and general logic. According to him, '' in 
the one employment,; the Under~tanding, by 
creative synthetjc :actiyities, geneJ;ptel3 fr:qiil the 
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given manifold the complex objects of sense~ 
experience. In so doing it interprets and organises· 
the manifold through concepts which originate 
from within.itself. By the other it discriminates 
and compares, and thereby derives from the · 
- - - . - . 

content c)f sense~experience the _generic coric~pts 

of . traditional logic ..... . Each is based on the spon~ 
taneity of thought-on the spontaneity of synth~tic -
int~rpretation on the one hand, of discrimination 
.lil~fl · coil).parison on the other. This feature 
common to the two types of activity can be further 
defined as being the unity of the act whereby a 
multiplicity is comprehended under a ·single 
representation." 1 And he goes on to add, ''We 
shalLllave occasion to observe that Kant is unable 
to prove, and does not ultimately prof~s to prove, 
that it is 'the same understanding' ~nd still · less 
that it is "'the sa~e operations,' which are exer-_ 
cised in discursive arid in creative thinking .• , 2 

Neglecting for the momen i: the question of Kant's 
success or failure in proving the point at issue, 
viz., tlfe identity of the Understanding in discur~ 

sive · and in creative thinking. let us examine the • arguments that Professor Kemp Smith advances 
in .support of his contention. His contention is 

J that discursive and creative thinking are distinct, 
'f~r '"the former presupposes and is conditioned by 
the latter. ' ' 3 

I Kemp Smith, 176-77. 
2 Ibid, 177. 
3 Ibid, 178. 
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Professor Kemp Smith argues, 
true, are functions of unity, but oth~r'Nise there 
is, according to Kant • s own teaching, not th~ ~~~~t 
resemblance between them. A generic or. ab~ 
stract concept expresses c;ommon qualities found in 
each of a number of complex contents. It is itself a 
content. A category, on the other hand, is 
always a function of unity whereby contents are 
interpreted. It is not a content, but a form forth.e 
organisation of content •..... Through study of the 
Understanding in its more accessible discursive 
procedure, we may hope to discover the synthetic 
forms according to which it has proceeded in its 
preMiogical activities . When we determine the 
various· forms of analytic judgment, the categories 
which are \n,volved in synthetic thinking reveal 
themselves to consciousness." 1 To conclude, 
.,, There is no real identity-there is not even 
analogy--between the processes . of comparison 
and abstraction on the one hand and those· of 
synthetic interpretation on the other. The former 
are merely reflective : the latter are geb.uinely 
creative. Discursive activities are co~scious 

processes, and are under our control: the synthe~ 

tic processes are non-conscious; only their finished 
products appear within the conscious field ... The\ 
synthetia..activities, as he himself finally carlle to' 
hold, are due to a faculty ofimagina.tion." 2 

I Kemp Smith, J77,8. 
2 Ibid, .179. • 
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Professor l<;emp Smith's po~itiori; · theri, " ~~Y -• ; 
be briefly summarised as follows : The cat~go~ies 
are the concern of transcendental logic and are 
functions • • of unity which make experience pas-_ 
sible. As conditions of . experience, they must 
therefore he regarded as pre-logical and cannot be 
held to be the content of experience. Concepts, on 
the other handz. are the result of experience, for 
they involve comparison and discrimination. 
They ate therefore the content of the logical use of 
the Understanding. Finally, the syhthesis of the 
categories is due, not to the Understanding, but 
to - the faculty of imagination. '' Synthesis in 
general, is the mere result of Imagination, a 
blind but indispensable function of the soul, 
without which we should have -no • knowkf;]ge 
whatsoever, but of which we are scarcely ever 

• " 1 " w· h h. d · · " conscious. , tt t 1s a m1sswn) comments 
Professor Kemp Smith, '' Kant also gives up his 
sole remaining ground for the contention that 
there must be a complete parallelism between. 

-discurs!ve and creative thinking. If they arise 
·from filch different sources, we have. no right to 
assume, without specific __ proof, that they must 
coincide _ in the forms of their activity.'-' 2 

'~ - ' -Pne thing may be conceded -at the very' 
outset. There are many passages in Kant, and 
Professor Kemp ·Smith brings forward many of 

• 
· 1 A78 = B 103. 2 Kemp Smith, 180. 
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them, which support such an interpretation. As 
one interpreta.tion of Kant among others, .Professor 
Kemp Smith's position need not therefore be 
questioned, but it might be argued that such an 
interpretation fails to do .adequate justice to some 
of the most important elements in Kant's thought. 

The first point to note in this connection is that 
Professor Kemp Smith's interpretation does not 
seem to recognise the implications of the change 
which Kant effected in the theory of judgment. In 
prewKantian logic, and also at times in Kant him .. 
self, the unity of judgment is no doubt attributed 
to the conceptual predicate, but as soon as Kant 
faces the problem of judgment, he recognises that 
the unity is due, not to the character of.the predi~ 
cate, but to the possibility of experience as such. 
It is the unity of experience which every judg
ment, empirical or a priori, seeks to express, for 
"a judgment is nothing but the manner in which 
given modes of knowledge are brought to the 
objective unity of apperception ... 1 But if that be 
so, there are no floating ideas, and the <!oncept 
exists only as a factor in the total act of • judg .. 
ing ,-in effect, it is the unifying element which we 
recognise in all judgment. But this unification 
cannot be unification in the abstract, it must be '\ 
unificati()n in some specific way, and the concept 

• 

supplies the principle of specific unity. Thus, 

• 
I B 141. 
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concepts are not mere contents, the result of ex
perience,_ but also principles of unity making 
specific experience possible. 

To this it is possible to ·reply· that granting all 
this, the absolute distinction between concept and 
category would still obtain. Concepts might·· be 
the principles of specific unity, but the categories 
are .. pervasive features of all reality. l\Vhen we 
think of particular experiences, we no doubt 
unify them in terms of specific concepts, but how 
do we at all think of them as particular ex~eriences ? 
It is admitted on all hands that all concepts do 
not have the same applicability, e.g. 1~ the concept 
of matter or organism cannot be regarded as 
predicable of every item of the world of 
experience , ; a concept like that of being must, on 
the other hand, be so applicable. The very exist ... 
ence of the special sciences proves that concepts 
are partial descriptions of the nature of the uni
verse from some special point of view. As 
opposed to these, philosophy discusses the perva
sive #characters of reality, viz., the categories 
whi(fh are principles of the possibility of know• 
ledge itself. As Kant expresses it)~ "The condi
tions of the possibility of experience in general 

, are likewise conditions of the possibility of the 
• objects of experience. •• 1 This has led wme of the 

extremer idealists to deny that concepts pf science 

• 
'l A 158=8 197. 
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are true concepts [; in their opinion, these are 
pseudo~concepts which should be strictly distin"" 
guished · from the true concepts of philosophy, 
Viz., the categories. 1 

Further, it is argueCl that when we think of 
particular experiences, we no doubt unify them in. 
terms of specific concepts, but how do we think of 
these specific concepts themselves? Thought ·is 
primarily concerned with the objects of experience, 
and it is only by a reflexive movement that it turns 
back upon itself and examines the nature of its 
operations in dealing with these objects. The 
more we insist upon the fact that concepts are 
principles of unifying the manifold of experience, 
the more important does it become to examine the 
principles which guarantee the validity of such 
procedure. Concepts may be involved in 
the consciousness of objects, but categories are 
required for the possibility of the concepts them~ 
selves. In short, the very existence of logical 
thought requires that there should be transcen~ 

dental thought to explairi its possibility. ' 
These two distinct but related objections ieem 

to be derived from one identical fallacy, viz., the 
unreal divorce of the universal from the particular. 
It is argued that, because scientific concepts do .. 
. not as suob apply to the whole range of experi~ ' 
ence, they are not true concepts at all but pseudo~ 
concepts. To this it might be replied that any 

• 
1 cf, Croce, Logic. 
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concept which seeks to express the nature of the 
universe with its infinite variety and multiplicity in 
terms of itself alone, would be equally a pseudo
concept, for it would be a concept without any 
content whatsoever. As. already argued, objec
tivity is always specific objectivity in which the 
specific character cannot be isolated from the 
character of objectivity. 

The category is not therefore in actdition to 
the concept, just as the universal is not in addition 
to. the particular, even though we may, and 
perhaps must, in both cases distinguish them in 
thought. We may, e .g., speak of Relation, but 
relation in the abstract includes within it even 
the absence of relations. When~ therefore, we 
talk of relation, we mean, not Relation, but some 
particular relation, and all cases of relation are 
cases of such particular relations. In interpreting 
experience, it is not that we apply the general 
category to experiepce in general, for then the 
particularity of experience would for ever remain 

· unint~ligible. Nor is it that the general category 
is pa:tticularised by the particularity in the nature 
of ·the given, for if the category were really 
general, then its applicability to particular experi-

• e1;1ces would itself defy explanation. The only 
1 way•, then, of explaining our particular specific 

experiences is to admit that the category itself is 
never merely general, but always a specific modi
ficatipn whi;h fits in with the nature pf the given 
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in every specific case. In other words, it is never 
the category as such, but the concepts which are 
the specifications of the categories that make our 
specific experiences intelligible. Concepts can, 
therefore, never be the re!iults of mere experience, 
for the very possibility of experience is grounded 
on them. 

This may be seen in another way. If it is 
argued that concepts may be the principles of 
logical thought but require distinct categories · for 
reflection upon them,-if in other words, it is insist~ 
ed that logical thinking and transcendental thinking 
are distinct in nature, the inevitable retort would 
be to ask, how can we reflect on the categories 
themselves ? Does such thinking require a still 
higher category or categories, as some thinkers 
have suggested ? Once we are started on this 
way, is there any stopping anywhere? To be con~ 
sistent, we would have to say that empirical con
cepts are required for empiric<;ii.l thinking, logical 
concepts for reflection on these empirical concepts, 
categories for thinking about these logicch con
cepts, and so on ad infinitum. Nor can. it be 
denied that we do think about the categories, for 
the. insistence on the necessity of the categories, 
as principles of unity underlying experience, itself . 
involves statements about their nature. W f! are ' 
therefore compelled to admit that reflection on the 
categories does not require any higher categories, 
but if that be so, why should we fteed higher 
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categories to think about the logical concepts of 
the Understanding ? 

The upshot of this discussion then seems to be 
that the distinction between category and concept 
is not absolute, but that the category always ex~ 

presses and must express itself in the form. of 
some concept or other in order to make experience 
intelligible. Hence, the unity of the judgm.entin 
terms of the category is never abstract unity, but 
some specific unity expressed in terms of some 

·specific concept. It is in the realisation of this 
functional character of the concept in judgment 
that the essence pf .Kant's revolution in logic 
lies. 

From what has been said, it would follow that 
the distinction between concept and category as 
post-, and pre-logical is no more tenable than 
that betweenthem as content and function. Con
cepts are regarded as post-logical because they form 
the. content of our logical thought, but on the same 
showingt the categories also must be regarded• as 
equaH~ post-logical, since they too are discussed 
in th(J examination of our thought. Further, we 
have seen reason to believe that concepts are not 
the mere results of discriminating thought,. but 
also supply the conditions which make discrimina-

'•ti()g~ossible .•.•. They. are, therefore,.from this•·point 
()f viewjustas.pre~logical as the categories. Pre

sumably, t~; · ... distinction · •. between them as. pre-, 
and .post-logical depends•on some such argument 

V11 
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as follows : ( To think at all implies certain 
general conditions of thinking and these 
general conditions are the categories. The 
results of thinking are, however, always specific 
and these are the concepts which thought yields. 
Hence, the categories as preceding all thought 
are pre-logical,_ while concepts as the result of 
particular thoughts are post-logical.' 

This argument 'does not and cannot explain 
how specific results are obtained from ·general 
thinking, nor Cloes it seem to realise that all think
ing is specific thinking, and therefore the condi
tions of thinking also must always be specific. 
By denying the distinction of category and 
concept as pre-, and post-logical, we not only 
avoid these difficulties, but also escape the charge 
of inconsistency in discussing categories and yet 
regarding them as pre-logical and outside con
sciousness. If these categorial activities are really 
pre-logical,_ and as conditions of consciousness fall 
outside its range, then it is surely parado:r~cal, if 
not wholly meaningless, to speak of them as 
functions of unity, or indeed in any other' way. 
The position does not in principle seem to be 
different from that of the mystic who . with the 
same breath insists on the ineffability of his . ' experience and yet describes it in such fervid 
and glowing •• terms. 

This Henial ofthe pre~logical··· chCllacter of·• the 
C(lt~gory brings US to the discussion Of the . part 
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played by Imagination in all our knowledge. 
Professor Kemp Smith holds that the categories 
are pre~logical functions of unity which make 
experience possible by synthesising the manifold 
of sensations~ but at the same time he asserts that 
they are due to the activity of the Imagination. 
He quotes with approval the passage in which 
Kant asserts that "synthesis in general. .. is the 
mere result of Imagination, a blind but indis
pensable function of the soul, without which we 
should have no knowledge whatsoever, but of 
which we are scarcely ever conscious." 1 

At first sight, it may seem that this contains a 
glaring inconsistency, for on the one hand, the 
categories are regarded as the a priori conceptual 
principles of objectivity, and yet on the other hand, 
they are attributed to the Imagination which seems 
to be the one faculty free from the compulsion of 
the objective, Even in ordinary speechL the dis~ 
tinction is between the real and the imaginary[ and 
however much metaphysics might refine upon that 
distincti~ti, it has to admit in the end that the 
distinction between revelation and construc
tion, between immediacy and mediacy is ultirnate. 
In this insistence upon the Imagination as the 
scmrce of the categories, ··.Kant therefore • seems to 
kiveup all that he has said about the indispensable 
contributions pf. passivity • and spontanejty in the 

0;rganisation of our. knowledge . 
• 

1•.• A 76=8 103; · c/. Kemp Smith, p. 179 tf. 
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Professor Kemp Smith accepts this ·.· interpreta
tion of Kant, and explains that the categories ·had 
to -be attributed to the productive lmaginat~pn . just 
because they are pre~ logical. '' The achv~tles 
generative of consciousness have to be recognised 
as themselves falling outside it. Not even in- its 
-penumbra, through some vague form of apprehen-
-sion, can they be detected. Only the finished 
products of such activities, not the activities them~ 
selves, can be. presented to consciousness; and 
only by general reasoning, inferential of agencies 
that lie outside the conscious field, can we hope to 
determine them." 1 

'' Now Kant appears to have been unwilling 
to regard the Understanding as ever unconscious 
of its activities ... .In order to develop the dis
tinction demanded by the new Critical attitude, 
he had therefore to introduce a new faculty, 
capable of taking over the activities . which have 
to be recognised as non-conscious. For this pur
pose he selected the imagination, giving \> it the 
special title, productive imagination." 2 

-

Again, •• mental processes, in so far ~s they 
· · are generative of experience, must fall outside 

__ the field .of . consciousness, and as activities dyna· 
: -_-. mically creativecannot .be .of the p.a.ture of id~as 
-or cPiitents. -· They cirE! <not •• subconscious •ideas'~ 

but non-conscious pro9esses. They are not • the 

·-;. ·.-·.,:: 

,''· :·."> 
! ·.'·•'' 

t ' K~iri}l Szriith, 2?3-94 . . 
2 'ibid, 2{)4;_ ·-····· __ .·. . 

· .... ~$:· . - !:~ '·- ·-:: '· 
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submerged ·content of experience, •. ••httt ••.. its> condi~ 
tioning grounds.'' 1 But so far, there is nothing to 
distinguish such a position from the wildest type 
of subjective idealism~ for, if it is asserted that 

the productive imagin~tion acts in. the manner 
required to yield experiences which are capable 
of relation to the unity of self-consciousness, i.e. t 
of being found to conform to the unity of the 
categories,'' 2 it really means that the world of 
our experience is a gigantic product of our own 
Imagination. Professor Kemp Smith therefore 
goes on to add that '' they must no longer be 
interpreted in subjectivist terms, as originating in 
the separate existence of an individual self. In 
conditioning e~perience, they generate the only self 
for which experience can vouch, and consequently,. 
in the absence of full and independent proof, must 
not be conceived as individually circumscribed.'' 3 

But if this is so, and they are not the mental 
processes of any individual self, it may well be 
askei, whose mental processes are they ? and what 
is the point of calling them mental processes ? 

Professor Kemp Smith may no doubt argue 
that '' from the subjectivist point of view the 
synthetic activities consist of the various cogni
tive processes of the individual mind, and ·the 
given· manifold consists of the sensaticms arqused 

1 Kemp Smith, 273. 
• 2 .]bid, 264. 

3 ibid, 273-74. 
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by materialbodies acting upon the special senses. 
From the objective or . phenomenalist standpoint 
the synthetic processes are of a noumenal charac~ 
ter, and the given manifold is similarly viewed 
as being due to noumenC\1 agencies acting, not 
upon the sense-organs, which as appearances are 
themselves noumenally conditioned, but upon 
what may be called ' outer sense.' •• 1 But he is 
himself forced to admit that '' the synthetic pro~ 
cesses must take place and complete themselves 
before any consciousness can exist at all. And 
as they thus precondition consciousness, they 
cannot themselves be known to consciousness , ; and 
not being known to be conscious, it is not even 
certain that they may legitimately be described . as 
mental. Further, we have no right to conceive 
them as the activities of a noumenal self. We 
know the self only as conscious, and the synthetic 
processes, being the generating conditions of 
consciousness, are also the generating conditions 
qf the only self for which our experience can 
vouch.'' 2 In that case, there is no lon!fe;' any 
ground for attributing these synthetic activitieil to 
the Imagination, since there is, and can be, no 
evidence whatever to suggest that the Imagination 
is a noumenal entity whose processes create fqr us 
the world .;we know. • 

This emphasis qn the ~ctivity qf the prgguctive 

1 Kemp Smith, 274-75. • 
2 lbid,277. 
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Imagination vitiates in two related ways ·our under
standing of the problem of knowledge. On ·the 
.one hand, it slurs the distinction between knowing 
and imagining, and on the other hand, through 
this confusion it preven•s a proper appraisement 
of the contribution of Imagination to all knowledge1 

transcendental as well as empirical. 
Taking the first point first,_ the distinction be

tWeen imagining and knowing is absolutely funda
mental to our experience. Professor Prichard 
insists that -n, knowing and making are not the 
same," 1 and therefore, 7:' ideal construction is a 
contradiction in terms, unless it refers solely to 
mental imagining.'' 2 Hence, if the categories are 
attributed to the Imagination, we in effect deny 
the distinction between knowing and making, and 
this .means the denial of the possibility of know
ledge itself. Now, we know since the days of 
Descartes, if not always, that the possibility of 
knowledge cannot be intelligibly denied. The 
denial, of the possibility of knowledge must itself 
be based'"on knowledge. 

i\te also reach the same conclusion if we 
remember that the distinction between knowing 
and imagining is that between truth and error in 
another form. This latter distinction is basic to 

• logical thought,, and any attempt to shrr or deny 
it is self-contradictory. Now, truth must be 

1 Pr~chard, Kant's Theory of Knowledge, 236. 
2 Ibid, 244. 
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necessary ana universal. 'As objective, it is there
fore compulsive for the individual mind, which 
must accept and not create its own truth. The 
mind's individuality is therefore of no importance 
to the meaning of truth, but in error, it is its parti
cularity that is most relevant, for error consists in 
the confusion of its own demands with the demand 
of truth. Imagination is constructive and spontane
ous, but to claim to construct spontaneously is. to 
repudiate the compulsion of the truth. 

This does not mean that the Imagination is 
entirely arbitrary in its operations. It never is, for 
the human Imagination does not range in vacuo. 
It is conditioned by past knowledge and is anticipa
torY of future experience. This is clearly recog
nised by Kant, who following Hume, insists that 
Imagination, productive or reproductive, is .irwolved 
in the very possibility of experience, Every ex
perience is what it is against the background of a 
larger experience. Since human experience is 
conditioned by space and time, this larger, whole 
is, however, never given to us as an ols~ct of ex
perience. Hence, even the experience of the'Parti
cular is comprehensible only by imaginatively filling 
up the details of this totality. And yet, in spite of 
the dependence of knowledge on Imagination and 
of l!l1agination on knowledge, knowing and im~gin
ing remain distinct .1 

1 c/. Bosanquet, Knowledge and Reality, Chap~ I ; also1 Colling
wood, SpeculumMentis, 83. 
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Ifi······••• th~n'i• .illtlaginc.ttio•n isiimt()lv~H····in&ll ~~9~r 
ledgerhut.··lmagination. controlled by···· the. dem&n9 
of truth~. . there is no point. in insisting that 
only synthetic thinking. is •. due to its activity,. 
while analytic thinking, must • be . attributed . to 
the . • agency of the Understanding. Besides,. 
even. transcendental logic claims to be true, and 
is therefore capable of yielding knowledge, a 
claim which can never be satisfied if its sole 
concerri is with the Imagination. NV e are, there
fore.~. forced to the conclusion that there is no 
absolute distinction between concept and cate
gory, and any attempt to exaggerate that distinc
~ion must, from the very nature of the case,, 
result in the denial of the objectivity of the 
Cfategories~ Further, once we separate the con
c'.epts from the categories, there would be no 

I 

'*ay of explaining their conformity to one 
ar!other' and hence the categories vwuld become, 

\ 

no~ transcendental conditions of experience, but 
tra~?scCJldent entities falling outside its range. It 
wm~ld m'l!!n be of no use to insist that analy
tic th\nking is based on synthetic thinking, the 
concept on the category, for, if they are as 
divetse. in nature as the separation of the con
cept from the category suggests, this dependence 
of ~nalytic on synthetic thinking would itself 
be a prol:lem that would defy all analysis.; 
Finally, we have already noticed the formid-• able list gf pre-cgn§ciqus faculties witn theit: 



and the concepts would 
from all these difficulties, and there are at any • 
rate indications in Kant (not to put the claim any 
higher), that he did not regard any such distinc~ 

tion as absolute. In Transcendental Deduction 
B, which may be taken to embody his final con
clusions on the question at issue, he definitely says 
that "the Understanding, under the title of a 
transcendental synthesis of Imagination, performs 
this act upon the passive subject, whose faculty it 
is. " 1 This is evidence that he did not regard the 
Understanding and the Imagination as separate 
faculties, exhibiting themselves in activities which 
are distinct from one another. As if to leave • tho 
Cloubt about his opinion on the matter, he goes pn 
to add that (c' it is thus proved that the syntht!sis 
of apprehension, which is empirical, must ne~ces

sarily be in conformity with the synthesis1 of 
apperception, which is intellectual and ~~ntafned 
in the category completely a priori. It is Ofle' and 
the same spontaneity, which in the one fase, 
under the title of Imagination, and in the other, 
under that of Understanding, brings combination 
into the manifold pf intuitions." 2 

•1 

1 B 153. • 
2 B .162 n~ 
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Further . evidence in favour of this ..... positioniis 
to be found in Kant's reiterated insistence that 
the categories-, as opposed to the ideas of R~ason, 
are constitutive of our experience. We • have 
already seen that the ideas of Reason, while pre" 
suppositions of experience, do not enter into it/as 
its contents. Hence, the distinction betweehthe 
ideas and the categories is significant if and ifalone 
the categories express real features exhibited by 
the objects of our knowledge. NV e have also seen 
that objectivity must always mean specific objec .. 
tivity, so that the objective features of experience 
which the categories seek to express must be features 
which have a specific character. Hence, the fact 
that the categories are presented in experience only 
in the form of concepts suggests that the relation 
between them can be expressed as that between the 
universal and its particular. In a passage in the 
section on the Regulative Employment of Ideas, keant 
seems to offer an explicit suggestion along these lines. 
"Everj' concept may be regarded as a point, which: 
as the s~n for an observer, has its own horizon, 
i .. e., \ variety of things which can be represented, 
and as it were, surveyed from that standpoint. The 
hol'izon must be capable of containing an infinite 
number of points, each of which has its own 
narr~wer horizon ... But for different horizons ... 
each of which is determined by its own concept, 
there can be a common horizon, in reference to . --
~fij.c}l, a~ ft:Q~ a. CQill.Il!Qn centrez tl)ey .can all pe 
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surveyed. From this higher genus ~ we • cati prO
ceecluntil we arrive at the highest of all ~~ll(!f()., 
and so at the universal and true horizon, which is 
determined from the standpoint of the highest con
cept, and which comprehends under itself all 
manifoldness,-genera, species and sub-species.'' 1 

One cannot do better at this stage than to 
quote at some length Dr. Lindsay's illuminating 
remarks on these contr:oversial topics. 

''There are,'' writes Dr. Lindsay, ''two main 
views possible of the Deduction, based on . differ
ent interpretations of Kant's conception of the 
work done by what he calls 'the blind faculty of 
imagination' and of his account of intuition. Both 
have in common the doctrine that in perceiving 
anything as an object, the assumptions on which 
the categories are based have already been • opera
tive in the work of the imagination. But the first 
view " .............. holds that this is not inconsistent 
with the retention of the distinction between the 
given and the connected, between intuition and 
thinking ; the second holds that it is." 2~' 

''According to the first view the intuitifm of 
the given, strictly given, is always the intuition of 
a manifold in space and time, with, therefore, 
individual spatial and temporal relations intuited 
in that manifold. That is very far from bei'hg a 
chaos. iSV'hat it lacks 1s the distinction between 

• 
I ~ ~58=B 686. 2 Li!ldsay, .1~8. 
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subjective and objective ... Kant's view is that the 
Clistinction between subject • and object cannot be 
arrived at without the. activity of the mind. If the 
mind had only one single representation given to 
it, it could not make OL\t whether that representa
tion was mental or physical, subjective or object
ivt:;; it could not indeed split that single represen· 
tation into an ing and an ed, an apprehending 
mind and an apprehended content. !W'e. realise 
the self in its activity. The activity of the self as 
contrasted with the activity of what is apprehend
ed is in its turn the object of apprehension, inas
much as we are aware that the order and unity of 
the acts of our apprehending-from each of which 
the apprehended content is inseparable-:-is other 
than the order and unity which belongs to ···the 
apprehended. The same apprehended content 
forms two series, the one being the history 
of the apprehending mind, and the other the 
apprehended object.'' 1 

'' According to the second view, the given is • the is~d impression or sense datum,; all appre-
henlion of the manifold is successive, and there
fore all apprehension of the manifold as we con
sciously experience it is already ordered synthesis. 
The given is then never experienced as such. We 
ca.d'not be· aware of a manifold as a manifold 
except in virtue of the mind's synthesis of those 

• 
1 Lindsay, J Q9.. 
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isolated elements. Th'erefore, this synthesis must 
be operative before consciousness.'' 1 

'' The essence of idealism which Kant is con
cerned to refute is its assumption that the know
ledge of the self is prior to tlfe knowledge of objects. 
But the Deduction of the second edition has shown 
that knowledge of self and knowledge of objects 
are correlative : that we come to be aware of the 
unity and order in our knowing over against the 
unity and order of what is known. These two 
centres of unity arise in consequence of the work 
of the transcendental faculty of imagination on an 
undifferentiated vague chaos : the one is the 
phenomenal self, the other phenomenal nature. 
And. because the reality of each of these lies in 
its connectedness, the merely given, being in itself 
not connected, shrinks almost to nothing. The 
phenomenal self is not anything sensed, but 
'enjoyed' action. Phenomenal nature 1s its 
correlate the unity made." 2 

The difficulty of this view is to keep t~ two 

phenomen.als apart. That, to d~ justic,!P ~ (h~s 
interpretatiOn of Kant as an mterpretahon, IS 

clearly a difficulty of K:ant' s. Each world has 
indeed its own transcendental ground--the nou
men.al self on the one hand, things in themselves 
on the other. And so far as the subject is 
concerned, Kant insists that though we know 

• 
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the self as phenomenal, we know that though 
riot what the transcendental self 1s : and 
the reality of that transcendental self, left 
open as a possibility but not revealed by 
knowledge, is experienc~d in action and its free
dom realized in moral obligation. But Kant 
assumes that the self as known, the phenomenal 
self, is, as phenomenal'" determined,-and as 
determined it is part of phenomenal nature. For 
clearly our actions affect nature and are affected 
by it. When we think then of this phenomenal 
self, we must think of it as part of one pheno• 
menal world, not of two phenomenal worlds. This 
is, in fact, Kant's settled attitude to the problem 
of free-will and determinism, that the self is nou
menally free but phenomenally ·determined ·; • and 
it is phenomenally determined, not as a world by 
itself but as part of nature~ by external stimulus 
acting on a given bodily disposition. Yet if that 
is really the upshot of the first Critique, and we 
really are committed by it to one phenomenal 
vvQl'ld,~reality of the noumenal self becomes 
as s~dowy as that of the thing itself, and we are 
in principle committed to behaviourism, or at least 
to epiphenomenalism. " 1 

'' The fundamental difficulty of this view is that 
it mttkes nonsense of Kant's distinction of Under
standing and intuition,.'' 2 while the first view '' of 

' . . 
t Lindsay, 119-20. % Ibid, 120, 
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the Deduction does more justice than the other to the 
main points Kant is concerned to maintain in the 
second edition Deduction~-the contrast between 
thinking and an intuitive Understanding, between 
thinking and perceiving~ between thinking and 
association, between the inner and the outer 
sense." 1 

In short, if we accept the interpretation of the 
Deduction as offered by Professor K:emp Smith, 
there is hardly any way of distinguishing the 
position of Kant from that of neo~idealists like 
Croce and Gentille, who hold that the world of 
reality is the unfolding of mental events •· by a 
creative imagination or some noumenal aesthetic 
activity. But this goes against Kant's reiterated 

. dictum that the co-operation of sense· and Under~ 

standing is indispensable for our knowledge, that 
if the senses cannot think nor can the Understand
ing intuit. 

i\Vhy then does Kant sometimes speak of 
Imagination as the source of the categorie~? NV e 
have seen that . sometimes he tends ~<f':rtify 

1 

Imagination with the Understanding working un
consciously, and sometimes to assert that it 
mediates between Understanding and the senses. 
It seems that here we find the secret of Kant's 
insistence on the importance of the Imagin~tion, 
for in his theory of imagination, Kant is trying to 

• 
1 Lindsay, 117. 
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face tlle most crucial problem of knowledge, ·viz., 
poW is it that we recognise a particular as the 
PCI.tticular of a universal ? According to him 
this is peculiarly the function of judgment, and 
since knowledge is alw<\ys knowledge of indivi
dual things to an individual, the nature of judg
ment becomes the most important problem of the 
Critical philosophy. Hence, in the theory of 

· imagination in the first Critique, we find an anti
cipation of the problem of the Critique of ]udg· 
ment. The analysis of the third Critique is 
directed to show that the particular is not as such 
lacking in character or universality, and yet that 
universality need not be derived from any thing 
outside itself. Conversely, that analysis is also 
concerned to show that the universal is never an 
abstract universal with its being divorced from that 
of the particular in which it is exemplified; on the 
contrary, its only being is in that of the particular 
which is its instance. 

The.third Critique is therefore an attempt to 
sof~trre ~stinctions which the first two Critiques 0 

had made too rigid, by showing that both Under-~· 
standing and Reason require, though in different,, 
ways, a living individual element in thought. To I 
say, as Kant often did in the firftt Critique, that) 
the lfnderstanding gives knowledge but not of the\ 
individual, is really to deny the possibility of 1 
knq"o/ledge. • To say, as I<:ant so often says in the 
seCQncl Critique, that Reasqn is cQncerneg with 

~!£ 
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to deny the 

Hence, ··• the entire burden of the 
bility .• of knowledge as well as '"'"''"'""-'-'"'• 
uponJuctgment, for )uctg'ment is 
the individual and yet gives knowledge. 1 

The result is that the rigid distinction between 
UnClerstanding, judgment and Reason breaks 
down, for we now see that each faculty must in 
its own way deal with the relation of the universal 
to the particular. Kant thought that this is 
peculiarly the function of Judgment, which must 
somehow be able to account for the operatioli's of 
both Reason and Understanding. Understanding 
is therefore assimilated to the determining luCig
m.ent, while it is almost impossible to distinguish 
seme of the activities of Reason from those of the 
regulative Judgment. The advance in the third 
Critique lies in this, for Kant now recognises that 
the spontaneous creative activity of the mind is 
necessary, not only for thinking of the w.ncondi
tioned totality which Reason seeks to ~~~but 
also for the awareness of the barest particular which 
Understanding grasps by the application of the 
categories. The principles of judgment are involv
ed in all knowledge and come into pla.y as soon 

• as we begin to consider the particular, not after we 

1 cf. A 643""B 671, where there seems to be all anticipation of this 

in recognising that it is Judgment, rather than• Understanding or 
Beason, ~ha~ is responsible for euor, 
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have already determined and descrioea it. In tlle 
words of Mr. Justice Meredith, ' 11 It is with the 
reflective judgment, thereforet rather than wit:h 
Reason,. that K2ant' s critical philosophy is most 
intimately co!lnected. This is not alo!le true of 
the CritiqQe, 1 but of the 'transcendental philosophy 
as a . whole. Its point of view (as opposed to its 
subject~matter) is as obviously that of judgment 
and the conception of teleological unity (which 
looks out towards Reason) as Hegel's is that of 
Reason and the unity of the syllogism." 2 

.,. 1 i.e., K.U. 
t Meredith, Kant's Critique of Aesthetic judgment, xix. 
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Kant wrote two introductions for the Critique of • 
judgment. The one he wrote originally was 
replaced by the Introduction as we find it now. 
The former was not, however, entirely lost. ltwas 
preserved among Kant's lesser writings under the 
title of '' On Philosophy in General,'' but as 
pointed out by Herr Lehmann, it was only a 
fragment of the original that was made avail~ 
able to the student of I<2ant. Buek restered 
the text and published the first unabridged edition 
.of the work. 

The neglect of the Critique of Judgment itself 
is no doubt partially responsible for the neglect 
which has so far attended the present tract. But 
this was not the only reason. Herr Lehmann 
suggests that this was also largely due to the 
history of the publication of the text. Those• who 
are interested in this aspect of the questi~ ~~ 
'do better th<m refer to the short but informative 
introdl1ction · he contributes to his edition of the 
'' Erste Einleitung.'' 1 

The. question with ... which we are concer!\e'd 
here. is, however, different, . We have seen the 
imppJ.:tanpe Qf, the thircJ, .Critique fpr_ uncJ,er.~tanqing 

• 
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the Critical philosophy,. for it is the keystone to 
~ant's philosophical constructions. Any writing 
hearing upon its problems is therefore of para
mount interest; in the Introduction as it rww 
stands, we get, so to say, the finished product of 
Kant's thought, in the pr~sent tract we almost see 
the workings of his mind as he slowly struggles 
to .the positions which he finally came to occupy. 

It has been suggested that '' On Philosophy in 
General " was discarded only on account of its 
difficulty . Following Beck, this is the explanation 
which Dr. Lindsay has accepted.1 On the other 
han<!,· it has also been suggested that it was dis
carded, not on account of its difficulty, but of its 
irrelevance and long-windedness. Herr Lehmann 
adopts this view and argues that '' On Philosophy 
in General '' is not only more discursive and un
systematic than the present Introduction, but it 
also fails to establish as dearly the fundamental 
thought of the third Critique, viz,. the principle 
that judgment gives determination to the trans.cen
~a! substratum in ond outside us through the 
intellectu:t faculty. 2 This principle is of the 
greatest significance to post-Kantian idealism• and 
is, recognised far more explicitly in the Introduction 
as it now stands, which is itself constructed on the 
dia1ectical principle. The first three sections state 
the argument and demonstrate that the Critique ·• of 

• 1 Lindsay, 212 . 

a L!<llm~~. vi~. 
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Juctgmen~ <is tile necessary mediator between the 
first and the second Critiques. The next three 
sections deal with Judgment itself and exhibit· ·it 
as a faculty of a priori legislation presupposing the 
finality of nature and connected a priori with 
pleasure. The last thre"e sections deal with the 
idea of aesthetic, real and absolute finality of 
nature, and thus seem to lead to the thought of 
the unity of the supersensible. Hence, according 
to Herr Lehmann, "On Philosophy in General" 
is discarded, not only on account of its long .. 
windedness, but because it represents only a 
transitional stage in the development of ~nt' s 
thought. 1 

. This of course enhances its interest· and 
importance for the student of Kant, but at the 
sa:me time explains why it was discarded. 

This is obviously criticism from a Hegelian 
point of view and its validity therefore depends 
on our attitude towards the third Critique. If we 
think that in this Critique, Kant was slowly feeling 
his way towards a position like that of Hegel, we • might agree that, as he gradually re;lis.d~ 
implications of his thought, he became conscious 
that '' .On Philosophy in General ' ' did not give 
an adequate account of the systematic unity of 
the mind and felt the need of a new and more 
unified Introduction. This would imply that-.:he 
Crit~que Qf J eleplggical JuClgment 1s the most 

• 
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~~~o~tant part oft~e.lhir<Ji Critique, iaiid tHe $~~ere 
sensible unity which is the substratull) of all pur 
faculties is not a mere idea but an idea which is 
realised in the operations of Reason} 

This is the interpretation which Caird adopts, 
for he believed that the Critical philosophy points 
beyonCl itself to a unity which it never completely 
attains. He Clid not, however, suggest that Kant 
himself actually held such a position. For him, 
therefore, the Critical philosophy as a whole re
mains merely a transitional stage in the Clevelop
merit of idealistic thought, anCl the Critique of Teleo
logienl JuClgment marks only the nearest approach 
to Absolute Idealism. -,,The Critique of Judg
ment thus comes with Kant to be equivalent to a 
discussion of the Teleological Idea; because design 
is the a priori principle which underlies the 
activity of judgment, as the intermediatory between 
Reason and Understanding. Thus, the pure 
activity of Reason shows itself in the unity of self
consci~usness : the activity of the Understanding 
mr()wt'itse4f in the determination of objects in the 
context of experience; and the activity of Judg
ment shows itself in relating the former to the 
latter, in establishing the unity of the conscious
ness of objects with the consciousness of self.'' 2 

• Again, '' It is strange to see how Kant names 
and explains the Idea of an orgamc unity, 

• 
l. But c/, above, pp. xxxi ff. 
2 Caird, II, 515E 
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and also of an intelligence which should 
apprehend .the world •• asianorganicunity,<while 
yet he absolutely refuses to recogmse that 
our own intelligence can attain to more . than an 
external union of elements which, though !lot 
logically contradictory, yet are essentially irrecon
cilable. He supposes, in fact, that our conscious
ness of our own limitations enables us to think of 
such an intelligence and its object as a possibility, 
or, perhaps we should rather say, to recognise that 
our own inability to conceive it does not neces
sarily involve the denial of its existence. But here 
he stops. We can conceive an external conn&etion 
of things as acting upon each other; we can con
ceive a determination of that external connec
tion by an intelligent being which uses it to realise 
some purpose or end; but we cannot, according to 
Kant, form any definite conception of that, which 
yet seems to be set before us as a fact in organic 
beings, viz., of a unity which produces the differ
ences of its parts and reveals itself in the~ deter· 
mination by each other. In short, we cjnnd! t.l!ri1fk. 
of a unity that reveals itself in difference except as 
an intelligence ; and if we think of it as an intelli
gence, we cannot think of it as itself the source of 
the differences which it apprehends and on which 
it superinduces its unity, but only as an ~rtist 
working with a given material." 1 And Caird 

• 
1 Caird, II. 528. 
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concludes by saying, "Tne irnportantpoint for us 
here, however, is to observe how the. successors of 
Is:iant, and especially Hegel, detected the dialecti.
cal movement by which in all his alternations of 
thought ~ant was g~ided~ In fact, it would not 
be too much to say that Hegel's great achievement 
was that he brought the unconscious dialectic · of 
~ant to light. Thus, he pointed out that the 
negative relation of the consciousness of self to the 
consciousness of the object, being a necessary rela
tion, must conceal a positive relation. Both must 
be regarded ultimately as forms or expressions of 
one IWinciple; nay, their difference and opposition 
must itself be regarded as a necessary phase in the 
realisation of that principle; for it is necessary that 
they should stand opposed and indifferent to each 
other, as separate existences,_ in order that their 
unity may be realised. But, just because they 
are one in the ultimate principle of their being, 
the apparent determination of the one by the other 
to whicl.their division gives rise, will ultimately 
slm'w it!elf ~ result neither in the annihilation of 
the one by the other, nor even in the subordination 
of the one to the other_; but in the full manifesta
tion· of the principle, which is present in both, and 
whic~ has given rise to their difference. Hence, 
the process of knowledge, in which at first the 
subject seems merely to submit itself to be deter
mined by the. object, will be really the process by 
which the subject becomes conscious of itself • in 

XV 
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and through the object; and the process of moral 
activity ,-in which at first the subject • seerns to 
determine the object to an end, which is .notgiven 
in the object itself, but in the nature of the self to 
which it is made subserv!ent,-will really be the 
process by which the objective world first reveals 
the . spirituality of the principle which works 
in it~ the end to which it is determined by its 
own nature." 1 

According to Caird., then, the system of Kant 
points to such an idea, but '' because of. his ori .. 
ginal separation of positive and. negative, and his 
refusal to treat a negative relation as involvi:g,g arty 
objective connection, he is unable to bring together 
the end and the beginning of his speculation.'' 2 

Even from the Hegelian's point of view, '' On 
Philosophy in General • ' does not therefore see1n 
to be a transitional stage in the development of the 
Critical philosophy, for Kant always mailltained 
that the idea of a supersensible unity as the sub .. 
stratum of all experience is for us merely. an idea,~ 
an horizon of thought which continyall~ece!les 
before the advance of human knowledge.3 

Nor is there any evidence that Kant regarded 
the Critique of Teleological Judgment as the most 
important section of the third Critique. Even in 
the final Introduction, Kant quite explicitly says, 
'' In a Critique of Judgment, the part dealing .with 

• 
1 Caird, II. 560. 2 Caird, II. 561. 3 c/. Lindsay, 268-9. 
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}\esthetic Judg-ment· is ·• essentially rd~vant. This 
alone contains a principle which . Judgment Jays 
down completely a priori as the basis of its refl~c.
tion upon nature. • This is the principle of nature's 
formal finality for our • cognitive faculties in its 
particular (empirical) laws,-a principle without 
which Understanding could not feel itself at home 
in nature : No reason is, however, assignable 
a priori, nor is. so much as the possibility of one 
apparent from the concept of nature as an object of 
experience, whether in its universal or in its parti· 
~ular. aspects, why there should be objective ends 
of naMre, i.e., things only possible as natural ends . 
.. . ...... Aesthetic judgment is, therefore, a special 
faculty of estimating things according to a rule, but 
not according to concepts. Teleological Judgment 
is not a special faculty, but only general reflective 
judgment proceeding, as it always does in theore
tical cognition, according to concepts but m 
respect of certain objects of nature, following 
speci~I r>rinciples,-namely, those of a Judgment 
th1t. is • merely reflective and does not determine 
objects. Hence, as regards its application, it 
belongs to the theoretical part of philosophy. Its 
special principles are not, however, determinant,t 
().s principles belonging to doctrine have to be . • Hence, on account of its special principles,• it 
must also f()rm a special part 9f the Critique.'' 1 

• 
1 K.U., pp. 1-lii. 
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Tne ·two problems with which the third/(:riti(l\J.e 
deals are those of the relation of causality to .•. fre~- . 
dom/ and of the categories to the details of expe
rience. 2 Both the problems ate concerned with 
the application of law t& individual cases and rest 
on tne difficulty of understanding how an indivi
dual can at the same time exhibit law or universal 
character. We have seen that this difficulty is felt 
in Kant's account of knowledge as well as of prac
tice, and the third Critique is an attempt to solve 
the problem by examining a region of experience 
in which the paradox is most clearly seen. 

The regulative judgment starts witfl the 
inClividual and tries to relate it to the whole 
of our knowledge by describing it in its. true 
character. This character cannot, however, .. be 
determined by merely looking at the thing, 
for out of the indefinite number of resemblances 
to and differences from other things which result 
from the infinite aspects of any individual thing, 
only some are vital for our knowled~e. To 
distinguish between the essential a11d t'fle nTn
essential aspects, we must therefore have a principle 
to guide us in our selection, and yet ex hypothesi, 
we start with the individual and the principle 
is not given to us. lW e can therefore do only • one of two things,-select out of our stock of 
concepts the one which seems to fit the experience 

• 
1 K.U., pp. xviii-xx. 
2 K.U., pp. xxx-xxxiii. 
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in question, or invent a new concept to describe a 
novel experience. The two operations are not of 
course entirely distinct, for even in selecting an 
old concept, we cidd to its meaning, while on the 
other hand, invention ~s impossible unless pre" 
vious• experience affords us with a clue. 1 This 
aspect of invention is most clearly marked in the 
aesthetic judgment, which, in giving up the claim 
to objective truth, is also liberated from the compul" 
sion of the objective. In art,, we are concerned 
with the individual, and yet the individual of art 

• exhibits law or form, though law or form of a kind 
that<Ot;annot be divorced from its individual mani
festations. An artistic representation of an object 
answers no ·· question as to whether the' object is 
this or that, and yet draws attention to "'esemblan
ces and characteristics which are recognised · by 
all as significant of its truest character. The aes
thetic judgment is, therefore, the z;r~ost typical of 
regulative judgments and exhibits m .. ost clearly the 
aspect10f invention (or creation) which is !involved 

"Tn art. experience. Hence, the problem of the 
application of law to individual cases can be best 
understood by an examination of the nature of art. 

The evidence for regarding ''On Philosophy 
in. General •' as a transitional stage in the develop-

• ment of Kant's thought is not, therefore, to put it 
very mildly, conclusive. ~or is it true to say that 

• 
1. See above, pp. xxvi and lxxviii. 
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in tne Introduction as it now .:>Lcu.n.a;:;, 

judgment as transcendentally determinant of expe" 
rience. On the contrary, he quite explicitly says 
that Judgment's conception of finality, even when 
we regard it as teleologicttl, is never determinant 
but always regulative. ''judgment's concept of a 
finality of nature belongs to the class of· natural 
concepts, but only as a regulative principle of the 
cognitive faculties, although the aesthetic judg
ment on certain objects (of nature or of art) which 
occasions that concept, is a constitutive principle in 
respect of the feeling of pleasure or displeasure.'' 1 

• 

In fact the argument in both the Introductions 
runs on very similar lines. In both, we have a 
magnificently systematic outline of the problem, 
though th~ body of the work centres round the 
particular P:roblems of aesthetic and teleology. 
'' Both introductions contain a systematic account of 
the whole Cr;tical philosophy, a statement of the 
relations of thJ two worlds of nature and of free
dom, the two :capabilities of knowledge and .;Iesire; 
the two faculties of understanding and reJ~~son<t-• and they su~gest that a bridge is to be made be-
tween nature and freedom by art,_ between know
ledge and desire by feeling, between understand
ing and reason by the faculty of judgment, 
between law and obligation by the concept of pur
posiveness or finality. Now ~ant puts forward 

• 
t K.U., lvii. 
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the faculty of judgment as concerned withfe~ling; 
with art, and with purposiveness or finality; and 
he promises to show how an analysis of aestheti~ 
judgment will solve the difficulties involved in the 
contrast just stated. He • adds that the application 

· of the general a priori principles of judgment to 
our knowledge of nature has an interest of its own, 
and will be treated in what should be regarded 
as an appendix, the Critique of Teleological 

· JtiCigment. ' ' 1 

··.· ...... · It may be conceded at the outset that the 
• Introduction has certain great advantages over 
' ·'On-Philosophy in General." For one thing, it 
is far more concise, and yet states the essential 
problem of Judgment more clearly than the other. 
This is, as we have already seen, the problem of the 
relation of the particular to its qniversal. Of 
the two forms which the problem assumes, the 
first, anCl iila sense the more fundamental, is th~t 
of the relation bet•..veen freedom and necessity. 2 

Both hteectom and necessity apply to the same 
1erritoTy of .. experience and yet their jurisdiction 
over it is independent of one another. To say 
that they do not clash on account of their restric~ 

ti6n to independent spheres is no longer possible 
to Kantas soon as he admits that freedom must 
be a~tualised in the material world . Their har,. 
rnonious cooperation in experience must, however, 

• I Lindsay, 219. 
Z K. U., pp. xviii-xx. 
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be explained, arid . this can be done only on the 
assumption that there is no absolute incompatibility 
between them. 1 Art, which is free and yet exhibits· 
law, thus becomes the type of all experience and 
the interpretation of reality becomes the task of 
Judgment which in its reflective operation is con
cerned with art. In this work of interpretation, 
Judgment proceeds on the assumption that nature 
is an intelligible system, but there is no way of 
knowing beforehand that the system is intelligible. 
This is known only through and in the details 
which thought has rendered intelligible. ' 

The account given above is taken from the 
Introduction as it now stands. u On Philosophy 
in General •' does not at all raise the problem in 
this form. The result is that in the Introduction, 
judgment's mediation between Reason and Under
standing is seen to be necessary, and the Critique 
of Judgment becomes a.n essential constituent of 
the Critical philosophy. If freedom and necessity 
both apply to the same world ofexpedence, it 
follows that they are both regulative of,_. but do nor 
constitute experience. In other words, the distinction 
between freedom and necessity becomes one of 
degree, and judgment which deals with the indivi
dual in experience, becomes the meeting ground • of Reason and Understanding. The Introduction 
therefore reveals far more clearly than 1

' On 

• 
I cf. above, pp. lxiii ff. 
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Philosophy in General'· the inter-relation ana 
fundamental unity of the cognitive faculties. 1 

The second great merit of the Introduction lies 
in its exposition of the relation of finality and 
pleasure. '' On Philosophy in General '' suggests 
this connection, but the evidence adduced is mainly 
C:>f a . negative character. judgment's principle of 
finality is wholly subjective and determines nothing 
in respect of the forms of natural products. Aes
thetic judgment, in which this finality is expressed, 
can therefore never be a cognitive judgment. On 
fhe other hand, feeling also is never cognitive, our 
pleasure in an object does not in any way add to I 
our knowledge of it. In other words, the aesthetic I 
judgment though based on sensations is non-

• • 1 .l 1 . • . • • • cogmhve, ana me only non-cogmnve sensatiOn 1s l 
that. of pleasure. This, it is argued, establishes I 
the connection of finality and pleasure.2 

The lacuna in this argument is obvious. From 
the mere fact that the aesthetic judgment and feel
ing are1:>oth non-cognitive, it does not necessarily 
rclllo'W',hat finality and pleasure imply one another. 
Be::;ides, the argument as stated by Kant sounds 
plausible only on account of the ambiguity in 
the meaning of the term 'feeling,' which means 
some~mes the faculty and sometimes the state of 
the mind. When it is argued that the aesthetic 
fl1qgJ.llent is based on sensation, and the only 

• 
lv ff, cf. below, § VIII, pp. 42-43. 
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noncogmhve sensation is that of pleasure, pleasure 
obviously refers to an affection of the mind, but 
the conclusion which is drawn is that aesthetic 
Judgment gives the law to feeling, just as Reason 
gives it to the will and l)nderstanding to the cog
nitive faculties. Here, feeling equally obviously 
refers to the faculty, and the transition in meaning 
can be explained only through the ambiguity 
of the term. 

A more satisfactory argument is suggested when 
Kant says that pleasure is due to the subjective 
character of the finality. Because the finality is• 
subjective, the agreement of the representatiol'! with 
the faculties of knowledge cannot be presupposed, 
and because the agreement is not presupposed, 
its occurrence gives rise to pleasure.1 In this, there 
seems to be a faint, but only a very faint, recogni
tion of the connection of pleasure with desire. 
The occurrence of the unexpected does not necessa
rily give rise to pleasure, for an unforeseen experi
ence may be pleasurable or the reverse. • Hence 

r 
it is not mere unexpectedness,_ but unce1tainty 

:. • combined with desire or longing, that explains the 
; pleasure associated with particular experiences. 

The argument in the Introduction avoids the 
ambiguity as well as the indefiniteness. · Finaijty is 
connected with pleasure through an analysis of their 
respective natures. Finality is a subjective necessity 

• 
1 cf. below, § VIU, pp. 44-45, 
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for ust since without using this principle, we 
p.ot explain the details of our experience. On the 
other hand, we have no assurance beforehand that 
experience must conform to our intelligence. 
Hence," whenever we finM the principle of finality 
rea.lised1: we are pleased, for the attainment of an 
~n<::l is always attended with pleasure.1 Thus, 
wher~ver there is consciousness of finality, there is 
pleasure, and wherever there is pleasure, there is a 
realisation of finality. This also gives us a new un~ 
derstanding of the nature of pleasure. If pleasure in 
some cases follows the determination of the will and 
does .n.ot always determine it, it cannot be regarded 
on . .the analogy of a cause operating mechanically 
on. the phenomenal self. This is therefore a tacit 
admission by Kant that the account he has given 
of the motives of action in his moral theory 
demands modification. / 

It may, therefore. be admitted tha,.t the exposi~ 
tion of the Introduction is in certain respects 
superio~ but on the other hand, " On Philosophy 
tp. Gefteral '• brings out more clearly the move
ment of Kant's thought. He recognised the 
independence of the sphere of art, but approached 
it • from a metaphysical standpoint and from an 
e:x.arnination of nature. In discussing the concept 

• ()f technique£ he points out that technique may 
be cQnceiyeg mechanically, in wb.ich c~se the 

• 
1 K. U., pp. xxxix-xl. 
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technical judgment is merely .. the corollary to the 
cogmt1ve judgments of the Understanding. On 
the other hand, technique may also be conceived 
as an application of regulative Judgment, wher(;l 
we· regard nature as if it h~d been constructed · i.for 
our Understanding, but do not know that this is 
the case. 1 We regard nature as adapted to • ou.r 
Understanding and this helps us in our investiga.., 
tion of nature, but we can know this adaptation 
only so far as we have succeeded in explaining the 
phenomena of nature. Thus, technique of nature 

~ is analogous to the technique of art, fol' thc;;t 
l specific quality of art is that it manifests rules or 

\

'laws in its results,; but cannOt itself be construct.q 
by means of a rule. 

These judgments on the technique of nature l 

reveal to us a new type of judgment, a judgment 
which is neither theoretical nor practical. 2 It 
cannot, therefore, be referred to either Reason or 
to Understanding, and as such has no objective 
reference at all. This connects such a judgment 
with the judgment of art, for in an ae!theti010 
judgment we do not determine anything objec
!ively. An aesthetic judgment is, as such, neither 

! true nor false, it just is: On the other hand, an 
"-..,/ aesthetic judgmentt while it claims· neither truth 

nor falsitY:,; claims universal acceptance. • 
rPe need not here examine whether this claim 

1 cf, below, § IX, pp. 55-56~ 
2 cf, below, § I, pp. 8-9. 
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is iustifieCI or not, for Kant himself atimits 
that mistakes and differences of opinion with 
regard to particular aesthetic judgments are 
not only possible,, but common enough in 
experience. On the otll"er hand, it is undeniable 
thatthe claim is made. The very fact of artistic 
prod11ction proves that the artist claims, with 
whatever success it may be, universal accept~ 

ance for his work. This is equally true of the 
judgment on the technique of nature. The possi~ 

bility of judgments, which1 without claiming objec~ 
•tive validity, yet claim universal acceptance, can 
there,ore depend only on the relation of such 
judgments to the faculties of our mind. Now, we 
know of our faculties only through their operation 
in experience, and experience is possible only 
under the form of a unity. The finality of experi~ 

ence for our intelligence is therefore the presuppo~ 
sition of all knowledge, whether objective or 
subjective. 1 Finality is therefore equally the· 
presup.position of the judgments in question, and 

• sinct! finality is the principle of reflective judg· 
ment, it is reflective Judgment which alone 
explains the possibility of judgments that are 
neither theoretical nor practical in the sense 
previously defined. 

~he hearing of this analysis on the problem 
of empirical judgments is obvious. An empirical 

• 
1 cf. below, § IX, pp. 56 ff •. 
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< judgment is based on an individual act of percep~ 
tion and yet it claims acceptance from every orie. 
The universality of the laws of thought may 
depend on their necessary character, for we must 
use these laws if we are tefthink at all. That is 
not, however, the case with empirical judgments .. 
Empirical judgments, or for the matter of that, 
even the judgments of science, are not in the least 
involved in all thinking. From the point of view 
of the Understanding and its categories, we cannot 
therefore give any account of even the judgments 
of science, beyond the most general and abstract•. 
of statements like, e. g., that every eventltas a 
cause. The true scientific judgment, however, 
seeks to express specific causal (or other) relations 
among determinate elements of our experience, 
and we cannot find any justification of such judg
ments in Understanding and its general law. 
The position of empirical judgments which 
express the particular perceptions of an in~ 
dividual subject is still worse, for the~ lack 
even the limited generality which scientific ~dg- • 
ments exhibit. 

The individual empirical and the scientific 
judgments are cases of knowing the details of 
experience, the second great problem which the 
Critique of Judgment seeks to solve. In the httro .. 
duction,< the problem is no doubt suggested and 
it is argued that Judgment is entitle~ to use the 
principle of finality of nature to account for the 
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particularity of experience. 1 It is, however~. merely 
assume'd that the principle of finality can ex• 
plain the complex individuality of the details of 
experience, and no att~pt whatever is made to 
show that this must be so. c( On Philosophy in 
General '' does not merely assume, but seeks to 
expl({in how the principle of finality justifies the 
empirical judgments of perception and of science. 

The argument may be briefly indicatea as 
follows: 'All empirical judgments, whether in
dividual or scientific, depend on one or more 
Itarticular perceptions, and claim universal accept
ance even though they are not involved in the 
laws of thought. Their claim to universality 
therefore depends on the fact that they seek to 
express knowledge of the one real world, but on 
the other hand, the world as a unified object of 
experience is never given to us. N'/e are, in factt 
in our perceptual and scientific judgments 
seeking to determine the unity of the world, and 
we know"this unity only so far as we have succeed
e'tl. in •validating the claims of the judgments 
that we make. N\le cannot know the world to be,: 
so to speak, a finished product of which the differ
el1.t aspects are revealed to us in succession, but 
onthe.contrary, we can think of the unified world 
only so far as we have succeeded in organising the 
successive revelations into a unity. Expressing 

• 
I K. U., pp. xxx-xxxiii. 
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this in another form, we may say that our know
ledge is not a passive process, in which the un.i§eg •/' 
world gradually imprints itself upon our min.ds. 
On the contrary, knowled~ is essentially selective, 
and assumes that out of the infinite details of 
experience, some are relevant and important, 
some are not. But the distinction between rele· 
vant aud irrelevant call be made only on the basis 
of a principle, and this principle can be no other 
than the assumption that the world is a unity. 
Hence, the advance of Judgment on, the Under
standing lies in its assumption of harmony among# 
the empirical concepts, i.e., the assumption bf .the 
finality of nature. This is, however, a principle of 
regulative judgment, which therefore lies at the 
basis of all empirical judgments.' 

The corollary to this is the recognition that 
. ..,, regulative Judgment is implied, not only in judg ... 

ments of art and the technique of nature, but also 
in judgments of science and empirical perception. 
There is, therefore, no difference in princrple be
tween the universality claimed by empirical •judg-• 
ments and that claimed by the judgment of art. 
The aesthetic judgment bases its claim on the 
assumption of a harmony among our cognitive 
faculties, the empirical judgment rests its •laim 
on the harmony of the world of experience. The 
harmony of the cognitive faculties is includeCI in 
the harmony of the world, and the • universality 
claimed by the empirical judgment is therefore of 
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a wider application than tnat claimed By tnejudg
ment of art. There is only one other diff(:lrence 
betWeen the aesthetic and the empirical iudgment. 
In the aesthetic judl\.ment, we do not .have 
any definite concept before us, . while in the 
empiricaljudgment, the presence of such a concept 
implies that the resemblances and differences 
qenoted by the term have been noticed already, and 
ttloticed as important for the purpose of knowledge. 
'' lrnagination does not exist in the free state, and 
itself requires a basis of fact. This basis of fact 
iii. turn requires a basis of imagination, for no fact 
can be-known until it has been sought by the 
imaginative act of questioning, and this question 
itself requires a further basis of fact and so 
ad infinitum This is not an infinite regress only 
because the two moments, question and answer, 
are pot actually separate. Their distinction is an 
ideal distinction only, and the presupposition of 
eac;h • by the other is only a way of stating their 
inseparal:1tlity. ' ' 1 

• • Judgm~nt with its principle of finality is there-
fore implied even in the simplest of empirical 
judgments, and this is what we should naturally 
expect. For, if the principle of finality be the 
presup:i)osition of our knowledge of the world, 
this finality must be exhibited not only by nature 
as a ·whele .•. but also in every part of it. If the 

1 C:ollil!swood, Speculum Mentis, p. 80. 
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'parts, taken individually an'd. in isolation, resist 
the application of this principle, it would follow 
that the whole, which is a whole of the parts and 
therefore at least partially determined by the 
nature of the parts, woufci also resist the appli
cation of the principle. Hence, the finality of 
reflective judgment explains, not only the intercon ... f 

/

5nections of the e~pirical.laws, bu~ also the finalityi 
·v we seem to find m particular obJects of natur.e.I 

Yet, at the same time, we must never forget 
that Judgment's principle of finality is only 
subjective principle and cannot be known to ha.v~ 
any objective validity .1 

• 

Another important problem which is discussed 
at length in " On Philosophy in Gtrneral," but 
hardly mentioned in the Introduction, is that of the 
relation of pleasure to perfection. In the Introduc
tion, there is an implied reference to this problem 
in the discussion of the relation of finality to 
pleasure, but the reference is not worked out. 
"On Philosophy in General'' examines tlte relation 
of finality to perfection, especially in corinectio•n 
with Leibnitz' s theory of art. Leibnitz, in conform ... 
ity with the general intellectualist tendency of his 
philosophy, tended to represent art as the confused 
conception of the perfection of an object. • Kant, 
on the other hand, carefully points out that a con
cept, whether confused or clear, is always referred to 

• 
I cf. below, § U, pp. 21·22 ; also § V, p. 30. 
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cognition,_ whereas art gives no• knowledge ()f>.•the 
object_,_ though it may supply the conditions which 
make knowledge . of the Understanding possible. 
Besides, perfection always requires a definite concept 

' .of purpose and .art has nothing to do with objective 
purposiveness. Perfection,. as implying teleologi
cal. finality, must therefore be distinguished from 
subjective finality which has no meaning apart 
from pleasure. Pleasure or subjective finality does 
not req,uire even an abstract concept of purposive 

connection and it is impossible to identify pleasure 
-.with perfection. Kant concludes his argument 
f4>y pointing out that if pleasure could be regard
ed as a 'confused conception of the perfection of\ 
an object,· pleasure as conceptual would become \ 
a cognition through Understanding and the dis- 1 
tinction between Understanding and Intuition would ! 
belost. This distinction is, however, one of Kant's J 
most fundamental assumptions, for time and again '' 
he points out that both are equally indispensable 
for our ~nowledge or its possibility .1 

• Ttle distinction between the aesthetic judgment 
and of reflection is also not worked out in 

Introduction, and consequently that between 
a~JreeabJle and the beautiful is assumed without 

n.,."" .. ,t- to exhibit the ground of that distinc
distinction may be one of the given 

experience and therefore requix:e nQ prggf, 

c/. below, § ym, pp, :48 ff. 
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but it can become intelligible if and if alone we 
see that it is grounded in the nature of our cogni ~ 
tive faculties. ""On Philosophy in General" 
points out that we may distinguish between . two ., 
types of judgment arising out of the experience of 
pleasure, viz., the aesthetic judgment of sense 
about the agreeable and the aesthetic judgment of 
reflection on beauty. In the one case, the relation 
to the feeling of pleasure is direct while in the 
other, the ·'"reference is to the balance of the 

cognitive faculties. 1 Both the types of judgment 
are, however, subjective, for, in them, we arCi 
concerned with the relation of the object to 
ourselves,; and we may therefore be tempted to 
regard them as both aesthetic and noncognitive. 
But Kant goes on to add that the so called 
aesthetic judgment of sense refers to only one 
of the human faculties and that directly. 
There is therefore no question of subjective 
finality or harmony among the faculties here, and 
it is a misnomer to call it an aesthetic jud~ent at 

I all. Hence, it is only the judgment on beauty that

' is truly aesthetic, since it bases itself on the princi
l ple of subjective finality. In other words, the dis-
1 tinction between the agreeable and the beautiful 
~ 
\ depends on the fact that the agreeable as • such 
"does not refer to the cognitive faculties at all, while 
'\he beautiful~ though it does not produce objective 

• 
1 cf. below, § ~III, p. ~1-
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cognition, brings the cognitive faculties into harmo.: 
nious interplay. 

It must be admitted that this gives a better 
account of the distinction between the beautiful 

() 

and the agreeable than the one often found in the 
body ofthe Critique. He often says that the 
pleasure in the beautiful is disinterested and that 
in the agreeable is not. This may seem to explain 
the universality of the judgment on beauty, for 
Kant believed that objects have a causal influence 
on the phenomenal self through its feelings of 

,,pleasure and pain. The beautiful does not refer 
to any inclination of the subject, and this is enough 
to show that the judgment on beauty is universal. 
But Kant himself admits that this does not explain 
the distinction between the agreeable and the 
beautiful in every case, for there does not seem 
to be any reason why one person prefers wind 
instruments to stringed ones and another does not. 
Disinterestedness cannot therefore be the essence 
of the &istinction between the beautiful and the 
agree~ble, this must be sought in their reference 
to. the different faculties of the mind. 

In concluding, we may therefore say that~ while 
the Introduction has the great advantage of being 
more concentrated and definite than ''On Philo
sophy in General," it does not,_ on the other hand, 

reveal so clearly the workings of Kant's mind.. 
l~or. aoesthe Introduction work out in such detail 

tl!~ .imP.licatiQl1~ 2{ th.e P.~inci_el~ 2f fim~lity, in th~ 



ABSTRACT OF ",ON PHILOSOPHY IN GENERAL." 

§ 1 . The first sectiol} starts with the familiar 
distinction between philosophy and criticism, and 
points out that philosophy as doctrine can have only 
two parts, viz., a theoretical and a practical part. 
The concept of the practical is, however, very 
often misunderstood, for the technically practical is 
regarded as belonging to practical philosophy. 
This is not justified, since the technically .• practical 
is only a corollary from the theoretical. It is dis-; 
tinguished from pure theoretical knowledge .. only 
formally, but not according to content and should 
therefore be sharply distinguished from morality 
which alone is truly practical. 

The technical judgment has two forms. In 
one form it belongs to art, for it is concerned witH 
the bringing into being of what we desire. In the 
other form, it refers to nature in those of its 
spheres in which its objects are conceived ai:J if their 
possibility depended upon art. • 

Such judgments on the technique of nature 
reveal to us a new type of judgment,, for they are 
neither theoretical nor practical, and cannot be 
referred to either Understanding or Reason.

0 
To 

account for them, we must therefore regard Judg
ment itself as technical, for its law supplies the 
principle for such judgments. Since our· knowleCige 
of nature depends on them, we shall regard nature 
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itself as technical, but we cannot regard its 
technique as objective. Hence a discussion of this 
technique • belongs to the Critique and not to the 
doctrine of philosophy .• 

§ · 2. The analysis of the faculty of human 
k11owledge through concepts (not intuitions) results 
in the distinction of Understanding,_ Judgment and 
Reason. Understanding gives knowledge of the 
g~neral rule or law. judgment subsumes the 
particular under the general, i.e., gives knowledge 
of the particular as such. Reason determines the 
uarticular through the general, i.e . .? tries to exhibit 
the pa~:ticular as derived from general principles. 
Hence, Understanding which deals with the 
general aspects of experience, supplies the a priori 
laws of nature, while Reason is concerned with the 
totality of the system, which as totality is uncon
ditioned and therefore free. 

judgment which mediates between Under
standing and Reason may also be expected to 
have its f>wn a priori principles. Judgment is not, 
.fiowe~r, self~ dependent like the other two facul
ties and cannot therefore have any constitutive 
principles. Its a priori principle is thus that of 

th~. ·•· concept of the adaptation of nature to human 
knowl~dge,_ since this concept is required if 
~xp~rience is to be possible as a system according 
to ell1piricallaws. 

The pure-transcendental laws of the Understand
ing orthe categories no doubt contain the possibility 

xvm 
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of a system, but. this is merely general. ana cannot 
account for the systematic character of theernpiri~ 
cal Jaws. These laws afford such variety .that 
system according to them is always contingent 
for the Understanding. · fn other words, categories 
explain only the spatio~temporal unity of experience. 
Events must have spatio~temporal relations if they 
are to be events for us, but this does not and canJ:l.ot 
explai~ why one event should be related to another 
event as its cause or effect. Hence, the conformity 
of the empirical laws with one another and their 
inherence in a system is not guaranteed by the 
Understanding. • 

• 
This principle of finality of the empirical laws 

is therefore contingent according to all toncepts, 
but nevertheless judgment must assume it in order 
to make its operation in nature intelligible. It is 
therefore only a presupposition of judgment and 
yet it supplies the principle of investigation . of 
nature. Hence, this concept of Judgment isth.a.t 
of Technique and does not add to our kn(i)wledge. 

§ 3. If, on the other hand, we amlllyse t~ 
general faculties of the mind, we find that we can 
distinguish between the faculties of knowledge, 
of feeling and of desire. These cannot be reduced 
any further and the only question we can ask 
about them is as to whether they . constitute a 
system or an aggregate. The a priori principle 
pf connection among them may b~ sought in· the 
concept of freedom which determines the faculty 
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of desire anCI yields pleasure~ but if pleasU.reis 
assumed to precede the determination of the will, 
this .• attempt to unite the faculties fails. Yet the 
feeling of. pleasure is gi¥en as one of the faculties 
of the mind. · Hence, if we are to explain the 
Qnity of. · the mind, we must assume that this 
feeling has its. own a priori principle. Empirically, 
feeling of pleasure determines the will, but tran
scendentally, pleasure cannot be a determinant of 
the will. Now Reason gives the law to :Will and 
Understanding to knowledge. We can therefore 
provisionally connect Judgment with feeling as 
giving • the law to it. Like feeling, Judgment 
also refers solely to the subject as opposed to 
Reason and Understanding with their territories 
which must have an objective reference. 

§ 4. General laws are no doubt given to nature 
by Understanding, but experience requires particular 
laws in addition to the categories. Understanding 
cannot·guarantee that nature must be a system and 
still. less• that we can know it to be one. Yet the 
~nity •of space and time thought through the 
categories requires the unity of experience as a 
system according to empirical laws. This is, 
however,. not knowledge but only a presupposition 
of Ju~gment. Hence, Understanding does not 
examine the affinity of particular laws, this is the 
task of Judgment, which deals with the particular 
and its relatien to the universal. It must therefore 
pgstu.late an • a priori principle ()f affinity, eyen 

' 
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though it may regard the agreement of the forms 
of nature as contingent. 

§ 5. judgment has two forms, the determinant 
and the reflective. In ~terminant judgment, 
there ts a concept lying at the basis of • • a 
given representation. In reflective judgment, 
the concept is discovered through the repre~ 

sentation. The principle of reflective Judg
ment must therefore be synthetic, for it assurnes 
that empirically determined concepts can be 
found for all objects of nature. In this, reflec~ 
tive judgment goes beyond the categories, fo~ 
it makes the further assumption of harmony among 
the empirical concepts. This connects judgment 
with technique, for we have no knowledge of 
reality as a whole and cannot therefore say that 
this is a system. Our imperfect but growing 
knowledge must, however, proceed on the assump~ 
tion that it is so. Nor is this assumption of 
harmony among the empirical laws based on 
practical considerations, for our duty is ifl.Clepen~ 
dent of the order of nature. This techniq~e of • 
nature is the presupposition and cannot therefore 
be the result of experience. It cannot thus be 
derived from a consideration of the comparison 
of genus and species, for all such comp'Vison 
would presuppose the principle. It may be called 
the principle of affinity of nature which is intuitively 
grasped and nature regarded on the • analogy of 
a work of art. This principle refers) not to the 
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form.s of objects of nature~ but to their intercon
nected.ness in a system. 

§ 6. We cannot, however, derive from this a 
realfinality of the thing.s of nature. Real things may 
form an aggregate, not a system and yet be adapted 
to classification. Real finality would involve the 
production of the object through its concept and 
wotild •• • .require the co.-operation of Reason for the 
coii1pletion of the system of experience. The 
distinction between the two types of finality is 
possible to the reflective, but not to the determinant 
Judgment, for the latter refers everything to the 
mechanical principle. The finality assumed by 
reflective judgment explains not only the inter
connections of empirical laws, but also the finality 
we seem to find in particular objects of nature, 
e.g., in organisms. 

§ 7. The results so far reached are thus as 
follows: judgment makes it possible to think of 
finality of nature and thus explains the conformity 
of em~rical laws. This finality is, however, sub-

• jedi~e and determines nothing in respect of the 
forms of natural products. It is not a category 
and is not constitutive of experience and yet it 
applies to nature. This application depends on 
1:he .distinction between the technique and the 
mechanism of nature. In all awareness, however, 
th.ere are involved three operations of the cognitive 
faculty, .• Viz-., the apprehension of the manifold. of 
intuitions through Imagination, the comprehension 
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in concept through the Understanding and recog
nition of this concept in an intuition through Judg~ 
ment. Thus, judgment and its finality are required 
for even empirical perception. 

The relation of Understanding and Imagination 
differ in different types of judgment. In· the 
aesthetic judgment of reflection, , the relation ·••• of 
Imagination to Understanding is one of balance 
or harmony. It is not a cognitive judgment ano 
the finality expressed is subjective. :Where the 
finality seems to be objective, Understanding 
stands in relation to Reason and its principle of. 
the possibility of a system. This judg:rnent, 
though cognitive, belongs to reflective and not to 
determinant judgment, since it is in judgment 
that we find the idea of a finality of nature. 

§ 8. If 'aesthetic • refers to an element in 
cognition, then a transcendental aesthetic is 
possible. If, however, "aesthetic • refers to feel
ing, there can be no transcendental aesthetit of 
feeling. This confusion is due to the am~iguity 
of the term ' feeling ' which sometimes means • the • 
faculty and sometimes the state of the mind. This 
ambiguity can be avoided by reserving the term 
'aesthetic' for the operations Qf Judgment. An 
aesthetic judgment would then always refer to the • 
subjective relation of Understanding and Imagina-
tion, since from the point of view of cognition, an 
aesthetic judgment would be a contradiction in 
terms. Since the aesthetic judgment could never 
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refer to objects or to cogmtwn, its connection with 
feeling which also is never cognitive is clearly seen. 

The aesthetic judgment, though always sub
jective, has two for:rps, viz., that of sense and of 
reflection. In the aesthetic judgment of sense>. the 
finaljty depends on the relation to feeling and thus 
gives rise to the judgment of the agreeable which 
is always empirical and contingent. The aesthetic 
juagment of reflection, though · equally subjective, 
expresses the relation to the faculties of cognition 
and gives rise to the judgment of beauty which 
always claims universality. (In other words, the 
·aesth~tic judgment of sense r~fers Clirectly to the 
feeling of pleasure, while that of reflection refers to 
the balance of the cognitive faculties. The pecu
liarity of both types lies in their non~cognitive 

character, Yet both types are based on sensations 
and the only sensation which does not constitute 
knowledge is the sensation of pleasure. 

Ittt the case of the aesthetic judgment of sense, 
the relcttion to pleasure through sense is direct and 

• Hoes• not need any special principle of judgment. 
In the aesthetic judgment of reflection, on the other 
ha11d, the pleasure follows the agreement pf the 
representation with the faculties of knowledge. This 
involves the principle of the finality of Judgment. 
Hende these judgments alone can be regarded as 
truly aesthetic. Their claim to universal validity 
follows • from this and at the same time indicates 
that· they are based on a principle a priori. J The 
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validity claimed. is not however objective. It is 
only subjective. validity. 

The pleasure thus implied in reflective judg
ments is not, however, th&>sensible representation 
of the perfection of an object. A judgment .of 
perfection is always a logical judgment though 
the concept ~f perfection may be an unclear con
cept. If pleasure were a cognition through Under
standing, it would be conceptual. but in that case 
the distinction between Understanding and Sense 
would be lost. Intuition and Understanding 
must therefore be kept distinct, for both are equall:v 
necessary for knowledge. • 

If pleasure in general could be identified with 
sensible intuition of perfection, the concept of 
finality of nature would become identical with the 
concept of perfection. But perfection as com
pleteness is an ontological concept and totally un
connected with pleasure or pain. Perfection is 
in that case merely formal. Perfection as •teleo
logical would imply something more, ttwugh it 
would be based on perfection as ontologi~al: it• 
would have to posit an end. This judgment of 
teleological, like that of causal connection would 
have no connection with pleasure. Perfection as 
objective finality and the feeling of pleasllj'e are 
therefore unconnected, but subjective finality has 
no meaning apart from pleasure. Subjective 
finality does not require that even • an abstract 
concept pf purposive connection should belong 
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to it. Fl~nce, it is impossible to identify sub]ective 
finality • with perfection. 

[We may ask wllether Reason juClges of subd 
jective finality by me~ns of pleasure or pain} or 
il1Clg~s of pleasure and pain through. subjective 
finality. If the finality claims to be universal 
and. necessary, it requires an a priori ground. 
but at the same time determines through feeling . 
:fhis would explain the paradox of the relation 
of Understanding and Sense. If, on the other 
hand, it is determine'd through. feeling, it would 
be like the aesthetic judgment of sense, • 
a.nd therefore merely empirical. In the Critique 
of Practical Reason, the representation of 
Universality (i.e .. , of freedom) controls the 
will, but not through concepts. In Reflection, the 
representation of subjective finality is identical with 
the feeling of pleasure but again not through 
concepts. The conclusion therefore is that pleasure 
and. p!iin cannot be explained, they can be only 

felt. • 
• § <). Formal technique presupposes harmony 
oflmagination and Understanding but real tech
J}iql!e .• is teleological. This requires the concept 
of the end as the basis of the possibility of objects 
()f nature. i!V\le cannot know this end a priori, for 

• the objects of nature differ from one another. The 
possibility. of experience as a system seems to give 
an a <priori .principle to Judgment, not only to 
Understanding as tended to be suggested in the first 

XIX 
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Critique. Nature in its causality cannot, However, 
be comprehended by judgment, for it. requires 
Reason to do so. judgment can contain apriori 
principles for the form of intuitions but not for the 
conceptof the production of things. This is con· 
fined to Reason as the faculty of the unconditkmed.. 
Natural beauty therefore requires no concept,; 
natural.ends do1 but they still belong to judgmep.t, 
not to Und.erstanding or Reason, for experience 
gives us cases which seem to be ends but can 
never prove intention in such cases. 'fNe can 
therefore interpret them only on the analogy oj 
ends, but cannot determine them as end&. M'e 
can talk of ends only in art, never in nature. 

§ 1 0. judgments of beauty claim universality 
and cannot therefore be explained by psychology, 
which is always empirical and contingent. Yet 
such judgments are not logical and must belong to 
judgment. Similarly, teleological judgments deal 
witli an ought, though it is not the ought ~f ~oral
ity, and cannot therefore belong to Understinding 
or Reason. As based on a principle a priori, it 
must also belong to judgment. 

§ ll '. The transcendental principle of judgment 
proves that a reflective judgment can be a friori. 
The aesthetic judgment is the pure type of reflec~ 
tive judgment, for the teleological judgment implies 
Reason and hence requires no special justification. 
Aesthetic judgment, however~. requires a Critique. 
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§ 12. Critique of Judgment can tllus llave 
only two parts, viz., those of Aesthetic and of T eleo~ 
logical Judgment. Critique of Aesthetic Judgment 
will have two parts d~aling with beauty and with 
sublimity. Critique of Teleological Judgment will 
deal with inner and relative conformity. 

ABSTRACT OF THE INTRODUCTION TO THE 

CRITIQUE oF JuDGMENT. 

§ 1 . Philosophy may be divirl.,.r! into theo~ 
c-etical and,. ::.~dctical. The division depends on the 
distinetion of theoretical and practical concepts. 
The technically practical is not therefore truly 
practical, for it is a corollary to the theoretical and 
does not require any special principle. 

§ 2. Understanding is the faculty of the theo~ 
retical and Reason of the practical. They have 
jurisdiction over the same territory of experience, 
hut ~o not interfere with one another. This • apparent paradox is solved through the distinction 

• • ofphenomena and things-in-themselves. The para~ 
dox is not, however, fully solved, for freedom is 
rneant to actualise in the sensible world the end 
Proposed by its laws. There must therefore ·be a 
g"rout1d • of the unity of the supersensible, which 
explains the idea of correspondence between nature 
and freedom. 

§ 3. . ]ttdgment 
J,.!nge~::!tancJ.ing and 

serves to mediate between 
Reason. It giye the 
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principle to the feeling of pleasure which stands 
between the faculties of knowledge and of desire. 

§ 4. judgment is determinant or reflective, but 
in either case, it is concern~d with the relation of 
the particular to the universal. Determinant·Judg· 
ment is subsumptive and hence it might seem to 
require no principle of its own ; but the variety .of 
nature demands that here also there must.be laws. 
These law; may be contingent from the point of 
view of Understanding, i.e . , the general rules of 
Understanding may give no reason why a parti~ 
cular is exemplified in any case, and yet we have .. . 
to assume that there must be some reasQn why 
this, and not some other particular is exemplified. 
Even if we accept this reason itself to be contin
gent, the contingent requires for its possibility 
some principle which is not contingent, though we 
may not know what this principle is. Reflective 
Judgment which seeks the universal of a given par
ticular must therefore have a principle of its. own. 
This principle it cannot borrow from afly other. 
source, but must give to itself. This is the pr~ciple • 
of the finality of nature. 

§ · 5. This principle is a transcendental prin
ciple and therefore requires a Deduction. The 
argument runs thus : Categories give universal 

. . 
laws of nature, but these refer only to the general 
characteristics .of experience. Particularisation·· is 
the· work of. )ll.dgment which subsume:. under these 
la.ws .· but ;;ubsumption .involves specification • a.nq 
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specification requires a principle of specification. 
J'hus, Understanding prescribes that every event 
must have a cause if we are to know it'as an event, 
for objective time-relations require causality, but 
Understanding cannot determine what the cause 
will be in any given case. Hence, from the point 

view of the Understanding, the unity of experi
ence is contingent, and yet we must assume such 
unity in order to explain the possibility of experi
ence. This transcendental law is therefore a 

subjective principle th?t is regulative of experience, 
not constitutive of it. Our experience is always . ... 
experi&nce of the particular. These particulars 
must, as objective, share in general characteristics 
deducible from the laws of the Understanding, •· but 
these general characteristics cannot express the 
complexity and individuality of objects. Hence, 
we must have an a priori principle to account for 
the regularity of the manifold, but the principle 
willlae only regulative. 

§ 6~ Since the principle pf finality of nature 
• is a ~bjective necessity for us, realisation of this 

prind.ple yields pleasure, since the attainment of an 
erid is always attended with pleasure. Where 
this • attainment is connected with an a priori re
pres~ntation, the pleasure is also a priori and thus 
valid for all men. 

§ 7. This principle of finality does not contri
bute to kno-.vledge, and the only element in a re· 
pres~ntation incapable of becqming an element qf 
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cognition is the pleasure connected with it. The 
representation 9f finality is therefore always an 
aesthetic quality. This representation of finality 
occurs when Imagination • and Understanding 
accord. This representation and its attendant 
pleasure are valid for all men, but at the same 
time, they are contingent. In other words, we 
cannot claim a priori validity for the representation 
and the pleasure. The two aspects of this feeling 
of finality give rise to two types of the aesthetic 
judgment, viz., those of beauty and of sublimity. 

§ 8. We have considered so far the repre~enta; 
tion of finality as subjective, but we may alsQ think 
of it as objective or teleologicaL Here we deal, 
not only with finality but also with ends, whether 
these be ends of nature or of art. Thus, we get a 
teleological judgment which is, however, only regu~ 
lative and as such belongs to judgment, but other
wise it does not require any special faculty. It is 
only the reflective employment of judgment. • 

§ 9. This regulative character of jt!dgment 

with its concept of finality of nature, whiT:h is • 
neither cognition of the object nor practice by the 
subject, mediates between nature and freedom, 
for Judgment shows us the possibility of the.final 
end which can be actualised only in nature. • 

• 
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OF PHILOSOPHY AS A SYSTEM 

If philosophy be the system of rational 
knowledge through concepts, it is thereby already 
sufficiently distinguished from a Critique of Pure 
.Re~n. The latter no doubt contains a philo
sophi'"al investigation into the possibility of such 
knowledge, but it does not belong as part to such 
a system. On the contrary, it for the first time 
suggests and tests even the idea of such a 

system. 
The division of the system can at first be only 

into its formal and its material parts, of which the 
first tthe logical) shapes into a system of rules 
the m~re forms of thought. The second (the 

• real)•part brings systematically into consideration 
the objects conceived according to these forms, 
so. far as rational knowledge of objects is possible 
from concepts. 

This real system of philosophy can itself be 
divided into theoretical and practical philosophy 
in orily one way. It can be divided according to 
the • fundan!ental distinctions of its objects and the 

differences on this acc:ount in the 
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principles of the sciences which it includes. One 
division must therefore be the philosophy of nature, 
the other of morals. Of these, the !irst can contain 
empirical principles as well, but the second, none 
but pure principles a priori, since freedom can 
never be an object of experience. 

But a grave misunderstanding, and one 
disadvantageous even to the methodology of science, 
exists with respect to the concept of the practical. 
\Vhat is it that can be regarded as practical in 
such a sense that it deserves to be included in a 
practical philosophy? Statesmanship and p~ical 
philosophy, rules of domestic managemertt and 
intercourse, prescriptions of health and dietetics, 
of the body as well as of the soul, together make 
up an aggregate of practical propositions. It has 
therefore been believed that they (and why not 
all arts and trades?) could be regarded as practical 
philosophy. Practical propositions are indeed 
forms of representation. They are not, ho""ever, • on that account distinguished according to content 
from theoretical propositions which contai; the • 
possibility of things and their determinations. 
Only those are practical propositions which deal 
with freedom under law. All the rest are nothing 
but the theory of what belongs to the nature 
of things. They apply to the way in which these 
can be generated from us according to a principle, 
i.e., to the possibility of what is posited through 
an arbitrary action, and this action itself belongs 
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~!~i.!:~cii€~:f~~~~l~~ml~g 
ofthe problem is ind~ed expressed as a practical 
formula though it contains nothing but a theoreti
cal • proposition. The proposition is that the 
length of the latter varies inversely to the ratio of 
the former when they are in equilibrium. This 
ratio, in respect of its origin, is conceived as 
possible through a cause, of which the ground of 
determination is the representation of that relation, 
f.e.,.-fp is due to our ~rbitrary will. The case is 
the s~me with all practical propositions which 
deal with the production of objects. Thus, pre .. 
cepts are given to further one's own happiness, 
and. the question is, e.g., as to what one has to 
... '. • ' ,.... ' ' • ' 1 ' ' • '' 1 ' • do m one s own person m oraer w oe receptive 
of happiness. The inner conditions alone of the 
possibility of happiness are then represented as 

• belonging to the nature of the subject, viz. , those 

of c~ntentment, of moderation of appetites so as 
not to he passionate and so on. At the same 
time, the manner of production of this equipoise 
is represented as a causality possible through us 
ourselves, and therefore as the immediate conse
quence of the theory of objects in relation to the 
theory of our own nature. Here,, the practical 
precept is indeed formally distinguished from · the 

• 
theo.retical, but only formally and not with respect 
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~o:~F!;~:~~=~:~:::t~~:i:i:~:;~ 
cal propositions, which deri"e from the arbitrary 
will as cause all that can be contained in nature, 
belong, as knowledge of nature, altogether to 
theoretical philosophy. Only those practical 
proposthons which give law to freedom 'are 
specifically distinct from the former with regard to 

.content. Of the former, it can be said that they 
constitute the practical part of a philosophy of 
nature, but it is only the latter which form the 
basis of a distinct practical philosophy. :-- • 

OBSERVATION 

A great deal depends upon the proper deter
mination of philosophy according to its parts, 
For this end, it is important to avoid s~tting up as 
one among the members of the divisions of a • 
system anything which is only a consequeace, or 
an application of it on a given occasion wiihout • 
requiring any special principles. 

Practical propositions are. distinguished from 
theoretical ones in respect of either principles or 
consequences. In the latter case, they do. not 
constitute a special division of a science~ but 
belong to the theoretical part as a special kind of 
consequences following from it. Thff possibility 
of things acq:;,rcling to the laws pf nature is in 
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principle ess ti<\lly .distinct ft·om that of• ·•those 
according to t e law of freedom. The • difference 
does not howe er lie in the fact that, in the ·latter 
case, the cause is to be .found in a .will, while in 
the. former, it lies outside the will in the thing 
itself. For, let us .suppose that the will follows no 
other principles but those according to which, ·as 
pure laws of nature, the Understanding perceives 
that objects are possible. The proposition which 
contains the possibility of objects through the 
causality of the arbitrary will may no doubt still 
be called a practical proposition, but it would 
ne~Theless be, in principle, in no way distinct 

• 
from the theoretical propositions which deal with 
the nature of things. Moreover, it must derive 
its principle from that of theoretical propositions 
in order to explain the representation of an actual 
object. 

There are practical propositions which, accord" 
ing t~ their content, deal only with the possibility 
of an o!>ject represented through arbitrary opera" 

• tion .. They are therefore mere applications of an 
entirely theoretical knowledge and can constitute 
no special division of a science. A practical 
geometry, as a specialised science, is a nonentity, 
whatever be the number of practical propositions 
cont~ined in this pure science. Of these, the 
majority, as problems, require special methods for 
theitsolutioiJ.. The problem of constructing a quad" 
rilate);'alwithagiyen line and a given right angle 
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may be a practical proposition, butJ it is a mere 

~:~l;'Yu::~e 1~e"::Ue Si:/•~;~t=e~~:m:; 
and call itself a special d~vision of general geo
metry. It really belongs to an appendix of the 
latter, viz., to the application of this science to 
trades.* 

Physics proper is a natural science so far as it 
rests upon empirical principles. The practical 
operations to discover the hidden laws of nature 
cannot, however, on that account lay any claim to 
the title of practical physics, under the name of 
experimental physics as a division of '!!a'n.lrAl 
philosophy, Practical physics also is a nox';_entity. 
The principles, according to which we direct our 

attempts, must themselves be always derived from 
the knowledge of nature, and therefore from 
theory. This is valid even of the practical pre
cepts which concern the arbitrary production of a 
determinate mental state in us, viz., the movement • 
or restriction of the imagination, or the salitsfaction 

• • * This pure and therefore lofty science appears to detract some-
what from her dignity, if she owns that even as elementary geometry 
she requires instruments (although only two) for the construction of 
her concepts, viz., the circle and the line. · These constructions alone 

she calls geometrical, as opposed to those of higher geometry which 

she calls mechanical, because complicated machinery is reqwred for 

the .construction of the concepts of the latter. In fact, however, actual 

instruments are not meant even in the first case; for they can never 

produce those figures with mathematical precision. They must (really) 

mean only the simplest kinds of representations a prieri of the imagina• 

~ion, which no instrument can ever egual. 
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f tlesires. There is····· no .. ·practical 
psychology as special part of the philq$ophy of 
human nature. The principles of the possibility 
of influencing it throtlgh art must be Clerived from 
those of the possibility of our determining the 
existing constitution of our nature. Although 
these. are expressed (in the form of) practical 
propositions, they do not constitute a practical 
part of empirical psychology. They have no 
special principles of their own and· belong to the 
appendix of the theoretical ones. 

There are practical propositions, they may be ..... , .. 
pure a.priori or empirical, which assert the irnme.-
diate possibility of an object through our arbitrary · 
will. These invariably belong to the knowledge 
of nature .. and to the theoretical part of philo~ 
sophy. There are also propositions which directly 
represent the determination of an action as neces~ 

sary, through the mere representation of its form 
accore.ing to universal law and without any con
siderati~n of the means that contribute towards it. 

•The~. alone can and must have their own special 
principles in the idea of freedom. Although the 
cqnceptof an object of the will (the highest good) 
is based on these principles, this object belongs 
only ill directly, as a consequence, to the practical 
precept. This precept is then called moral. 
Hence these principles alone belong to a 
special divi~ion of a system of rational know· 
ledge, under the title of practical philosophy. 
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practice, to whatever science 
may be named technical instead 
they belong to art, to bringing 
which we desire should be. This is always a 
mere consequence from completed theory and .is 
no autonomous part of any province of science. 
Thus, all precepts of skill belong to the technique 
and therefore to the theoretical knowledge of nature 
as consequences from it.* In future, however, 
we will make use of the expression, Technique, 

also in cases where objects of nature are some~ 
times only so regarded as if their possibility its;lf 
depended on art. In such cases, the judgments 
are neither theoretical nor practical m the 

* This is the place to correct an error I committed in the Funda· 

mental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals. I said of the impera

tives of skill that they commanded only contingently, and indeed, 

under the condition of a merely possible, i.e., a problematic end. I 
therefore gave to such practical formulae the name of problematic im· 

peratives, but this expression contains a patent contradiction.• I should 

rather have called them technical imperatives, i.e., impefatives of art. 

The pragmatic imperatives or rules of cleveniess command &nder the 

condition of an actual, and subjectively even necessary end. They alst 

therefore fall under the imperatives of technique. (For what is clever· 

ness but the capacity to 1.\Se to one's own purposes free men, the dis

position of nature and even one's own propensities ?) Now the end 

which we attribute to ourselves and to others, viz., personal happineas, 

does not belong to the class of merely agreeable ends . This justifies a 

special term for the imperatives of tt:>chnique. Unlike oth:r cases of 

technical imperatives, the task here demands, not merely the finding of 

means to the realisation of a given end, but also the determination of 

that which constitutes the end itself, viz., happi~ss. In the case of 

the general technical imperatives, we must presuppose that this end is 

already known. 
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previously <lefined sense, for they d.etermine nothing 
in the constitution of the objects, nor in the manner 
of their prodtiction. On the contrary, nature 
itself is . discern'ed through them, though • only 
in analogy with art, and in respect of its subjective 
relation tothe faculty of our knowledge, not of 
objec:tive relation to things. We shall not regard 
the judgments themselves as technical in such 
cases, but rather Judgment itself, on whose law 
the judgments are based. As related to Judg
ment, nature also should here be regarded as 
:echnical. This Technique contains no objective 
::leterm~ning propositions. It does not therefore • 
constitute any part of the doctrine of philosophy, 
but only of the critique of our faculties of know· 
ledge . 

• 
• 

• 

• 

2 



II ' 
OF THE SYSTEM OF THE SUPERIOR COGNITIVE. 

f.~CULTIES WHICH LIES AT THE BASIS 

PHILOSOPHY 

If the discussion is, not about the divisions of 
philosophy, but only of our faculties of knowledge 
a priori through higher concepts, we find that the 
systematic representation of the faculty of thought 
results in a three-fold division. (This ref~rs.Joil 
Critique of Pure Reason, but considered t:>nly in 
respect of Reason's capacity to think, so that the 
types of pure intuition are not taken into considera~ 
tion.) The divisions are, firstly, Understanding 
or the capacity of the knowledge of the general 
{i.e., of rules); secondly, judgment or the capa
city of subsuming the particular under the general; 
and thirdly, Reason or the faculty of deterlflining 
the particular through the general, i.e., J deriva-
tion from principles. -

The Critique of Pure Theoretical Reason was 
devoted to the study of the origin of all cognitions 
a priori, and therefore also to what in them be
longs to intuition. It supplied us with the laws of 
nature and the Critique of Practical Reason with 
the laws of freedom. The principles a priori for 
the whole of philosophy seem thererore to have 
been already completely discussed. 

• 
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Understanding supplies a priori the laws of 
nature while Reason supplies those of freedtim. 
Now Judgment\ the third faculty, mediates the 
connection of the oth~r two faculties. By analogy, it 

· . is therefore to be expected that, like them, it will 

.· also yield its ·. characteristic principles a priori, anCl 
.' perhaps .form the basis of a special department of 
. ~ philosophy. Like the others, this also as a system 

can have only two parts. 
Judgment is, however, a special and by no 

means self-dependent faculty of cogmtmn. It 
does not, like Under,standing, give concepts, nor 
lik;'·Rtason, ideas of any object. It is merely a 
faculty of subsumption under concepts which are 
given in some other way. Hence, if there is to be 

· a concept or rule which has its origin in judgment, 
it must be a concept of the things of nature so far 

(lS nature conforms to our Judgment. It is there
fore the concept of such a constitution of nature, 
that we cannot conceive of it in any other way 
except a~ agreeing in its disposition to our faculty 

• of s~suming particular given laws under more 
general ones which are not yet given. In other 

··· words, .it must be the concept of an adaptation of 
'nature for the purposes of our faculty of knowing 
_it, in ~o far as it is required for this that we should 
be able to judge the particular as contained in the 
general and to subsume it under the concept of 
nature. • 

The concept of expenence as a system 
·_ ~ccQ~gingtQ erm:~i~ical law,s is such a CQn~ept. It 
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is true that this is constituted as a system according 
to the transcendental laws which contain the possi
bility of experience in general. ~uch unending 
variety and heterogeneity of the forms of nature 
belonging to particular experiences are, however, 
possible according to the empirical laws thatthe 
concept of a system according to them must be quite 
alien to the Understanding. We cannot conceive 
the possibility and still less the necessity of such a 
whole merely according to these empirical laws. Yet 
particular exgeriences, connected throughout ac
cording to these permanent principles, require also .... 
the systematic connection of empiricalla""s. It 
thus becomes possible for judgment to subsume 
the particular under the general, though this still 
remains empirical, and go on in this fashion till 
we reach the highest empirical laws. judgment 
refers these to their respective forms of nature,. 
and is consequently able to regard the aggregate 
of particular experiences as the system thereof. 
For without this presupposition, there ca!I be no 
thorough-going connection according to law, "!.e., • 
their empirical 'tlnity is not possible. • 

* The possibility of experience in general is the possibility of 
empirical knowledge as. synthetic judgment. It cannot therefore be 
derived analytically from mere comparison of perceptions as i• gene· 

rally supposed. The combination of two different perceptions in the 

concept of an object in order to know them is a synthesis which makes 

empirical cognition, i.e. experience, possible. This it does in no other 
way except in accordance with the principles of the s/rithetic unity of 

appearances, i.e., according to the fundamental laws through which 
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Judgment presumes and presupposes this con~ 
formity of nature to law only on its own behalf. 
According to all concepts of Understanding, it is 
contingent in ttselh It is a formal conformity of 
nature but we attribute it to her absolutely. 
Neither a. theoretical knowledge of nature . nor a 
practical principle of freedom is however establish~ 
ed through it, although it supplies a principle for 
the estimation and investigation of nature in order 
to seek general laws for particular experienc:es. 
~e have to arrange them according to such laws, 
in order to bring out that systematic connection 
;,.h;.ch: is necessary for coherent expenence 
and which we have reason to assume a 
pnon. 

The concept originating in and characteristic of 
Judgment itself is therefore that of nature as art, 
in other words, that of the technique of nature. in 
respect of its particular laws. This concept estab
lishe• no theory, and like Logic, contains no 

• 
appearances are brought under the categories. Now these empirical 

• cogni'ffcms constitute an analytic unity of all experience in accordance 

with that which they necessarily have in common, viz., the transcen
del}tallaws of nature. They do not however constitute the synthetic 

unity of experience as a system. This unity combines the empirical 
laws under a principle in respect of what is different in them, diff~:rences 

which in their variety can reach up to infinity. The conformity or 
adaptat,on of nature, in respect of its particular laws, is with regard to 

Judgment. what the category is in respect of each particular experience. 

It is therefore represel}ted as not merely mechanical but also as techni

cal. ·Though it ~oes not determine the synthetic unity objectively like 

the categories, it is yet a concept which gives subjective principles that 

ae~ve as clues to the inves~igation of nature. 
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knowledge of the object and its constitution. 
What it does is to give only a principle of progress 
according to empirical laws through which the 
investigation of nature is made possible. This 
does not, however, enrich our knowledge of nature 
by any particular objective laws. There is only 
established a maxim according to which judgment 
is to observe nature and hold together its 
forms. 

Philosophy as the doctrinal system of the 
knowledge of nature as well as of freedom .does n~t 
thereby acquire any new territory. The representa~ 
tion of nature as art is a mere idea, which §erv"6s• 
as the principle of our investigation of nature and 
is therefore a principle .for. the subject alone. Its 
purpose is to evolve, wherever possible, connection 
in a system out of the aggregate of our empirical 
laws as such. This it does because we attribute to 
nature a coherence according to this our need. 
Our concept of a technique of nature, on the ilther 
hand, will belong, as an heuristic principM for its 
estimation, to the Critique of our faculties of c~!li- • 
tion. This Critique indicates what motives we 
have in making such a representation of it for our
selves, what origin this idea has, if it is to be found 
in an a priori source, as well as the range and • 
limits of its use. In a word, such an enquiry 
would belong as part to the system of the Critique 
of Pure Reason, notto that of doctrinal'Philosophy. 



III 

' OF THE SYSTEM OF ALL THE FACULTIES OF 

THE HuMAN MIND 

NV e can reduce all faculties of the human 
mind without exception to three : the faculty of 
knowledge, the feeling of pleasure and pain, and 
the faculty of desire. Some philosophers, who 
deserve all praise for the fundamental character of 
t~;ir •. t~ought, . have indeed sought to explain 
away these differences as merely apparent and 
derive all the faculties from that of knowledge 
alone.. It is however easy to prove, and has 
indeed been already seen, that this attempt to 
introduce unity into the manifoldness of the 
faculties, though undertaken in the best philo~ 

sophical spirit, is bound to fail. Representations, so 
far as-they are derived from objects and the unity 
of consciousness in them, belong t6 knowledge. 

• In tl1tir objective relations, considered as cause of 
the actuality of the objects at the same time, they 
are accounted to the faculty of desire. In their 
relation merely to the subject, so far as they are 
their i!Wn ground and contain (the conditions of) 
their• existence in themselves alone, they are treated 
in conneCtion with the feeling of pleasure. There 
is ahvays a ~reat difference between .these three 

.. kinds of r~pJ~~(!ptations. The last type neitfier 

2580·7 
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IS, nor produces, • any knowledge, though it may 
indeed presuppose cognition as its determining 
condition. 

The connection between tlte k~owledge of an 
objet.tt and the feeling of pl~asure and pain atjts 
existence or the determination of the faculty of 
desire to bring it into being, is indeed empirically 
easy to recognise. But if this cohesion is not 
based on a principle a priori, the faculties of the 
mind . constitute only an aggregate and not·· • a 
system. Now, it is indeed possible to establish 
an a priorirelation between the feeling of pleasure . -· and the other two faculties. If we con~ect a 
cogmtlon a pnon, viz. , Reason's concept of 
freedom, with the faculty of desire as the ground 
of its determination, it is possible to find in this 
objective determination also a subjective feeling of 
pleasure contained in the determination of the will. 
The faculties of knowledge and of desire are not, 
however, connected in tliis way by mea9l.S of 
pleasure or pain. For this pleasure or p~in does 
not precede the determination of the latter ~e., • 
the faculty of desire). It either follows immediate
ly on its determination or is perhaps nothing but 
the perception of the determinability of the will 
through Reason itself. It is therefore no specifll 
feeling or characteristic sensibility which requires 
a special division among the attributes of the mind. 
A feeling of pleasure, which is indep~ndent of the 
faculty of determination and can, on the contrary, 
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give ifa motive, is,_ however, incontes~~bly give~ in 
the analysis of the _general faculties ofihe lllind. 
For the combination of this faculty with the other 
two into a sys1em,•it is thus necessary thatthe 
f_eeling of pleasure, like the other two facultiesl. 
should rest, not merely on empirical grounds~ but 
?lso on principles a priori. Thus for the idea of 
philgsophy as a system is required also a critique, 
if.. not a doctrine as well, of the feeling of 
pleasure and pain; so far as it is not grounded 
empirically. 

The faculty of knowledge through concepts 
ha~ its;principles a priori in pure Understanding 
(its concepts of nature), and the faculty of desire 

- in pure Reason (its concepts of freedom) . There 
still remains among the general attributes of the 
mind an . intermediate faculty or sensibility, viz., 
the feeling of rleasure and rain, while among 
the superior faculties of knowledge, there remains 
unemployed an intermediate one, viz., Judgment. 
S\'hat i: more nf\tural than to suppose that the 

• latwr- will contain principles a priori for the 
former ? 

Without yet deciding about the possibility of 
this connection, we nevertheless -find that a certain 
confQrmity of Judgment to the feeling of pleasure, 
(to serve as its determining ground or t~ find it 
therein), is, however, unmistakable. In the 
'ctivision of •the faculties of knowledge through 
-
concepts, Understanding and Reason refer their 

3 
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representations to 0 bjects to obtain concepts of 
these, but judgment relates itself solely to the 
subject and it alone (of all the faculties) produces 
for itself no concept of objet:ts. • Similarly, in the 
general division of all the powers of the mindt 
the faculty of knowledge like that of desire 
contains an objective relation of representations. 
The feeling of pleasure and pain is, on the 
contrary, merely the subject's susceptibility to 
determination. Hence, if Judgment should ever 
Cletermine something for itself alone, this can be 
nothing but the feeling of pleasure (and pain). 
Conversely, if the feeling of pleasure sh;pld ~~er 
have a principle a priori, this can only be found 
in judgment. 

• • 
..... . 

• 

• 
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OF ExPERIENt:E AS A SYsTEM FOR JunGMENT 

We have ~~en in the Critique of Pure Reason 
that entire nature, as the sumtotal of all objects 
()f experience, constitutes a system according to 
transcendental laws. These are laws that the 

\ .Understanding itself gives a priori for appearances, 
~o far as, connected in one consciousness, they 
. at; to. constitute experience. Precisely for that 

rehson. however, . experience must constitute a 
. syst~m of possible empirical knowledge according 

\ 

to geri~ral as well as particular laws. Thus alone 
is it id(\ally possible to regard it as objective in 
general\ For, this is 'demanded by the unity of 
nature a~cording to the principle of thorough~going 

. connectiot1, of all that xs included within the 
comp~ss of the totality of q.ppearances. Experi-
ence in general should, to this extent, be regarded, 

• not.«s a mere aggregate, but as a system accord~ 
ing to the transcendental laws of the Under
standing . 

. It does not, however, follow fron;t this that 
· . _)}atu~;also is for the human faculties of know

ledge an intelligible system according to empirical 
laws. Nor does it follow that it is possible for 
men to gras{:7 the thorough-going and systematic 
c9hnectiori of its appea.rances in an experience 
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and consequently to know experienee itself as a 
sYstem. For it might be partially possible· for us 
to combine sensations into an experience accord~ 

ing to opportunely discover~d particular laws, 
and yet it might be beyond our powers to bring · 
these empirical laws themselves to the unity of 
relation under a common principle. Such would 
be the case if the manifoldness and heterogeneity 
of these laws, alike with the forms of nature con~ 
forming to them, were endlessly great, andre~ / 
presented them (as belonging to) a crude and/1 

chaotic aggregate, without affording the s~ight~ ••.··• 
clue to a system. (This is indeed possible. or /at 
least, the Understanding can think a priori of iuch 
a, possibility, although we are compelled tg) pre
suppose experience as a system accordijlg to 
transcendental laws.) / 

The unity of nature in space and time ;5 identi~ 
cal with the unity of the experience possible to us. 
The former is a totality of mere appea~ances 
(kinds of presentation) and can have its ~jective 
reality wholly in experience. If the former 18. to • 
bethought of as a system (as it must then happen), 
expedence must itself be possible as a system ac~ 

cording to empirical laws. It is therefore a sub~ 

jectively necessary transcendental presuppQSition 
that there do not occur in nature a perplexing and 
unlimited multiplicity of empirical laws and hetero
geneity of the forms of nature. On~he contrary, 
it is necessary to suppose that nature itself, as an 
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empirical system, qualifies to become{an object of) 
experience through the affinity of particular under 
more general laws. 

This presudPosition is the transcendental p:dn~ 
ciple of judgment. This faculty serves, not merely 
for the subsuxnption. of the particular under the 
general of which the concept is given, but it also 
serves to discover the general for a given particular. 
Understanding abstracts from all the manifoldness 
of possible empirical laws in its transcendental 
legislation for nature. It takes into consideration 
only the conditions of the possibility of an experi-..,.. . 
ence itt general according to its form. The prin-
ciple of the affinity of particular laws of nature is 
therefore not to be found in the Understanding. 
But Judgment. which is obliged to bring particular 
laws under higher though still always empirical 
laws, must lay down a transcendental principle as 
the ground of its procedure. This it must do 
eve:n.- in respect of their differences under the 
genera~ laws of nature. judgment views the 

• s61'ial agreement of the forms of nature under 
common empirical but higher laws as totally acci~ 
dental. But it would be still more contingent if 
particular perceptions qualified themselves success~ 
full}{ as empirical principles through fumbling 
with these forms. Even more accidental would 
it, however, .. be. if the manifold empirical laws 
shouldfitthemselves, in their complete coherence, 
intg C1 systematic unity gf the kn()wledge gf natul'e 
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in a possible experience, except through the pre· 
supposition of a principle a priori of such a form 
of nature. 

Nature takes the shortest wa-g, sh~ does nothing 
gratuitously, she makes no leaps in the manifold.
ness of forms (continuum formarum), she is ric}q 
in species but consequently sparing in genera : 
all these familiar formulae are nothing but this 
very transcendental expression of Judgment an.d 
establish a principle for its own special use · in 
order to regard experience as a system. Neither 
Understanding nor Reason can found a prior!.,_ 
such a law of nature. It is readily seen thilt in 
its merely formal laws, through which it is object to 
experience in general, nature adjusts itself accord~ 
ing to our Understanding. In respect of particular 
laws, however, with their manifoldness and 
heterogeneity, nature is free from all limitations 
by our law~giving faculty of knowledge. Such a 
principle (of uniformity) is therefore mere~ a 
presupposition of Judgment, which posits •it to 
help it in its work of always ascending to th.e • 
general though still empirical in order to effect the 
unity of particular laws. This is Judgment's 
characteristic use of the empirical~particular. 

Such a principle can never be derived from Jhe 
consideration of experience, for it 1s only 
under the "presupposition of such a principle 
that experience can be presented in a-systematic 
way. 
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ON REFLECTIVE juDGMENT 

Judgment can be regarded in one of two ways: 
either as a mere capacity of reflection upon a 
given representation according to a certain 
principle, on behalf of a concept possible 
through it, or else, as a capacity ·to determine 
through a given empirical representation a concept 

J.ying .at its basis. In the first case, it is the faculty 
of rdlective, and in the second, of determinant 
judgment. To reflect (i.e., to turn over in one's 
mind) is, however, to compare and combine a given 
representation .. Nith either other representations or 
with the faculty of knowledge in relation to a 
concept possible through it. Reflective judgment 
is the faculty which is also called the capacity of 
disc!ernment (facultas 'dijudicandi) . 

• Reflection is seen even in animals although 
ot!ly ·instinctively, viz. not in connection with a 
concept obtained through it, but rather in connec
tion with an inclination somewhat determined by 
it. In Determination, the basic concept of the 
obj~t prescribes the rule to judgment and thus 
serves as the principle. For Reflection also, we 
need a similar principle. 

The prmciple of reflection over given objects 
of nature is that empirically Cletermined concepts 
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so far asto 
supposed for products this 
according to general laws kno~abfe by us. 
could • not prepuppose this principle and . place it 
atthe basis of our dealings with empirical re~ 

presentations, all Reflection would depend upon 
a blind and capricious, and therefore ungrounded 
expectation of its conformity with nature. 

,With regard to genelfll concepts of nature, 

* At first sight, this principle does not have the slightest appear

ance of a synthetic transcendental proposition. It seems to ie a Il¥ie 

tautology belonging to pure logic. For it teaches us how to. compare 

a given representation with others, derive as a mark for general use 

what it has in common with them and thus frame a concept. But 

logic says nothing as to whether there are in nature many (or any) 

other instances, sharing a common form, to which any particular 
object can be compared. This condition of the possibility of the 

application of logic to nature is rather a principle for the representation 

of nature as a system to our judgment. This is a system in which 

the manifold, divided into species and genera, makes it possible to 

bring through comparison all existent forms of nature to concepts of 

greater or less generality. Now, pure Understanding, thoig~ it also 

does so through synthetic principles, has indeed taught us to think 

of all things of nature as contained in a transcendental system acGirdinge 

to concepts a priori, i.e., categories. But (reflective) judgment, which 

seeks concepts even for empirical representations as such, must make 

a further assumption. It must for this purpose assume that nat\m: 

in its boundless multiplicity . yet exhibits a systematic division into 

species and genera. This is such that it is possible for our judgment 

to finq harmony in its comparison of the forms of nature a.! arrive 

at empirical concepts and an arrangement of these under one another 

through ascent to more general. . though still empirical concepts. In 

other words, Judgment presupposes a system of nature according to 

empirical laws as well, and this it does a priori .. and consequently 

through a transcendental principle, 
.. 
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under which alone a concept of experience ('WitH
out. particular empirical determinations) is for the 
first time possible, Reflection already has its 
mandate in tire concept of nature in general, 
i.e., in the Understanding. Judgment requires 
here no special principle of reflection. It schema
tises these concepts a priori and employs these 
schemata to each empirical synthesis. Without 
this, no· empirical judgment would be possible. 
Here, Judgment in its reflection is at the same time 
determinant, and the transcendental schematism 
of the latter serves it also as the rule under which 
ID'ven ;mpirical intuitions are subsumed . • 

But take the case of concepts which n:1ust 
first be discovered out of given empirical intui
tions. They presuppose a special law of nature 

1• . . . . 1 • 1 ' .. ' ~ ... •' ' .. accoramg to wmcn alone particular expenences 
are possible. Here Judgment requires a character
istic and at the same time transcendental principle 
of reiection. This cannot be referred back to 
empiricM laws already known, thus transforming 

• re&ction to a mere comparison of empirical forms 
of which: there are already concepts. For the 
question is, how can we hope, through the corn· 
parison of perceptions, to arrive at empirical 
conce.rts of what is common to the different forms 
of nature ? The great variety of empirical laws 
makes it possible for us to think that nature has 
placed in them so great a heterogeneity that all 

!!lost ••• of such. comparisons are powerless to 
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articulate a uniformity and gradation of genera 
and species under these forms. In order to know 
empirical laws and their respective specific forms 
in natural phenomena, togeth'l':!r with their generic 
agreement with other forms as well, all comparisons 
of empirical representations make a presupposition. 
This presupposition is that nature itself, in con
formity to our judgment, has, in respect of its 
empiricallaws, observed a uniformity and economy 
conceivable by us. This presupposition must, as 
the principle of judgment a priori, precede all 
companson. 

Thus, juClgment deal; with • reflective 
given appearances in order to bring th~m under 
emprical concepts of determinate things of 
natuire. This it does, not schematically. but 
rather technically, not merely mechanically as an 
instrument under the direction of the Understand
ing and the senses, but rather artfully, according 
to general but at the same time undetel'!ffiined 
principles of a purposive disposition o't nature 
in a system. Understanding says nothing alilou~• 
the adaptation of the particular laws of nature to 
the possibility of a systematic experience. . It 
is Judgment which makes this presupposition, 
since without it, we cannot hope to asfertain 
correctly the "possible particular laws in a labyrinth 
of manifoldness. Hence, Judgment adopts a 
pnon as the principle of its -reflection the 
technique of nature, without yet being able to 
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explain it or determine it any furthetr.1 Nor does 
judgment· have for that purpose a knqwlectg~of 
the Thing-in-itself, which serves as an objective 
ground of determination of the general concept 
of nature. This it does only in order to . be able 
to .reflect according to its needs through its own 
subjective laws, but nevertheless also in confor .. 
mity with the general laws of nature. 

Nature is thought of as a system according 
to empirical laws through the principle of 
reflective judgment. This is however a principle 
for the logical employment of Judgment alone. .. . 
It is iudeed transcendental in origin, but only in 
order to regard nature a priori as qualified to be 
a logical system. of rnanifoldness under empirical 
laws. 

The logical form of a system exists only in the 
division of a given general concept, which is here 
that of nature in general. The particular, here 
the ~mpirical. with its differences is thereby 
thought of as contained under the general accord
illf: to a fixed principle. If one proceeds empiri
cally and ascends from the particular to the 
general, a classification of the manifold is proper 
here, i.e., a comparison with one another of 
several classes, of which each stands under a 
determinate concept. If these classes are com
pleted according to common characteristics, here 
also .. helon!ts . their subsumption under higher and 
higher .... classes (species), till the concept whicn 
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contains tile principle of the entire classifi.cation 
in itself and constitutes the highest genus is 
reached. If, on the ~ontrary, one starts from the 
general concept and arrive!> at the particular 
through an elaborate division, the operation is in 
that case called the specification of the manifold 
under a given concept, which proceeds from the 
highest genus to lower species or classes and from 
species to sub~species. In common use of speech, 
it is said that the particular which stands under a 
general concept must be specified, but it is a more 
correct expression to say that the general concept is 
specified through bringing the manifold uD.der it . 

• 
For logically considered, the genus is likewise the 
material or raw substance which nature works 
up into particular species and sub~species through 
increasing determinations. It can therefore be 
said that nature specifies itself according to a 
fixed principle (i.e. the idea of a system), in 
analogy with the use of this word by tead1&rs of 
law when they speak of the specification of•a given 
raw material.* .. 

It is clear that reflective Judgment in its 
own character cannot undertake to classify the 
whole of nature in her empirical differences, if 
it does not presuppose that nature herself specifies • 
her transcendental laws according to a fixed 

* The Aristotelian school also called the gen~s matter, but gave 
~he narne form to the specific difference. 

• 
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principle. ·This principle can, howeyer, be no 
other than that of conformity to the power of 
judgment itself. It is the power to find, in the 
unlimited vari<!ty of things 'according to empirical 
laws, an affinity which is adequate (for the 
purpose) of bringing them unCler empirical con
cepts (classes), and these under more general 
laws (higher genera), and so on. In other 
words, it is the power to arrive at an empirical 
system of nature. Such a classification requires a 
detailed/ not a general,2 knowledge of experience. 
Similarly nature also, so far as she is thus 
fhoug~t to specify herself according to such a 
principle, is regarded as a work of art. Judgment 
therefore contains as necessary a priori a principle 
of the technique of nature, which is distinguished 
from its nomothetic according to the transcenden~ 

tal laws of the Understanding. The distinction 
consists in this that the nomothetic can validate 
its Piinciples as law, while the technique can do 
so onl' as a necessary presupposition.* 

• 
1 intuitive~ 

2 discursive ~ There is here a play on the word ' ltunst ' in speak

ing of ' detailed knowledge,' and nature 'as a worlt of art.' 

* Could Linnaeus have hoped to construct a system of nature if 
he h.ft:l to fear that when he found a stone and named it granite, this 
could, in its inner constitution, differ from all the others which appeared 

exactly like it ? That he could therefore expect to meet only the 

unique, only t~ngs which appeared isolated to the Understanding, 

but .never a class which could be brought under the concept of genus 
? 
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The characteristic • principle of 
therefore as follows =. Nature, to 
poses pf .. Judgment, , specifies . her . 
into empirical ones accordin~ t<1 the 
logical system • 

Here arises the concept of 
nature, and indeed as a characteristic 
of reflective Judgment, not of Reason. For the 
end is not posited in the object at all, but only 
in the subject and that in its mere capacity to 
reflect. We call that thing purposive whose being 
seems to presuppose its own representation. The 
laws of nature are so conditioned and •sJ.eriv~d 
from one another (that it seems) as if Judgment 
had devised them for its own particular use. 
They have, however, an affinity with the possibility 
of things which presupposes a representation of 
these things as their ground. It is therefore 
through its own principle that Judgment thinks 
of a purposiveness of nature in the specifie:ation 
of her forms through empirical laws. • 

These forms themselves are not, however, • 
thought of as purposive on that account. It is 
only their relation to one another· and their 
conformity to a logical system of empirical concepts 
iri spite of their great variety which is so thQught. 
If nature exhibited nothing beyond this logical 
conformity, we would indeed already have cause 
to wonder over it. For according to the general 
lawt:; Qf the Unc:J,e~stanc:J,ing, we knQW Qf n() grqund, 
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to account for it. HarClly anybo'd.y but a tran
scendental philosopher would, however, be capable 
of this admiration and he would have · to think of 
it generally. Ji.ven he would be unable to name 
a single determinate case where this purposive
ness displays itself in the concrete. 

• • 
• 

• • 

• 

• 

• 



VI 

OF THE UNIFORMITY OF THE foR~1S OF NATURE 

AS OF SO MANY PARTICULAR SYSTEMS 

To make experience possible as a system of 
empirical knowledge, nature would have to specify 
itself in its empirical laws. The form of nature 
exhibits for this purpose a logical conformity, 
viz., its agreement with the subjective conditions 
of Judgment in respect of the possible coherence 
of empirical concepts in the totality of •an e~ 
perience. This conformity does not, hoWever, 
ftorn its utility lead to the inference of a . real 
conformity in its products, i.e., it does not allow 
the bringing forward of individual things in the 
form of systems. For these things could always, 
as in perception, be mere aggregates and yet be 
possible according to empirical laws which aireed 
with others in a system of logical division. 1\. cha
racteristic concept based on them and conseque'f\tlY • 
an underlying purposiveness of nature need . not 
therefore be assumed as a condition of their parti
cular possibilities. In like manner, we regard 
the earth, stones, minerals, and similar things 
as mere aggregates without any purposive form. 
y./ e nevertheless regard their inner character and 
grounds of cognition so related to their •• possibility, 
that they are useful for the classification of things 
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in a system of nature accorCling to empirical laws, 
without however indicating in themselves a sys
tematic form. 

By an absolute ~nality of the forms of nature, 
l therefore understand those external configura
tions, or also their inner structures, which are so 
constituted that an idea of them m.ust be la.id 
down in our judgment as the basis of their possi
bility. For purposivensss is a conformity to law 
of the accidental as such. In respect of its products 
as aggregates, nature behaves mechanically, as mere 
nature. But in respect of them as systems, e.g., 
ih the formation of crystals, of all kinds of forms 

• 
of Rowers, or in the inner structure of plants and 
animals, nature proceeds technically, i.e., as ih 
art. The distinction between these two ways of 
estimating natural objects is made solely through 
reflective Judgment. In respect of the possibility 
of the object itself, determinant judgment (under 
the .J>riuciples of Reason) does not permit this 
distinction, and perhaps tries to know everything 

• as.referred back to the mechanical type of expla
nation. Reflective Judgment is however fully able 
to, and perhaps also must, do so. For the expla
nation of an appearance according to objective 
principles is the work of Reason and it is quite • 
compatible that this should be mechanical, while 
the rule for the estimation of the selfsame object, 
according to.the subjective principles of Reflection 

should be technical 

s 
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Now, Judgment's principle of the finality of 
nature in the specification of its general laws never 
stretches so far as to involve in itself the produc~ 
tion of the purposive forms of nature. The system 
of nature according to empirical laws, which alone 
Judgment is entitled to postulate, is possible also 
without such forms, which must be given solely 
through experience. Since, however, we have once 
found reason to lay down a principle of finality for 
nature in its particular laws, it always remains 
possible and permissible to attribute the purposive 
forms exhibited by experience in its products to . . . 
the same ground as that on which the former 
r,ests. 

This ground itself might lie even· in the tran
scendental and extend beyond the limit of our 
possible insight into nature. Yet, we have already 
acquired something through it. We have acquired 
a transcendental principle of the finality of nature 
lying in readiness in Judgment to explai~ the 
conformity of the forms of nature founcf in ex
perience. This principle may not be adequate .to • 
the explanation of the possibility of such forms, 
but at any rate, it makes it permissible to apply to 
nature and its conformity to law. so peculiar a 
concept as that of purposiveness. This Cj.nnot 
of course be an objective concept of nature, but 
is derived from the subjeGtive relation of nature to 
a faculty of the mind. • 
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QN THE TECHNIQUE OF juDGMENT AS THE BASIS 

OF THE IDEA OF A TECHNIQUE OF NATURE 

As shown above, it is Judgment that makes it 
for the first time possible, in fact necessary, to think 

.. also of a finality of its own besides the mechanical 
'necessity of nature. This is a presupposition 
4twitliout which it would not be possible to find 
S\yste~atic unity in the exhaustive classification of 
I)articular forms according to empirical laws. It 
has then been shown that this principle of finality 
is merely a subjective principle for the division 
~nd Specification of nature, and hence determines 
nothing in respect of the forms of natural products. 
T~re may therefore be many ways in which this 
purp~siveness remains a mere concept. It may 

• ~ven underlie the logical use of Judgment in 
experience, as a maxim of the unity of nature in 
its empirical laws, on behalf of the application of 
Reason to its object. In nature, however, no 
obj1cts • of this special type of systematic unity, 
viz., that according to the representation of an end,. 
are ever given as products corresponding to itin 
their form.. I give the name "technique of nature' 

t<>. its. (i.e .. nature's) causality in respect <>f the 
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form of its products as ends. This is opposed to 
the mechanism of nature which subsists in its 
causality through the connection of the manifold 
without any concept lying at th~ ba.,is of its unity· 
Thus 1, certain weight-lifting tools, like a lever or an 
inclined plane, can contribute towards a desired 
end without an idea of the end lying at its basis. 
They are, however,_ called machines,_ not works of • 
art, for though they can be used towards an end, 
they are not possible solely in relation to ends. 

The first question here i~ as follows : How is 
the technique of nature in its products perceived ? 
The concept of finality is not a constitutive c~ncep't 
of experience, nor the determination of an a~pel;ll'· 
ance belonging tp the empirical concept of the ob~ 
ject, for it is not a category. Judgment may reflept 
over the empirical intuition of a given object, in 
order to bring it under some still undeterminJd 
concept,_ or on the concept of experience itself in 
order to bring to common principles the Jaws 
contained in it. So far as Judgment 1uerely 
reflects on a given object in either of these wajs, • 
we perceive finality in it (i.e., in judgment). 
judgment is therefore characteristically technical. 
Nature also is represented as solely technical, so 
far as it conforms to the procedure of the fo1'mer 
and makes such procedure necessary. ;we will 
presently show the manner in which the concept 
of reflective judgment, which makes the inner 
perceptipn qf a conformity of representatipn~ 
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possible, can he applied also to the representation 
of the object as contained under it.* 

To each empirical concept belong three 
operations of the spontaneous cognitive faculty : 
(1) the apprehension of the manifold of in
tUitiOns, "(2) the comprehension, i.e., the synthe
tic unity of the consciousness of the manifold in the 
concept of an object, and (3) the representation in 
intuition of the object corresponding to this concept. 
Imagination is required for the first operation, 
Understanding for the second and judgment for 
the third. In the case of an empirical concept, 
this has to be determining judgment . 

• 
In mere reflection over a perception, we do 

not, however, have to think of a determinate 
concept. The task here is always to think, on 
behalf of the Understanding as a faculty of 
concepts, only of the rule governing a perception. 
If we compare the relation, in which Imagination 
and. Understanding must always stand against 
one af:wther in judgment, with the relation in 

• ~ich they actually stand in a given perception, 
it is clearly seen that in pure reflective judgment 
these two relations are regarded as identical. 

If the form of a given object is so constituted 
ineJllpirical intuition that the apprehension of the 
manifold of it in Imagination agrees with the 
tepteseritation of an undetermined concept of ·the 

* :We coniu:e it is said, enduring objects with things and do not 
~futi11&1lillh !hem, as it were, fro~ their petcep!ion. 
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Understanding, then Understanding and · Imagina
tion harmonise in pure reflection for the further
ance of their task. The object is then perceived as 
purposive for judgme~t alone, '\nd consequently, 
the conformity itself is regarded as merely 
subjective. A determinate concept of an object is 
neither required for it nor produced through it. 
The judgment itself is not cognitive and is called 
an aesthetic judgment of reflection. 

On the other hand, ready-made empirical 
concepts and even laws agreeing with the 
mechanism of nature may be given, and Judg
mt:nt may compare such a concept of file ~
derstanding with Reason and its prin~iple of 
the possibility of a system. In that case, this 
finality is judged to be objective when the 
form is met with in the object. The thing 
is then called an end of nature, wherea:s 
formerly, things were estimated only as indeter
minately purposive forms of nature. The. judg
ment on the objective conformity of rfature is 
called teleological. It is a judgment of cogni1ion • 
and yet belongs to the reflective, not to the 
determinant Judgment. The technique of nature, 
whether merely formal or also real, is always a 
relation of things to our Judgment. The idea of • a finality of nature is to be found in Judgment 
alone and is ascribed to nature only in relation to it . 

• 



VIII 

ON THE AEsri-IETIC OF THE FAcULTY 

OF DISCERNMENT 

The expression, an aesthetic representation, 
is quite unequivocal, if by it is understood the 
relation of the representation to an object as 
appearance in order to know it. For the ex
pressiOn, aesthetic, then means that such a 
representation is necessarily attached to the form 
of.sensi~ility (i.e., how the subject is affected), 
and is thence transferred unavoidably to the 
object, though only as a phenomenon. A tran~ 
scendental aesthetic, as a science belonging to the 
faculty of knowledge, is therefore possible. It 
has, however, long been customary to call a 
representation aesthetic, i.e. , sensible in another 
sense. By it has been meant the relation of a 
represe~tation, not to the faculty of cognition, hut 

• to ~e feeling of pleasure and pain. Because we 
lack any other expression, we may according • to 
this nomenclature call this feeling also a sensation, 
i.e., a modification of our state. It would not 
even t;hen be an objective sensation, whose deter
mination is required for the knowledge of an 
object, and in fact, it would contribute nothing to 
its knowledge. For to intuit, or rather to know 
something with pleasure, is not a relaticm of the 
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representation • to the object, hutto a • sensihility of 
the subject. Itis precisely.forthis. reason that an 
aesthetic of feeling cannot be given as a science, 
in a way similar to that of an aestlu;tic of the faculty 
of cognition, for all determinations of feeling are 
merely of subjective significance. Hence there 
always remains an unavoidable ambiguity in the 
expression, an aesthetic representation, if by it is 
understood, sometimes that which excites the 
feeling of pleasure and pain, and sometimes that 
which applies only to the faculty of cognition, so 
far as sensible intuitions which permit us to know 
objects only as appearances are found ther~in. • 

This ambiguity can, however, be rem~ved, if 
the expression aesthetic is used, not for intuitions 
and still less for representations of the Under
standing, but only for the operations of judg~ 
ment. An aesthetic judgment, if it is sought 
to be used for objective determination, would 
then be so manifestly self~contradictory ,. that 
this terminology would itself be sufficient ~ecurity 
against misrepresentation. For intmtwns Wln • 
indeed be sensible, but judgments belong only 
to the Understanding taken in the wider sense. 
An aesthetic or sensible judgment, so far as 
it is to give knowledge of an object, is a Cft>ntra
diction in terms. It is a case where sensibility 
interferes with the work of the Understanding and 
gives a false direction to it throu~h a oitium 
subrepUonis. The objective judgment is passed 
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only by the Understanding and cannot therefore 
be called aesthetic. Hence, in our transcendental 
aesthetic of the faculty of knowledge, we have 
been able to speak ~f sensible intuitions but never 
of aesthetic judgments. This is because its judg· 
ments must be altogether logical, since it has to 
deal only with cognitive judgments which deter~ 

mine the object. The expression, an aesthetic 
judgment on an object, therefore directly indicates 
this : A given representation is indeed understood 
to be related to an object, but in the judgment 
itself iJs understood, not the determination of the 
object,. but rather of the subject and his feelings. 
For Understanding and Imagination are treated in 
relation to one another in Judgment. This 
relation, as belonging to knowledge, can indeed 
be considered as primarily objective, as was the 
case in ·the transcendental schematism of judg~ 
ment. Even this relation of the two cognitive 
facukies can, however, be considered as merely • subjective, so far as the one assists or hinders the 

• o~er in respect of the same representation and 
thus modifies the state of the mind. In other 
words, this relation may be regarded as one which 
is sensible, a possibility that does not arise in the 
distiactive use of any other cognitive faculty. 
Although this sensation is not the sensible repre~ 
sentation of an object, it can yet be designated as 
the sensible• representation of the state 9£ the 
subject which 1$ affected thr()ugh an act pf the 

6 
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former .faculty, (including in it sensibility as well). 
~ e do so because this sensation is subjectively 
connected with the making sensible of the concept 
of the Understanding through Judgment. It can 
also be called an aesthetic, i.e., sensible judgment 
according to its subjective effect, but not according 
to the ground of its determination. This can be 
done although judgments (viz. objective ones) are 
the work, not of sensibility, but of the Under~ 
standing as the superior faculty of knowledge m 
general. 

A determinant judgment is logical, because its 
predicate is a given objective concept. A purl 
reflective judgment on a given unique object can 
however be aesthetic. Before its agreement with 
others is yet seen, judgment, which has no con
cept ready for the given intuition, has to connect 
in such cases Imagination (merely in its perception) 
with Understanding (in the representation of a 

concept in general). It has also to observ~ a 
relation of the two cognitive faculties. This • rela
tion, oiz. the agreement of the two faculties wi~ 
one another, constitutes the subjective and merely 
sensible condition of the objective employment of 
judgment. An aesthetic judgment of sense also 
is, however, possible. The predicate of su<4h a 
judgment can never be the concept of an object, 
since it does not belong to the faculty of know
ledge at all. Thus, in ' The wine is pl~asant,' the 
predicate expresses the relation of a representation 

• 
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Clirectly to the feeling of pleasure and. not to tile 
faculty of knowledge. 

An aesthetic judgment may therefore, in general 
terms, be expl~ineCl as that judgment of which the 
predicate can never be knowledge, i.e., the 
concept of an object. It may however contain the 
subjective conditions of cognition in general. 
Sensation is the ground of determination in such a 
judgment. Now, there is only one so~called sensa
tion that can never be the concept of an object and 
this is the feeling of pleasure and pain. This is 
merely subjective, while all remaining sensations 
can b; used for knowledge. An aesthetic judg"" 

• 
ment is therefore such that its ground of determi~ 
nation lies in a sensation which is in immediate 
relation to the feeling of pleasure and pain. In 
the aesthetic judgment of sense, it is the sensation 
which is produced directly by the empirical irttui
tion of the object. In the aesthetic judgment of 
refltiCtion, however, it is that sensation which is 
cause~ in the subject by the harmonious play of 

• l.alagination and Understanding, the two cognitive 
powers of judgment. Here,. the power of appre
hension of the one and that of production of the 
other are reciprocally necessary to one another in 
the .given representation. In such: cases, this 
relation, through its mere form, causes a sensation 
which is the ground of determination of a judg
ment. Thi~ judgment is hence called an aesthetic 
judgment, and as subjective finality without 
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concept, it IS bound up with the feeling of 
pleasure. 

The aesthetic judgment of sense contains 
material finality, but the ac;;sth&tic judgment of 
reflection contains only formal finality. The former 
is not related to the faculty of knowledge, its 
relation being to the faculty of pleasure immediate
ly through· sense. Hence, it is only the latter that 
is conceived as based upon the characteristic prin
ciples of judgment. Subjective finality is thought 
of before it is sensed in its effects, if reflection on 
a given representation precedes the feeling of 

• 
pleasure as the determining ground of the judg-• 
ment. So far, viz. according to its principle, the 
aesthetic judgment belongs to the higher faculties 
of knowledge and indeed to judgment itself, under 
whose subjective but nevertheless general condi
tions the representation of the object is subsumed. 
A merely subjective condition of a judgment does 
not~. however, yield any determinate concept tJf the 
ground of its determination. This can therefore 
be given only in the feeling of pleasure, so t~t • 
the aesthetic judgment is always a judgment of 
reflection and presupposes no agreement of the 
representation with the faculties of knowledge 
which work in unity in Judgment. As aaainst 
such a judgrnent.t an aesthetic judgment of sense 
is that in which a given representation is related 
also to the feeling of pleasure, though not through 
juggiilent ang itf; principle. The criteriQn f9r 
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<leciding among these differences can, however, be 
given for the first time in the discourse itself, and 
<lepends upon the claim of the judgment to uni
versal validity and· necessity. For, if the aesthetic 
judgment exhibits these characteristics, it thereby 
also makes the claim that the ground of its deter
mination must lie, not merely in the feeling of 
pleasure and pain for itself, but simultaneously in 
a rule of the superior faculty of knowledge. Here 
in particular, the rule must be that of judgment, 
which, therefore, in respect of the conditions ·of 
reflectLon a priori, is legislative and displays auto
nomy • Unlike the autonomy of the Understand
ing in respect of the theoretical laws of nature, or 
of Reason in respect of the practical laws of free
dom, this autonomy is not however objective. 
In other words, it is valid, not through the concept 
of things or possible actions, but merely subjec
tively for the judgment of feeling. If this 
judg.m<mt can claim universal validity, it thereby • • 

indicates its origin as based on a priori principles. 
• l;his legislation must be correctly described 

as Heautonomy, since Judgment legislates 
neither for nature nor for freedom, but entire
ly for itself. Nor is it the faculty for the 
pro~uction of concepts of objects. It merely 
compares present cases with concepts which 
are given to it in some other way and supplies a 
priori the sttbjective conditions of the possibility 
pf • this ~elation. 
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Hence, it can also be understood why pure re
flective Judgment, in an operation which it executes 
for itself without basing it on the conccept of 
objects, relates the reflection direq:ly to mere sen
sation which, like all sensation, is always accom
panied by pleasure or pain. This it does, instead 
of establishing, according to its proper rule, a 
relation of the given representation to its con· 

sciousness. This does not happen to any other 
superior faculty of knowledge. The rule itself 
is merely subjective, and agreement with it can be 
known as the characteristic and motive of the 

• 
judgment only in the case of sensation, which e-x-

, . 
presses mere relation to the subject. Hence this 
judgment also is called aesthetic. All our judg
ments can therefore be divided into theoretic, 
aesthetical and practical judgments in accordance 
with the order of the superior faculties of know
ledge. Under aesthetic judgments are understood 
only the judgments of reflection, which alo:Jile are 
related to a principle of Judgment as a :uperior 
faculty of knowledge. Aesthetic judgments .pf • 
sense, on the contrary, deal immediately with only 
the relation of representations to inner sense so far 

as the latter is feeling. 

OBSERVATION • 

Here, it is particularly necessary to examine the 
account of pleasure as the sensible /epresentation 
pf the perfectiQn Qf an pbject. Accqrqing tQ that 
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explanation, an aesthetic judgment of sense or· of 
reflection would always be a cognitive judgment on 
the object, for perfection is a determination which 
presupposes a ~oncept of the object. Through 
it, therefore, the judgment which attributes 
perfection to an object is in no way distinguished 
from other logical judgments, as it is sometimes 
assumed to be through the confusion which attach
es to the concept. This concept (of perfection), 
sought to be regarded as sensible, can never con
stitute any specific difference among the judg
ments. If this were not so, an endless series of 

• 
ju~gments, not only of the Understanding but of 

• 
Reason as well, would also have to be called 
aesthetic. In them also, an object is determined 
through a concept that is unclear, e.g. in 
judgments of right and wrong. Few people indeed, 
including philosophers, have a clear conception 
of what Is right.* A sensible representation 

• • 
.-.It may be generally said that things, which change into one another 

through the mere increase or decrease in the degree of a quality 
(common to them), can never be regarded as specifically different on 

that account. The difference between clearness and confusion of 

concepts is realised only at the level of consciousness of distinctions 

accordini to the degree of attention directed towards them. Till then, 

one kind of representation is not specifically distinguished from the 

other. Intuitions and concepts are, however, distinguished from 

one another specifically. They do not pass into one another, whether 

we become more orJess clearly aware of them and their characteristics. 

Even the greatest unclarity of a representation through concepts (e.g. 

that of right) leaves. untouched its specific difference in respect of origin 
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of perfection is a contradiction m terms. If 
the coherence of the manifold is to be called per

fection, it must be presented thtough a concept, as 
it cannot otherwise claim that title. • Let us assume 
that pleasure and pain are nothing but pure 
cognitions of things through the Understanding, 

though they appear to be mere sensations to us. 
(Only, the Understanding is not conscious of its 

own concepts here.) The discernment of things 

through these must then be called, not aesthetic 
(i.e. sensible), but always intellectual. Sense 

would not, then, be fundamentally anythi.ng but • 
a judging Understanding, even if without any 
adequate consciousness of its own activities. The 
aesthetic representation would not be specifically 
different from the logical, and the difference of 
nomenclature would be quite useless, since it 
would be impossible to draw the line of demarca
tion between the two at any determinate place. 

(Nothing is here said of this kind of rw~ical 
representation of the things of the world, for it 
admits of no sensible intuitions distinct fro!h 
concepts in general, and nothing but an intuitive 
Understanding could be recognised by it.) 

• 
in the Understanding. Similarly, the greatest clarity of an intuition 

does not in any way bring it nearer to the first, because of its origin in 

the sensible faculty. Besides, logical clarity is entirely different from 

aesthetic clarity. The latter is possible even though .._,.e do not cognise 

the object through concepts at all, i.e. although the representation as an 

~n~uition is sensible. 

• 
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It may still he asked : Does not our .concept of 
the finality of nature mean exactly the same thing 
as the concept of perfection ? Some have sought 
to explain pleasur~ in general as the sensible 
intuition of perfection ; is not therefore the em
pirical consciousness of subjective finality, .or the 
feeling of pleasure with certain objects, identical 
with this ? 

I would reply : Perfection as the mere com'
pleteness of the many, so far as they together . 
constitute a unity, is an ontological concept and 
has not}ling to do with the feeling of pleasure 
and p~in. This concept is identical with that 
of the totality (allness) of a complex, through the 
co~ordination of the manifold in an aggregate, or 
through their lineal subordination to one another 
as ground and consequent. The perfection of a 
thing, in the reference of its manifold to its own 
concept, is merely formal. When I, however, speak 
of p«fection (of which many instances may he 
attributed to a thing under that very concept) , there 

• always lies at the basis the concept of something 
as an erid. To this is applied the ontological 
concept of the combination of the manifold into 
a unity. This end need not always be a prac- ' 
tical ~nd which presupposes or contains pleasur.e 
at the existence of the object : it may also belong 
to the technique. It therefore concerns merely 
the possibili~ of things and is the conformity to 
law of a combination of the manifold which is in 
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itself accidetltal. ]'ne uniformity which is thol{ght 
of as necessary to the possibility ofa regular hexa
gon may serve as an example. It is .entirely 
contingent that six equal lines on a plane should 
meet in obviously equal angles. It is therefore 
thought that this connection according to law pre
supposes a concept which is the principle of its 
possibility. Similarly, the objective finality 
observed in things of nature, specially in organic 
beings, is regarded as material and objective, and 
necessarily leads to the concept of a goal of nature, 
whether actual or falsely ascribed. It is in. relation • 
to this that we attribute perfection to things as 
well. The judgment on it is called teleological 
and, like the judgment of mere causal connection, 
carries no feeling of pleasure with it. 

The concept of perfection as objective finality 
and the feeling of pleasure are therefore not 
connected in any way. A concept of the object 
necessarily belongs to a judgment of the.£<1rmer, 
but is not necessary at all to a judgment through 
the feeling of pleasure. This is possible throt1!5h 
:mere empirical intuition . The representation 
of the subjective finality of an object is, on the 
contrary, wholly identical with the feeling of 
pleasure and does not require that evt!n an 
abstract concept of purposive connection should 
belong to it. The difference between these two 
kinds (of judgment) is very great. To decide 
whether the subjectively purposive is also purposive 

• 
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objectively requires a many~sideH an'd exten~ 

sive investigation, not only of practical philosophy, 
but also of technique, of nature as well as of art. 
In other words, Reason is required to see · perfec~ 
tion in a thing, and pure Sense to find accepta .. 
bility. To find beauty in it, nothing is required 
but mere reflection without concepts on a given 
representation. 

The faculty of aesthetic reflection therefore 
judges only about the subjective finality of the 
object, not about its perfection. The question is, 
whether it does so only by means of the pleasure 
oP pain•engendered thus, or directly through the 
finality itself, so that the judgment at the same 
time determines that pleasure or pain must be 
connected with the representation 0f the object. 

This question, as already incslicated, does not 
yet allow of a satisfactory solution. The exposi~ 

tion of this kind of judgments in the body of the 
discourse must for the £irst time decide whether 
they ~ssess a universality and necessity qualify~ 

• ing them for derivation from an a~priori ground 
of determination. In that case, the judgment 
wou'ld indeed determine through the sensation of 
pleasure or pain, but it would also at the same 
time determine a priori, through the cognitive 
facufty, in particular through judgment, the uni~ 
versality of the rule of its connection with a given 
representatio~. On the. contrary, this •·judgment 
lllay, like the aesthetic judgment of sense, whicn 
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is a judgment neither of knowle3ge nor of reflec
tion, contain nothing but the relcttion of the 
representation to feeling without the mediation 
of a principle of cognition. • In. that case, all 
aesthetic judgments would belong to the purely 
empirical sphere. 

Provisionally, it can then be said that there is 
no passage from cognitions to the feeling of 
pleasure and pain through the concept of objects, 
so far as these concepts must stand in relation to 
the · former. There can therefore be no hope of 
determining a priori, as we did in the Critique of 
Practical ·Reason, the influence which a· give11 
representation produces on the mind. There we 
observed, as a law contained and contained a 
priori in our moral judgments, that the represen
tation of the universallaw-abidingness of the will 
must at the same time determine the will and also 
evoke ther~by the feeling of reverence. "?We could 
not, however, derive this feeling from conc,pts. 
The aesthetic judgment of reflection wil.r, in a 
similar manner, display to us on analysis the CO% • 

cept of a formal but subjective finality of the 
object, a concept contained in the judgment itself 
and resting upon a principle a priori. F unda
mentally, this is identical with the feelini of 
pleasure, but cannot be derived from any concept. 
The faculty of representation nevertheless refers 
to this possibility when it affects tlle mintl in 
reflection on an object. 
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~ general account pf this feeling, without 
marking the distinction as to whether it accompa~ 
nies sensible perception, or reflection, or the deter~ 
mination pf the. wilt, must be transcendental.* It 

• 

* If there is reason to suppose that concepts, which are used as 
empirical principles, are related to the faculty of pure cognition a 

priori, it is useful to seek for them a transcendental definition. In that 

case, one proceeds like the mathematician, who keeps the empirical 

data of his problem undetermined and brings only their pure synthesis 

under the formulae of pure arithmetic. In this way, he greatly facili· 

tates the solution of his problem. The following objection has, how• 

ever, been raised against me for a similar explanation of the faculty of 
desire (Critique of Practical Reason, Foreword, page 16). The argu· 

ment run\ thus : It is admitted that mere wishes cannot bring their 

o~ects into being, but they also are desires. The faculty of desire 

cannot th;refore be uefined as the faculty which through its represen· 

tations is the cause of the actuality of the objects of these represen· 

tations. This objection, however, does nothing more than indicate 

that there may also be determinations of the faculty of desire where 

it stands in contradiction to itself. For empirical psychology, this 
is indeed a phenomenon worth noticing, as it is for logic t() notice 
the influence which prejudices have upon the Understanding. This 

must not, however, have any influence on the definition of the faculty 

of desire treated objectively, viz., what it is in itself, before it is 

divertld from its determination in any way. In fact, a man can • desire something intensely and continuously, even though he is 

• convinced that he cannot attain it or that it is almost impossible of 
:tainment. He can, e.g., unwish the fact or desire wistfullyfor the 

quicker passage of time unpleasant to him. It is also an important 

task of morality to warn emphatically against such empty and 

phantastic desires, which are nourished, often through romances, 

and sometimes also through similar mystical representations of 

supe:lbuman perfection and fanatical bliss. Take, however, the effects 
which such empty appetites and longings have upon the mind. They 

dilate the heart and wither it up, and cause the mind to languish 

through the exhaustion of its powers. These effects themselves prove 

sufficiently that•such desires, to make objects actual through their re

presentation, are in fact exerted contradictorily, and frequently , the 
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tHus : Pleasure is a state of tile mind. in 
which a• representation• agrees with itself. This 
serves as the ground. of, either, merely maintaining 
itself, since the state in which the powers Qf the 
mind necessarily imply one another 'in a represen
tation maintains itself, or alternatively, as the 
ground of producing its object. If it be the first, 
then the judgment upon the given represent;;t
tion is an aesthetic ' juc;lgment of reflection. If, 
however, it be the latter, it is a pathological 
or practical aesthetic j uagment. It is now readily 
seen that pleasure and pain, since they are 
not cognitions, cannot as such be explaided iiJ> 
any way: they demand to be felt, not conceived. 
They can therefore at best be inadequately ex
plained only through the influence which a 
representation has upon the activity of the powers 
of the mind by means of this feeling. 
mind, in the consciousness of its incapacity lets them sink back. 
These empty wishes and longings play a very great part in human 

lives, and for anthropology, it is an important task to enquir<ltwhy 
nature has put in us the disposition to such fruitless expendture of 

power. To me it appears that, here as everywhere else, nature has • 

ordered its arrangements wisely. For, if the representation of the• 

object never determined us to the expenditure of energy till we had 

first assured ourselves of the adequacy of our power to produce it, the 
greater portion of our energy would have remained unutilised. For 

we generally learn to know our powers only so far as we try them. 

Nature has therefore related the determination of energy to the r4Jre

sentation of the object prior to the knowledge of our capacity. Indeed, 

the capacity is itself often first called into being through this very 

striving, though at the outset it might have appeared as an empty wish 

even to the mind. Wisdom lies in setting limits to thistinstinct, but it 

will neve:r succeed in extirpatin! it, nor even desire to do so. 



IX 

ON juDGING TELEOLOGICALLY 

By a formal technique of nature, I understand 
its finality in intuition. By a real technique, how
ever, I understand !its uniformity according to 
concepts. The former gives to judgment uniform 
config1.uations1., i.e., forms. In such presentations 
Imagination and Understanding agree with one 
anoth~r mutually and spontaneously for the possi-• 
bility .of a concept. The second implies the con-
cept of things as ends of nature, i.e. as such that 
their inner possibility presupposes an end, and 
consequently a concept, which lies at the basis as 
the condition of the causality of their production. 

If Judgment finds for comprehension such in
tutttons as present themselves for the representa
timt W: a concept, it can itself yield and construct 
a priori purposive forms of intuition. But ends 
ttre representations which are themselves regarded 
as conditions of the causality of their objects as 
effects. They must always be given from some 
other source, before judgment, in order to conform 
to tflem, concerns itself with the conditions of the 
manifold. Should these ends be ends of nature, 
it must be possible to regard certain natural things 
as if they are the products of a cause, whose 
causality can be determined only through the 
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representation oftlle object. :We caririot, hnwE~vf•'l" 

determine a priori how and· in 
manner things are possible through their causes. 
Empirical laws are required for• thia. 

Where uniformity of natural things is treated 
as the ground of their possibility as ends of nature, 
the judgment on this uniformity is called a teleo
logical judgment. Even if aesthetic judgments · 
are not themselves possible a priori, principles a 
priori are given in the necessary idea of e'Cperience 
as.a system. These principles contain the concept 
of a formal finality of nature for our Judgment. 
From them is derived a priori the possibJity bf 
aesthetic judgments of reflection as grounded 
on principles a priori. Nature conforms in a 
necessary manner, not only to our Understanding 
in respect of its transcendental laws, but also in its 
empirical laws with our Judgment and its capacity 
of representing them in an empirical comprehension 
of their forms through Imagination. This n .. ture 

• does solely on behalf of experience, where the 
formal conformity of these laws in respect of tlw 
latter agreement, i.e., that with Judgment, is de
monstrated as necessary. Nature in its causality, 
as object of teleological estimation, should, how
ever, be regarded as agreeing with Reason as well, 
according to the concept of an end which it makes 
for itself. This is more than judgment by itself 
can ever be disposed to do. ju<1gment can 
indeed contain characteristic principles a priori for 

• 
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the form of intuitions, but not for the concept of 
the production of things. Thus, the cbncept of a 
te<ll .end of nature lies completely beyond the 
scope of Judg~ent: when it is taken by its~lf 
alone. As a distinct power of cognition, Judg-
ment considers only two faculties in relation, viz. 
"Imagination and Understanding, in a presentation 
given before all concepts. It thereby observes, in 
its comprehension of the object through Imagina
tion, its (i.e. the object's) subjective finality for 
the cognitive facultie~. The teleological finality 
of things as ends of nature can, however, he repre~ 

• sc!nted only through concepts. In this case, there~ 
fore, J~dgment, in order to explain things as ends 
of nature, would have to place Understanding in 
rel.ation with Reason, which is not genera1ly re
quired for experience. 

, The aesthetic estimation of the forms of nature 
was able to find finality in certain phenomenal 
obje~rts of nature in the merely empirical appre
hensiot of the intuition without any underlying 

• ~ncept of the object, viz. merely in relation with 
the subjective conditions of judgment. Aesthetic 
estimation did not therefore require a concept of 
the object, nor did it bring any forward. It there
fore ;xplained their finality as purposive only in 
subjective relation to the faculty of presentation,. 
not as ends of nature in an objective 
judgment. ;rhis finality of forms may be called 
figurative, and in respect of it, the technique 

6 
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of nature may also be named m the same 
way. 

The teleological judgment, on the other hand, . 
presupposes a concept of the object-and. asserts its 
possibility according to a law of the connection of 
causes and effects. This technique of nature 
could therefore be called plastic, if the word had 
not been already brought into vogue in a more 
general sense, viz. for natural beauty as well as 
for views of nature. If desired, it may therefore 
be called the organic technique of nature, an ex~ 
pression which also denotes the concept of. final~ 
ity, not merely for the faculty of representation~ 
but for the possibility of the object itself. 

The most important and essential of proofs 
for this number is however this : The concept 
of enduring objects in nature is a concept belong
ing to Judgment, and not to Understanding or 
Reason. This concept is abstracted from nature 
according to general mechanical laws by the teleo
logical estimation of the objects. In other .:ords, 
though the concept of an end of nature could als~ 

be used with objective meaning as the intention 
of nature, such a use, as already argued, could 
never be grounded on experience. Experience 
lays down ends no doubt, but it can never plliove 
that the ends are at the same time intentions. 
Consequently, what is found here as belonging to 
teleology is contained entirely in the relation of its 
objects to judgment, and indeed to a fundamental 

• 
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principle of Judgment, through which it legislates 
for itself, but not for nature, namely as. reflective 
judgment. 

The conce:pt of end and finality is a concept 
of Reason, in so far as it is laid at the basis of the 
possibility of an object. But finality of nature, 
or the. concept of things as ends of nature, estab
lishes a causal relation between these things and 
Reason. The knowledge of this relation is not 
obtained through experience as the ground of its 
possibility. It is only in the case of products of art 
that we can be conscious of the causality of Reason 

• 
for objects. These are therefore called purposive 
or ends. To call Reason technical in respect of 
these is appropriate to the experience of the caus
ality of our own characteristic powers. But to 
conceive of nature itself as technical like Reason, 
and thus to ascribe to nature finality and even 
ends, is a strange concept which we cannot come 
acrgss in experience. It is laid down by Judg
ment• in its reflection over objects in order to 

• ~r~~ange experience according to particular laws, 
viz. those of the possibility of a system. 

All conformity of nature may therefore be 
regarded either as natural (forma finalis naturae 
sp011tanea), or as intentional (intentionalis). Mere 
experience entitles us only to the first kind of re
presentation. The second is a hypothetical expla
nation whi<!'h is attained through the concept of 
things as ends of nature. The former concept 
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of things, viz. as ends of nature, belongs by prigin 
to reflective judgment, though it is not the aes~ 
thetic, but the logical reflective Judgment. The 
second belongs to determinant Judgment. Reason 
also • is required for the first, but only on behalf • of 
an· experience arranged according to principles. 
Consequently, .it is Reason in its immanent use. 
For the second, we require Reason in its transcen
dental use, losing itself in the supernatural. 

"!We can and ought to strive, so far as it lies in 
our power, to investigate nature in its causal rela
tions according to the mere mechanical law~ found 
in experience. The real basis of physical. expl~
nation lies in them, and their coherence constitutes 
the scientific knowledge of nature through Rea$on. 
Among the products of nature, however, we find 
distinct and very extended species. They contain 
in themselves such a connection of efficient causes 
that we must lay the concept of an end at the basis, 
if we want merely to arrange experience,• i.e . 

• observations according to a principle appropriate 
to its inner possibility. If we wanted to estima•e 
the form and its possibility merely according to 
mechanicallaws,-laws in which the idea of the 
effect must be taken to be, not the ground of the 
possibility of its cause, but rather the contrapY,-
it would then be impossible to acquire any concept 
of experience from the specific forms of these 
natural things ; we mean a concept 'Which would 
enable us to ~erive the effects from the inner 

• 
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constitution of these forms as causes. For the parts 
of these mechanisms cause the effects visible in 
them · only so far as they have a common ground 
9f their possibility, not so far as each has its • 
own distinct ground. It is quite contrary to the 
nature of physical mechanical causes that the 
whole should be the ground of the possibility of 
the causality of the parts. Rather must the parts 
be given first in order to understand the possibility 
of a whole built out of them. Further, the 
distinctive representation of a whole, which 
prece~es th~ possibility of the parts, is a mere 
1dea. When regarded as the ground of the 
causality, it is called the end. It is therefore clear 
that if there be similar products of nature) it would 
be impossible to investigate their constitution and 
their causes in mere experience, without represent
ing them as determined in their form and causality 
according to a principle of ends. Much less 
poj!sible would it be to explain them through 
Rea~on . 

It is now clear that in such cases the concept 
of an objective • finality of nature serves only for 
reflection over the object, but not for its determina-. 
tion through the concept ef an end. It is also 
cl&ar that the teleological judgment .on the inner 
possibility of a product of .nature is a mere rt;flec
tive, not a determinant, judgment. It is, e.g.t 
said that .the crystal lens in the eye, through a 
sec()Jig refraction 9f the rays pf light, ser:ves the 
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e:nd of effecting the re-union of light-rays scatter
ing from a single point back again in a point on 
the retina of the eye. This only means that in 
the production of the eye, we must think of the 
representation of an end in the causality of nature. 
This is done because the idea serves as a principle 
to lead through it to the investigation of the eye, 
so far as concerns the said fragment. At the 
sametime, it also serves as a means which could 
be imagined for promoting that effect. Through 
this, we do not, however, attribute to nature an 
intentional and efficient causality acting according 
to the representation of an end. This woufd haW'! 
been a determinant teleological judgment, •and as 
such, transcendent, as it would introduce a causal~ 
ity which lies beyond the boundaries of nature. 

The concept of the end of nature is therefore 
solely a concept of reflective judgment for its own 
characteristic work, viz. to trace the causal rela
tions of objects of experience. A teleological 
principle of explanation of the inner possibility of 
certain forms of nature leaves it undetermined as 
to whether the finality is intentional or not. Th; 
judgment which affirmed one of the two alterna-
ti~es would be determinant and not merely reflec
tive. The concept of the · end of .nature W~u.ld 
also then no longer l;>e a mere concept of Judgment 
for immanent empiric:al use. lt would be connected 
with Reason's concept of . a purposiv.ely working 

.. 

cause set oyer n~ture. M/hether we. affirmed or de~ 
· ni~ClsuchpcQncept.tit~ usewpul~ pe tt.anscengellt. · 
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X 

OF THE SEARCH FOR A PRINCIPLE OF TECHNICAL 

jUDGMENT 

If what is sought is only the ground of expla
nation of what happens, this may be, either, an 
empirical principle, or a principle a priori, or a 
combination of the two. This can be seen in the 
physico-mechanical explanation of events in the 
material world, which have their principles partly • 
it! the general (rationai) science of nature and 
partly in that which contains the laws of empirical 
movement. The same thing holds if psychologi
cal grounds of explanatiQn are sought for 
what happens in bur minds, The only dis
tinction is that, so far as .is known to me, its 
principles are altogether empirical, excepting the 
one1ingle principle of the continuity of all change, 
This principle lies a priori at the basis of these 

• aerc~ptions, ••because • time, . which has only one 
dimension, is the formal condition of ·all inner 
intultlons. From <the .. point •. of view of explana

however, this principle is hardly of any use, 
general doctrine of tillledoes•not,.like 

(Geometry) , yield sufficient 
complete science. ·· 

thc~retoJ~e comes to explaining how, what 
emerged among .men, why it 
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applies more to some objects than to others, why 
the judgment of beauty has been wanting in 
development under some conditions of place and 
society, th~ough what causes it ·ha!i been able to 
develop into luxury and so on, the principles of 
such explanation must for the major part be 
sought in psychology, which always means em
pirical psychology in such cases. Thus, the 
teachers of morality demand that the psychologist 
should explain to them the strange phenomenon 
of avarice, which sets an absolute value to the 
mere possession of the means of comfort (or of • 
any other end), though it is never intended tb 
make any use of the means; or of ambition; which 
hopes to find this value in mere fame without any 
further purpose. They want this information so 
that they can adjust their instructions accordingly. 
This does not refer to their instruction of the law 

.. 

of morality itself, but to tlrat for the removal of 
hind~ances which are opposed to its influence._ It 
must,. however, be admitted that, in comp\rison 
with physical, we are but scantily furnished wit~ • 
psychological explanations, which, moreover, are 
hypothetical.to • the very end. Besides, to three 
diffetent grounds •.• of explan~tion, an equaliy.plaus
ible.fourthcan be. readilY .. invented. Thus, $ere 
are hundreds of sham psychologists.•of this kind, 

who profess to · know how to . specify the cause 
of each affection or movement "f the · mind 
9ccasigned by plays.?c pQetic representati()ns and 
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natural objects. They give the name philospphy 
to this play of their wit. They nevertheless 
appear to lack, not merely the knowledge to 
explain scientific~Ily the commonest natural 
events in the material world, but also perhaps 
the .capacity itself for such knowledge. Empirical 
psychology will hardly ever be able to claim the 
rank of a philosophical science. It has, li>erhaps, 
only one real obligation, viz. to observe psycho
logically, like Burke in his Essay on the Beautiful 
and the Sublime, and thus collect material, without 
pretending to apprehend it as yet, f0r the future 

• 
~stematic connection of the rules of experience. 

T~ke, however, a judgment that sets itself up 
as universally valid, and consequently claims 
necessity for its assertion. This alleged necessity 
may rest on the concept of the object a priori, or 
on the subjective conditions which lie a priori at 
the basis of the concept. It would then be absurd, 
if t,he claim of the judgment be conceded, to 
vind~ate it through a psychological explanation 

• .pf its origin. For this would be to act against 
one's own purpose, and the successful comple
tion of the required explanation would prove • that 
the judgment can make absolutely no claim to 
nec~ssity, and precisely because· its empirical ori .. 
gin can be pointed out. 

Aesthetic judgments of reflection, which we 
will present~ analyse under the name . of judg
ments of taste, are ()[the above kind. They claim 

~ 
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necessity, for they d.o not say, this is how men 'do 
judge, but rather this is how men should judge. 
The former would have made them a problem . 
for empirical psychology to explain, but the latter 
indicates that they have for themselves a principle 
a prwn. Suppose that the relation to such a 
principle is not contained in these judgments. 
Since they claim necessity, it would therefore have 
to be admitted that universal validity in a juqg~ 

ment can be logically deduced from the fact of 
general validity as proved by empirical observa~ 

tion. Conversely, from the fact that every. man 
judges in a certain manner, it would follow• • 
that he ought so to judge, which is an obvious 
absurdity. 

Aesthetic judgments of reflection are thus faced 
with the difficulty that, they can on no account be 
based on concepts nor derived from any deter~ 

minate principles . ; for in that case they would 
become logical. The subjective representation-of • 
conformity need not, however, be the concept of an 
end. The relation to a principle a priori can, and • 
must, however, obtain wherever the judgment 
claims necessity. YV e are discussing here such 
judgments and the possibility of such a daim, for 
it· is just through this claim that a Critiqut! of 
Reason to enquire after the basic though undefined 
principl«s themselves is St1ggested. The Critique 
may• also s'ficceed. in discovering antrrecognising 
it as the principle which lies at the basis of the 
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judgment subjectively and a priori, though it can 
never supply a determinate concept pf pbjects. 

* * * * 
Similarly: it must be admitted that the teleo

logical judgment is based upon a principle a 
priori and is impossible without such a principle. 
Yet, it is solely through experience that we 
discover the ends of nature expressed through such 
judgments, and without it, could not have known 
that such things are even possible. The teleo
logical judgment places a determinate concept of 

• an ~nd at the basis of the possibility of certain 
products pf nature and connects this concept with 
the nepresentation of the object, but it is never
theless, like the former..,~ merely a judgment of 
reflection. It does not at all claim to assert that, 
in this objective conformity, nature ,(or through it~ 

some other being), proceeds purppsively in fact, 
i.¥·• tbe concept of an end determines the causality 
pf •it itself or its causes. Rather does it assert 
that we must employ the mechanical laws of 
nature only according to this analogy, viz., the 
relation of cause and effect, in prder t() recpg
mse the possibility of such pbjects and 
~quire a concept which can account for 
their cohesion in a systematically prpceeging 
expenence. 

A tel~lagical judgment compares the concept 
pf a p~pguct 9f nature in ~e~pect pf what lt is with 
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what it ought to be. A concept of the end., which 
precedes it a priori, is placed at the basis of .. the 
judgment of its possibility. There is no difficulty 

• 
in representing the possibility of wprks of art. in 
this.way. But to think of a product· of 11atur¢ 
that it oughtto be something and to judge • of it 
accordingly, as if it were also actually so, is a 
different matter. This contains the presupposition 
of a principle which cannot be derived from ex· 
perience, for experience only teaches us what 
things actually are. 

That our eyes enable us to see is a fiact of 
• • immediate experience. ,We also know by. direct 

experience their external and internal structure. 
This structure contains the conditions of their 
possible use and therefore their causality accord
ing to mechanical laws. I can also use a stone, 
either to break something to pieces against it, or to 
build something upon it and so on. These effects 
may be referred to their causes as ends, eut I • cannot therefore say that the stone ought to have 
been used for construction. It is only of the eyf!' 
that I judge that it ought to have been suitable for 
vision. The figure and cohstitution of all its parts, 
'discerned according to merely empirical laws, is 
no doubt wholly contingent .for my Judgment-! I 
nevertheless think of the necessity to be organised 
in a certain way as inherent in its form and con
struction, viz. according to a concept which pre
cedes the efficient causes Qf this Qrgan. !Without 
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this concept, the possibility of this product of 
nature is not intelligible to me through any mecha
nical laws of nature, which is not the case with 

• 
J:egard to th.e stone. This ought includes a 
necessity which clearly distinguishes itself from the 
physico-mechanical necessity, according to which 
<l thing is possible through mere laws of efficient 
causes without a precedent idea of the thing. This 
necessity can be as little determined through 
merely physical (empirical) laws as the necessity 
of the aesthetic judgment can be through psycho
logicaJ laws. Rather does it require a . special 
principle a priori in judgment in so far as this 
faculty is reflective. The teleological judgment 
stands under this principle and must also be de
termined by it in respect of its validity and its 
limitation. 

All judgments of the finality of nature, be they 
aesthetic or teleological, therefore stand under 
principles a pnon. Since they are merely 
refl~ctive and not determinant judgments, these 

• principles belong essentially and exclusively 
to judgment. Precisely because of this, they 
also belong to the Critique of Pure Reason, 
taken in the most general sense. The deter
rmnant judgments are indeed more in need 
of the critique than the reflective, because they 
(i.e. the determinant), if left to themselves, 
tempt Reason to conclusions which can get 
lost in extravagant enthusiasm. In place pf 
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that, the reflective juCigments demand a laborious 
investigation in order to guard against their being 
wholly limited to the empirical in respect of their 
principles, and thus destroying their claim to uni~ 
versal validity. • 

• • 
• 

• • 
• 

• 

• 

• 
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ENCYCLOPAEDIC •INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITIQUE 

OF jUDGMENT IN THE SYSTEM OF THE CRITIQUE 

OF PURE REASON 

An introduction to a discourse is either tha.t 
to a proposed doctrine, or to the doctrine itself as 
part of the system to which it belongs. The 
former precedes the doctrine, while the latter should 
properly constitute only its conclusions and 
d:termine according to principles its position am<;mg 
the contents of the teaching to which it is 
united through common laws. The form€r is a 
propaedeutic, while the latter may be called an 
encyclopaedic introduction. 

The propaedeutic introductions are the usual 
ones. As preparatory to a proposed doctrine, they 
d<;!ri-.e the necessary preliminary • knowledge. from 

• some ~ther already known doctrine or science in 
<!fder to make the transition possible. If used 
fordistirtguishing carefully the special principles 
rdqmestica) of the newly developed .doctrine from 
those .which belong to others (peregrinis), . they 
serve to determine the boundaries .of the sciences. 
Tpis •·• is · a precaution which cannot. be praised too 
highly,. because without it, there is no hope of 

" ,thoroughness: ,and especially in philosophic 
knowledge. 
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An encyclopaedic introduction, however, does 
not presuppose some related and preparatory 
teaching leading up to its new doctrine ; it pre-

• 
supposes the idea of a system whi~ is for the first 
time realised through it. Such a system is not 
possible through the haphazard collection and com
bination of the manifold acquired in the process of 
(empirical) investigation. If, through the formal 
concept of a whole, which likewise contains a 
priori the principle of a complete division within 
itself, one is in a position to specify completely 
the subjective and the objective sources of ~ given 
kind of cognitions, then and then alone is such'a 
system possible. It can now be easily und~rstood 
why encyclopaedic introductions, however useful 
they might he, are so rare. 

Judgment, of which the characteristic principle 
is to be sought out and examined here, is a strange 
faculty, for it does not yield any knowledge, 
whether practical or theoretical. Notwithstan~ing 
its principle a priori, it contributes no ~ecial 

section to transcendental philosophy as objectiv~ • 
doctrine. It rather col}stitutes only the connection 
between the other· two superior cognitive· faculties, 
viz. , . Understanding and Reason. In the detenni.
nation of the principles of .such a faculty, yie4:ling 
only a. critique and no doctrine, 1 may therefore 
be ·•allowed to •deviate• from the order necessary 
everywhere else). and present beforeliand a short •• · 
encyclopaedic introduction .to it. This would' 
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belong, not ind.eed to the system of the sciences 
of pure Reason, but merely to the critique of 
all the faculties of the mind determinable a priori, 
so far as they eonstitute a system. In this way, 
the propaedeutic introduction would be united 
with the encyclopaedic. 

The introduction of judgment into the system 
of the pure faculties of knowledge through 
concepts depends entirely on the transcendental 
principle characteristic of it. It is the principle 
that in the specification of the transcendental laws 
of the Understanding (principles of the possibility 
ol nat~re), i.e., in the manifoldness of its empirical 
laws, nature proceeds according to the idea of a 
system of its divisions, in order to make experience 
as an empirical system possible. This yields for 
the first time the concept of an objectively con
tingent, but for our faculty of knowledge sub~ 

jectively necessary conformity to law, i.e., a 
:6.nc8i~ of nature and indeed a priori. Though 

• the conformity of particular forms of nature must 
-~lways be given empirically, and this principle 
determines nothing with regard to them, yet the 
judgment upon these forms acquires a claim to 
universal validity and necessity. As mere re
Hecttve judgment, it does this through the relation 
of the subjective conformity of the given represen~ 

tations for Judgment to the principle a priori of 
, ,Judgmenh vrz .• the principle of the finality of 

na.ture in its general conformity to empirical laws. 

'10 
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Thus, an aesthetic judgment of reflection, although: 
it is not determinant, can be seen to rest upon • 
a principle a priori. judgment also IS thus 
entitled to a place in the critique of the superior 
faculties of pure knowledge. • 

The concept of a finality of nature, as a 
technical conformity which is essentially distinct 
from practical conformity, is a concept distin~ 

guished from all dogmatic philosophies, whether 
theoretical or practical. This it must be, if it 
is not to be a merely surreptitious assumption 
of what we make of it for· what it actually is . 

• It is based on that principle of judgment which 
precedes the empirical laws and makes their 
cohesion in the unity of a system first possible. 
It is therefore seen that, of the two kinds of 
employment of the faculty of reflective judg~ 

ment, viz., aesthetic and teleological, only the 
former has its ground of determination in Judg
ment unmixed with any other faculty of know-

• ledge. This is the aesthetic judgment of re~ction 
which precedes all concepts of objects. Th'-. • 

, 

teleological judgment, on the contrary, is not -
possible except through the union of Reason with 
empirical concepts, though it is true that in the 
.judgment itself, the concept of a goal of n~.ture 

is used as the principle of reflective, not of deter
minant Judgment. The possibility of a teleologi~ 
cal judgment of nature, since it follows only the . ' 
principles of Reason, is therefore easily seen and\ 
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Clemands no special principle of Judgment. The 
possibility, on the other hand, of an aesthetic 
judgment of pure. reflection,_ which is nevertheless 
based on a principle a priori, i.e., of a judgment 
of taste, demands a Critique of judgment as a 
faculty with characteristic transcendental principles 
like Understanding and Reason. For this, it is, 
however, necessary to prove that such a judgment 
is really entitled to claim universal validity, but 
this is enough to qualify it for inclusion in the 
system of the faculties of pure knowledge. The 
ground for this is that the aesthetic judgment 
cfoes pot presuppose a concept of its object, and 
yet attributes to it finality and that universally. 
The principle for doing so must therefore lie in 
Judgment itself. The teleological judgment, 
on the contrary, presupposes a concept of the 
object which is brought under the principle of 
purposive relation by Reason. This concept of 
an«!nd of nature is, however, used by Judgment 

• • in reflective judgments alone, not in determinant 

!f/1/1". "ones. 
It is therefore in taste alone, (and that, even in 

respect of objects of nature), that judgment mani
fests itself as a faculty with its own characteristic 
priflciples. It thus makes a well-grounded, though 
perhaps unexpected, claim to a place in the general 
critique of the superior cognitive faculties. If, 

/however, ]\ldgment' s competence to give itself 
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principles a priori be once admitted, it becomes 
necessary to determine also its extent. For this 
completion of the critique, it is necessary 
that its aesthetic and its tel~ological powers 
should be recognised as contained in one 
faculty and based upon the same principle. For 
the teleological judgment on things of nature, 
equally with the aesthetic judgment, belongs to 
Judgment in its reflective, not in its determinant 
aspect. 

The Critique of Taste is generally used· only 
for the improvement or establishment of taste it
self. If, however, it is treated with a transcen-cien- • 
tal purpose,_ it reveals, through the fact that it-fills 
up a gap in the system of our cognitive faculties, 
an astonishing, and it seems to me, an extremely 
promising prospect of a complete system of all the 
faculties of the mind. This it does so far as these 
are related in their determination, not only to the 
sensible but also to the transcendental, without 
however removing the limitation set for itself b~~ 
rigorous critique of the latter employment. It 
may, perhaps, be of use to the reader., and enable 
him to survey the more easily the cohesion of the 
following investigations, if I sketch out here an 
abstract of their systematic connection. It is, how
ever_, true that as the actual whole number, thi; 
should have its proper place only at the conclusion 
pf the treatment. 

• 
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The faculties of the mind can all be traced 
• back to the f9IIowing three : 

• 
The faCJ.Ilty of knowledge 
The feeling of pleasure and pain 
The faculty of desire 

The faculty of knowledge makes possible the 
exercise of the others. This need not, however, 
always be knowledge, for a representation belong-

. ing to the faculty of knowledge may also be an 
intuitioa, pure or empirical, without any concept. 
Scf far <JS the disc-ourse is of the faculty of know
ledge according to principles, the following func
tions are therefore found to be related to the 
general faculties of the mind : 

The faculty of knowledge 
The feeling of pleasure and pain 
The faculty of desire 
• • 

Understanding 
Judgment 
Reason 

• . It is seen that Understanding .. contains • charac-
~ristic principles a priori only for the faculty·of 

knowledge, . Judgment only for the feeling of 
pleasure and pain, and Reason only for the faculty 
of . desire. These •· formal principles establish · a • necessity which is partly subjective and partly 
objective, and partly, becauseit is subjective_, atthe 

tfi'S~metime als~of pbjective validity. Accordingly, 
!ley gete~;mine, tlYQugll.. · thei~ t:espe9tiY:~ ~upet:iQl' 
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functions, the corresponding faculties of the 
mind: 

The faculty of 
knowledge. 

Understanding ' Conformity to 

The feeling of 
pleasure and 
pain. 

The faculty of 
desire. 

Judgment 

Reason 

• law. 

. .. Purposiveness. 

Purposiveness, 
which is also 
Law: Obliga
tion. 

Finally, the following associate themselves as 
products to the already specified grounds a priori 
of the possibility of forms : • 

• 
Power of the Superior faculty Principle Product. 

mind. of knowledge. a priori. 

The faculty Understanding Conformity Nature. 
of know- to Law. 
ledge. 

The feeling judgment Purposive- Art. 
of pleasure ness. 
and pain. • 

The faculty Reason Obligation Mora,ity. 
of desire. 

Nature therefore bases· its conformity to law on 
the prinCiples· a . priori of Understanding as • a 

cognitive faculty.. . Arr • is • ·• guided in its finality a 
priori by Judgment in .•• relation to the feeling '()f 
pleasure and pain, Finally, as the product of 
freedom,_ morality stands under the idea of such a 
form of purposiveness as qualifies itself to be a 
:uniye~~all~w, as a g~qung pfgeterminatiQ11 Qf 

• 
, 

• 
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Reason in respect of the faculty of desire. The 
judgments which thus originate out of the. principles 
a priori, characteristic of each of the fundamental • 
powers of the mind 1 are the theoretical, the • 
aesthetic and the practical judgments. 

Thus is revealed a system of the faculties of 

the mind in their relation to nature and freedom, 
each of which has its characteristic determining 
principles a priori. The two parts, theoretical and 
practical. of philosophy as a system of doctrines 
are thus constituted. There is also revealed at 
the same time a passage by means of Judgment • 

ewhich connects the two parts through a characteris-
tic principle, namely the passage from the sensible 
substratum of the first to the intelligible substratum 
of the second philosophy through the Critique of 
Judgment. This faculty serves merely to connect 
these two spheres. It cannot therefore contribute 
any knowledge by itself, nor supply any part of the 
doctrine of philosophy. The principles of its • 
judkments are merely subjective, because these 
judgments are distinguished from all those judg· 
ments, theoretical or practical, which, as logical, 
must have objective principles. Its judgments are 
therefore called aesthetic, and are of such a peculiar 
k~d that they relate sensible intuitions to an idea of 
nature, and yet nature's conformity to law cannot 
be understood without a relation of these to a 
transcende:q.tal substratum. The demonstration of , 

I this will be given in the book itself. 
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In respect of the first kind of judgments, we 
shall call the critique of this faculty, not Aesthetic, 
(i.e., the science of sensibility~, but the Critique 
of Aesthetic judgment. The firs~ expression is 
of too wide a significance, for it could also mean 
the sensible character of intuition, which belongs 
to theoretical cognition and supplies the stuff to 
logical objective judgments. ~ e have therefore 
already determined the term, Aesthetic, exclusively 
for the predicate, which in judgments of cognition 
belongs to intuition. No ground of misunder~ 

standing is, however, left, if Judgment is •amed 
aesthetic for the reason that it does not rel~te th~ 
representation of an object to concepts nor therefore 
the judgment to cognition; in other words, if 
judgment is not determinant but merely reflective. 
For Judgment in its logical aspect, intuitions, 
though they may be sensible (aesthetic), must first 
be raised to concepts, in order to serve for the 
cognition of objects. This is not so with aesth6tic 

• judgment. 

• 

• 

' 



• 
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DIVISIONS OF THE CRITIQUE OF.jUDGMEN'f 

The demarcation of the sphere of cognitions of 
a certain kind, in order to demonstrate it as a 
system, has in it an importance not sufficiently 
recognised, but is also of a difficulty not often 
appreciated. If the parts of such a possible whole 
are found to be given in their completeness, the 
division appears mechanical and in virtue of mere 
\:omJlarison, while the whole is seen to be a mere 
aggregate. Towns, for example, tend to become 
such aggregates, if, without the supervision of the 
police, a plot of land is divided among a number 
of builders, each working for himself according to 
his own opinions. If, however, the idea of a 
whole according to a certain principle can and 
oy.ght to be presupposed before the determination 
<n=1he parts, the division must then take place in 
a scientific manner. Only in such a case can the 
whole be a system. The latter requirement is 
satisfied in all cases where the discourse is about 
a sphere of cognitions a priori which, with its 
poociples, rests upon a (particular) specific 
legislative faculty of the subject. In these cases, 
the sphere of the use of these principles is deter-

' mined a priwi through the specific constitution of 
the faculty itself. The number and the relations 

JJ, 
. .. 
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of the parts to a totality of cognitions are also 
simultaneously determined. No well-grounded • 
division can, however, be m~de without at the 
same time constituting the wl)ole itself, and 
conceiving it beforehand in all its parts, although 
this may be done only according to the rules of 
the Critique. To bring this then into the 
systematic form of a doctrine requires nothing 
but minuteness of attention to the particulars and 
elegance of precisio~ in combining th~m. This 
holds only so far as such doctrines are generally 
possible in respect of the nature of this cpgnitive 
faculty. • 

• 
Now, Judgment is a faculty which can never 

supply the material for a doctrine, although it is 
based on principles a priori. To divide a Critique 

, 

of Judgment into its parts, the basis of distinction 
must therefore be the fact that reflective judgment 
alone, and not the determinant, has proper . 
principles a priori ; that the latter (determiflant 
judgment) proceeds only schematically udr""'the • 
laws of a different faculty, viz. Understandin' 
while the former proceeds technically according to 
its own laws alone; and further, that a principle of 
the technique of nature, and . consequently the 
concept of a finality which must be presup~sed 
for it a priori, lie at the basis . of the former 
procedure. This finality is, indeed, according to 
the pri11ciples of reflective Judgmen~, pres~pposeq' 
only as subjective, i.e., relative to the faculty\ 
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itself as necessary for it. However_, it also leads 
• by itself to the concept of a possible objective 

finality, i.e., the ~onformity to law of natural 
objects as enCis of nature. 

The relation to the feeling of pleasure and pain 
is a finality which is judged to be merely subjective. 
This finality does not therefore base itself on a 
concept, nor can it do so as far as it is judged 
merely subjectively. The judgment over this is 
aesthetic and is indeed the only instance where it 
is possible to judge aesthetically. If this feeling 
accompanies only the sensible representation of the 
ob1ect.j.e., its sensation, the aesthetic judgment is 
empirical and requires a special receptivity indeed, 
but no special Judgment. Further, if this feeling 
is taken to be determinant, a concept of the end 

must lie at its basis. and consequently, the con~ 

fqrmity would have to be judged as objective, not ... 
aesthetically but logically. The feeling of 
pleCliure, whi~h is identical with the representation 

• of ftl~jective finality, must therefore be regarded 
~ dependent on, and connected by, a principle 

' a priori with aesthetic judgment in its special 
capacity as reflective judgment. This is not the 
feeling of pleasure as dependent on sensations in 
an empirical representation, or on the concept of 
the object. Consequently, it is feeling as 
dependent on~ and connected by a principle a 

;./priori .only wit~ Reflection and its form, i.e., with 
'the chiu,:acteristic action of Judgment through 

I 
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which it nses from empirical intmhons to 
general concepts. One part of the Critique of 
this faculty will therefore be employed with the 
aesthetic or reflective< Judgment, while the other 
part, under the title of Teleology, will be constiN 
tuted by the Logic of the same faculty. Both, 
however, regard nature as technical, i.e., as uni~ 
form in its products. In the one case, this is done 
subjectively, in respect of the mere faculty of 
representation of the subject. In the other case, 
nature is regarded as objectively final in relation to 
the possibility of the thing itself. In the sequ~l. we 
shall see that the finality of form in the appear• 

• 
ance is beauty and the faculty for its estimation 
is 'J;aste. It would therefore seem to follow that 
the division of the Critique of Judgment into the 
aesthetic and the teleological must include in 
itself only the theory of Taste and the science of 

~ 

physical ends (i.e., the estimation of the things 
of the world as ends of nature). • 

All conformity, whether subjective or obj@g;~, .. 
can however be divided into two types, viz.,' 
intrinsic and relative conformity. Of these, the 
former is grounded in the representation of the 
object itself, but the latter only in the accidental 
use of this representation. The form of an obj•ct 
can in itself, i.e., in pure intuition without concept, 
be first perceived as purpo:;ive for reflective 
Judgment. The subjective confornV.ty is then • 

.. 
ascribeCl to the things and to nature itself. In the ' 
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second case, how~ve~, the_qbjectofReflectiox;. .may 
not be at all s~ted to the determination . of its 
form by perctption. Its representatio11 ca.n, 
however, base. an aesthetic judgment on a 
conformity, lying a priori in the subject, applied 
to the stimulation of a feeling of it, (perhaps of 
the supersensible . determination of the mental 
faculties of the subject) . Like the former, this 
aesthetic judgment relates itself to an a-priori, 
although only subjective principle. Unlike the 
former, it depends Qnly on a possible pur
posiv~ use of certain sensible intuitions according 
*'> their form by means of pure reflective 
judg:Uent, and not on a finality of nature in res
pect of the subject. The former judgment ascribes 
beauty to the objects of nature and the latter 
sublimity. Both, however, do so through pure 
aesthetic. reflective Judgment, merely in respect 

' of subjective finality without concept of the 
o~ect. No special technique of nature would 
~ .. 3~re be presupposed even for the latter 

, -judgment. This judgment exhibits a merely 
rfiiTi' accidental use of the representation, not with 

a view to the cognition of the object, but on 
behalf of a different feeling, viz. that of 
i!liler finality in the constitution of the faculties 
of the mind. The judgment over the sublime 
in nature expres~ a similar subjective finality 

1 
• which does ~ot depend on a concept of the object. 

, It als() would npt the~efpre be e:x.;cl_ugeg fmm 
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the divisions of the Aesthetic of the reflective 
Judgment. . / 

The position is the same withl regard to the 
objective finality of nature, i.e., the possibility of 
things as ends of nature. Judgment is passed 
over them only according to their concepts, i.e., 
not aesthetically in relation to the feeling of 
pleasure and pain, but logically. Such judgments 
are called teleological. The objective finality is 
laid at the basis of, · either the intrinsic possibility 
of the object, or the relati.ove possibility of its 
external consequences. In the former case, • the 
teleological judgment deals with the perfection of • 

• 
a thing according to an end which lies in the 
thing itself. Here, the elements of the object are 
related to one another as reciprocal means and 
ends. In the second case, the teleological 
judgment views an object of nature only in respect 
of its utility, viz. the conformity to an end which 
lies in another thing. ,. 

Accordingly, the Critique of Aesthfil'~t._ 
Judgment includes, firstly, the Critique of Taste, 
i.e., the faculty of estimating the beautiful, and 
secondly, the Critique of Spiritual Feeling 
( Geistes-gefuehles) , for this is the name I provi
sionally give to the faculty of representing sublimit~ 
in objects. The teleological Judgment refers its 
representation of finality to ttl object, not by 
means of feeling but through the c~cept. It 
therefore neeq~ nq special nQmenclature fgr. 
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distinguishi~he faculties inducted in it. These 
are intrinsic .s well as relative, but both are of 
objective confo mity. It refers its reflection entirely 
to Reason and not to Feeling. 

It remains to be noticed that finality is here 
regarded as a regulative concept of judgment in 
respect of the technique of nature, and not that 
of the causality of the faculty of representation 
m man. Art (or skill) m the characteristic 
meaning of the term is the name given to this 
faculty. Nature itself may he considered as 
technical or plastic for the sake of an analogy 

• according to which its causality must be represented 
with that of art. In that case, its procedure 
may be named technical, i.e., almost artificial. 
The principle of artistic beauty or of artistic 
perfection is not, however, sought here. 'Sfl e 
are concerned here with the principle of pure 
reflective, not of the determinant Judgment, which 
Jies at the basis of all • works of human .skill. 

~":Jlw finality must therefore ·.be treated·. by the 
' · aesthetic judgment as unintentional and to be 

met · by it only in nature. The estimation of 
artistic . beauty must then be. regarded as mere 
consequence from the· same principles, which 
lie at the basis of judgment over the beauties of 
nature. 

The Critiques! Reflective judgment .in respect 
of nature i4, t~1.1s constituted out· of two parts, t)iz., 
the Critique> of the aesthetic and that pf the 
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teleological faculty of estimatizof the things of 
nature. 

The first part will consist of two books, viz:., 
the Critique of Taste or of the esli.mation of the 
beautiful, and the Critique of Spiritual Feeling in 
pure reflection over .an object or of the estimation 
of the sublime. 

Similarly, the second •• part also contains two 
books, of whichthe first will bring under principles 
the estimation of things as ends of nature in 
respect of their inner possi'-'ility, and the other, the 
judgments over their relative conformity. • 

Each of the two books will contain in t~ 
• divisions an analytic and a dialectic of the faculty 

of estimation. 
The analytic will seek to justify in as many 

sections, firstly, the exposition, and then, the 
deduction of the concept of a finality of nature . 

• 

' 
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\ INDEX 

Adaptation, (affiuity ot conformity), relation to Judg:ment. 
I I, 29, 30, 34 ; and experience as a system, II, 12, 
13 n., 34. 

Aesthetic, two meanings of, 39, 40; and Judgment, 40. 
'Aesthetic judgmen~, defined, 43 ; kinds of, 43 ; and sen

sation, 43 ; and pleasure, 44 ; and finality, 44, 57; a:nd 
Judgment, 44, 45, 69, 75 ; and psychology, 65, 69. 

Categories, and experienqe, 13 n.; and finality, 36. 
Experience, and Judgment. I I, 12, 32 ; anti! Understanding, 

12 ; as synthetic judgment, 12-13 n.; and categories, 
• 13 n.; and empirical laws, 13 n., 19; :unity of, 20, 21 ; 

• a~ Rea:<>on, 59, 60. 
Faculties, cognitive, 10; division of, 15, 77. 
Feeling, and knowledge, 16 ; its characteristic principle a 

priori, 17 ; and Judgment, 17, 18, • 46, 83 ; and represen· 
tation, 39 ; and aesthetic judgment, 44, 83; and .per
fection, 46 ff.; of pleasure, 54. 

Finality (or purposiveness), concept of, 30 ; kinds of, 32, 
33, 59, 84 ; defined, 33; and Judgment, 34, 35 ff., 60, 
73, 87; concept of, and category, 36; and perfection, 

_ ...,;9Jf1.; and Reason, 59, 60 ; and feeling, 83. 
1 Freedom, and pleasure, 16, 17 ; and Reason, 79. 

Imagination, and Judgment, 37, 41, .57 ; and Understand
ing, 37, 38, 41. 

Judgment, as technical, 9 ; deti:ned, lO; and experience, 
II, 12, 13n., 20, 21. 32; and nature as art, 13, 14, 29; 

• and feeling, 17, 18, 46, 83; transcendental principle of, 
21, 22, 26, 30, 46, 7\ 79; and empirical laws, 21, 24n.; 
reflective an~ det~inant, 23, 42, 69, 82 ; principle of 

• reflective, ~' 24, 82 ; and Understanding, 25, 37, 41, 
46; and nature, 27, 28, 29, 32, 34, 38, 56, 61, 62; and 



• 

finality, 33, 35, 36, 44, 56,73, 82, 87 ; . and Itnaginatibt1, 

~~;j~·,?~d·~~,::~:;:· :t::'1 :~t:~1;,~~7';: 
and beauty;58,· 87, 

Knowledge, and feeling, 16; C;lnd experii"A:l.ce, 19, 20; and 
Judgment, 72, 79. 

Perfection, ·and feeling, 46 ff.; and finality, .49 ; defit1ed, 
49 .; .as objective finality, 50 ; and Reason, 50.; and 
Judgment, 51. 

Philos()phy, distinguised from Critique, I ; as doctrine, 1 .• 
2, 14 ; and technique ofnature, 14. 

Practkal, and theoretical, 2 ff., 7 ; and freedom, 5 ; and 
technical, 8. ., 

Reason, definecl, 10, ll ~ and empirical laws, 22, 3Q ; and 
Judg1nent, 38 ; and perfection, 51 ; and. nature, 56, 59,• 
60; and .finality, 59. • 

Representation, kinds of, 15 ; an aesthetic, 39 ; and feel~ 
ing, 47, 48 ; and pleasure, 54 : and conformity to 
Judgment,· 73. 

Technical judgment, its forms, 8 ; a new type of judg
ment, 8. ff.; belongs to Critique, 9. 

Technique, defined, 8 ; of nature, l4, 35, 57, 58; and 
Judgment, 26, 27, 29, 36ff., 55, 87; and perfection, 49; 
formal andre~, 55 ff. .. . . ~\~ 

Teleological judgment, defined, 56, 58 ; and Reas~~,~~:' 
57 ; OJ1 nature, 6 I, 68; and psychology, 67 ; .and Judg-

• ment, 69, 75, 76. 
Understanding, •d~fined, 10; (;lJ;td experience as a system, 

12,. 26 ; and nature, 19, 30, 56, . .7th and empirical 
laws, 21, 22; and Judgment, 25, 37 •.. 41 a.nd ju~g
ll1ents, 40, 41. 

• 


